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600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20580 

RE: Jewelry Guides, 16 CFR, Part 23, Project No. G7ll001 

Dear Secretary Clarke: 

This submission by the Accredited Gemologists Association (AGA) is in response to your request 
for comments regarding your comprehensive review of the Commission's Guides for the Jewelry, 
Precious Metals, and Pewter Industries, and your specific request for comments pertaining to lead
glass-filled rubies. 

The AGA was founded in 1974 to provide continuing gemological education on new gemstone 
discoveries, new occurrences of known gemstones, treatments, synthetic materials, and 
imitations. We are cutTently the only gemological organization in the United States that is wholly 
independent of any trade group or organization, and focuse.s its efforts on establishing and 
maintaining high professional standards for the trade with regard to diamonds, colored 
gemstones, and pearls. We are a proactive organization that focuses on issues of importance to 
the public-and trade-and our membership has spearheaded consumer-oriented alerts on such 
serious situations as the telemarketing schemes of the 1 980s. AGA members are all experienced 
gemologists, with highly respected credentials and many years experience. 

Congress has declared that "unfair and deceptive acts or practices" shall not be allowed in U.S. 
interstate commerce, and it has empowered the FTC with authority to enforce that prohibition. 
Additionally, Congress authorized the FTC to adopt industry-wide trade regulation rules, and it 
has done so with respect to the jewelry industry with The Jewelry Guides. The Guides provide a 
road map for fair dealing by outlining when. disclosures should be made to avoid unfair or 
deceptive trade practices as jewelry products are sold between wholesalers all the way down to 
retail consumers. 

The current jewelry marketplace has changed considerably since The Guides underwent their last 
comprehensive review in 1996. Greater emphasis was placed on disclosure of treatments to 
diamonds and other gemstones to prevent deception and unfair dealing. Those revised guidelines 
have not worked as well as anticipated. Ftuthennore, as a result of the current loopholes present 
in the Guides pertaining to disclosure of treatments, there are now many more (and more 
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extensive) treatments being used on many more gemstones, and many of these are being sold 
with no disclosure or inaccurate disclosure. 

Cunent Gemstone Marketplace: A Triad Leading to Confusion and Deception 

There are three general types of gemstones encountered .in to(!ay's increasingly global 
marketplace. First is what we prefer to call "oaUJral" gemstones, which we classify as having 
been created within Ute eruih and not altered subsequently in an.y way, except for cutting and 
polishing. Second is what we refer to as "treated" genistones, classified as having been created 
within the earth but subsequently altered by some treatment metltod to improve appearance, 
beyond cutting and polishing. Finally, there are "synthetic" gemstones, wb.icb are created not 
within the earth but in a factory or laboratory. Synthetic gemstones have essentially the same 
physical , chemical and optical properties of their natural counterparts, but typically sell for lower 
prices than ea.rtb-created gemstones. Of course, "imitation" gemstones are also manufactured to 
look like natural gemstones, but they have none of the physical, chemical and optical properties 
of natural stones. 

This triad was not always the case. Prior to the Last half of the 20'" century , there were really only 
two categories of gemstones: natural and synthetic. Before the 1960s, use of treatments was the 
exception rather than the rule. The word "natural'' was originally intended s imply to separate 
"naturally occurring" stones-that is , those formed within the earth-from sto.nes being created 
in laboratories/factories with the same physical/chemical properties of the naturally occurring 
stones. At that time, the term "natural" served a valuable purpose, irs intent being to help protect 
the public from "synthetic" gems being misrepresented as "natural" gems. 

But today there are essentially two types of "natural" gemstones, when defined as "created 
within the earth": natural (that is, as nature created them, with the exception of cutting and 
polishing); and treated (that is, the color and/or clarity have been improved in some way through 
human intervention). Man has used a variety of methods to enhance the beauty of gemstones, 
including heat, oil, dyeing, bleaching, coating, and filling. More recently, irradiation, lasering, 
and diffusion with chemicals have been added to the assortment of treatments routinely 
encountered by gemologists examining gemstones. Use of these treatments increases the supply 
of gemstones, and allows consumers in all income brackets to purchase jewelry to suit their taste 
and budget. 

Treated "naturally occurriug" gemstones, however, are Jess valuable than natural " naturally 
occurring" gemstones. Most consumers are unaware of Ute value differences because they don't 
even know there ru·e two categories of "naturally occurring" - natural and treated. The word 
natural has itself become a problem. In light of the quantity of treated gemstones in the market, 
the word "natural" immediately preceding Ute name of a gemstone that has been treated is no 
longer a valid qualifier, but one that is misleading. 
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Take for example, corundum, the mineral called "ruby" when it .is red and "sapphire" when it is 
blue or any of the many other colors in which it occurs. Red is also the rarest, so it. is also the 
costliest. Throughout most of history, rubies and sapphires underwent very little treatment to 
enhance their appearance. But as demand for ruby and sapphire increased in the 1960s and 
1970s, supplies were being exhausted. Anxious to meet this new demand, enterprising dealers 
discovered t11ey could heat lesser quality corundum to improve its color and clarity. Th.is new 
"treatment" went undetected for several years and quickly became routine. 

Eventually, virtually all rubies and sapphires sold in jewelry stores worldwide were heat-treated, 
and seldom was that treatment disclosed to purchasers. Most jewelers were unaware of the new 
"heat treatment" and, therefore, they were not informing consumers that they were buying stones 
that they were different from those purchased by their parents and grandparents before t11em. 
Even the prices at which the treated material was initially sold did not raise questions because 
they were comparable to the prices of natural , untreated material. Eventually, however, prices 
dropped as more and more treated material entered the market and supply outpaced demand. 

Once accepted within the trade, albeit, without disclosure, treatments were here to stay. Today 
there are numerous types of treatments being used on an ever-increasing numberof gems. The 
issue is not that gems are treated- in fact., without the introduction of gemstone treatments, it is 
possible that only the wealthiest would be wearing lovely jewelry today - but the absence of 
disclosure that is the issue; non-disclosure has resulted in confusion related to what the term 
"natural" means today in the context of the description of a gemstone, and this has led to 
consumer deception and exploitation. These issues need to be addressed in the current revisions. 

In the absence of explicit information with regard to treatments, it is reasonable for consumers to 
expect that the word "natural" when used in association with a specitic gem or piece of jewelry 
being considered for purchase, means a natural gemstone- that is, not altered or enhanced in 
any way by except for cutting and polishing. 

All Gemstone Treatments Must Be Disclosed to Bvery l'urchascr 

While trade organizations began to take steps to remedy the disclosure issue in the 1990s, clear 
and forthright infonn11tion pertaining to treatments- and the impact of specific treatments on 
beauty, durability, and value- is still not provided by most jewelers at any stage of transactions 
with customers. At one extreme,jewelers fai l to provide any information on treatments. At the 
other extreme, some jewelers insist that gemstones have always been routinely treated, and t11at 
all gemstones are treated in some manner. Thi.s type of distorted information is not accurate and 
does not serve the interests of the public. To say that aU gemstones are treated is as misleading as 
saying that none are. [See Attachments 15-17J 
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Complicating matters further and adding to the confusion is that while most gems sold today are 
treated, and consumers are buying them unknowingly, there are also an increasing number of 
flatural gems entering the market. Natural , untreated gems are still being mined, and natural 
gems also re-enter the market through estate dealers, auctions, and other sources. 

Furthermore, natural gemstones (that is, those not treated in any way) are now receiving 
unprecedented publ icity following major auctions at which they are reaching new record-setting 
prices, reinforcing the public's perception that natural gemstones are rare and valuable. This, 
combined with the use of the word "natural" as currently permitted in the FfC guides, creates 
opportunities for deception and misrepresentation. 

ln today's market-with so many stones now being " routinely" treated in some way-the FTC 
faces a new and daunting challenge: not only ri1ust the agency address ways to help ensure that 
consumers are informed about whether or not a stone was created within the earth rather than in 
a laboratory or factory, but now the FTC must do whatever possible to help ensure consumers 
are informed as to whether a gemstone is a "naturally occurring gemstone" (that is, not "treated" 
in any way) or whether its appearance is the result of its having been "treated" after being 
unearthed. 

The AGA has long believed that disclosure of any treatment to a gemstone should be the norm, 
not the exception. Disclosure of gemstone treatments must become an essential statement of fact, 
and although mandated by the current FTC Jewelry Guides. Section 23.22 (Disclosure of 
Treatments to Gemstones), it should no longer be "qualified" as it now exists. 

It is unfair or deceptive to fail to disclose that a gemstone has been treated if: 

(a) 	 the treatment is not permanent. The seller should disclose that the gemstone has been 
treated and that the treatment is or may not be permanent; 

(b) the treatment creates special care requi rements for the gemstone. The seller should 
disclose that the gemstone has been treated and has special care requirements. Jt is 
also recommended that the seller disclose the special care requirements to lite 
purchaser; 

(c) the treatment has a significant effect on the stone' s value. The seller should disclose 
that the gemstone has been treated. 

Gemologists, bench jewelers, and many gemstone.dealers can attest to the fact that all treated 
gems-regardless of the type of treatment- are covered by at least one of the sections above. 
Many are not permanent., but even in cases where they are, they usually need special care. Even 
"heating" alone can cause increased brittleness that will result in more damage in the course of 
normal wear. Finally, all treated gems in today's market sell for less-often much less-than 
treated stones, no matter how minimal the treatment. 
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The AGA believe.s the time bas come to revise the Jewelry Guides to mandate disclosure ofall 
treatment.~ to gemstones beyond cutiing 1111d polishing. The "shmdds" in Section 23.22 ought to 
be revised to "musts." Sellers must disclose each and every treatment they know. or have reason 
to believe, has been applied to a gemstone offered for sale to another seller or retail customer. 

We can appreciate the issues inherent in modifying the Guides in this direction. But the public 
desperately needs clarity, and the Guides need to ensure that the public is receiving the 
infomullion necessary to make informed choices and to understand what they are buying. 

Lead Glass-Filled Ruby: A Case Study in Misrepresentation and Deception 

Although heat treatment of ruby and sapphire has become the nom1 over the past half century, a 
few years ago. our members began seeing a new ruby product at gem shows offered for a few 
dollars per carat. Most of tJ1ese " rubies" were represented as berng "treated by heat only." It 
wasn't long before we discovered this was not the case. Our members began receiving calls from 
bench jewelers who were finding that these " rubies" were not behaving like any ruby they'd ever 
hnndled, and that routine jewelry repair and mnnufactu.ring techniques were causing extensive 
and h·repanlble damage (for which they, the bench jewelers, suffered damage to reputation- and 
thus future business- as well as having been held financially responsible by retailers and/or 
consumers). 

Gemological examination of the stones revealed unprecedeuted quantities of glass- a highly 
refractive /e(ld-glass in particular - combined with some unknown quantity of corundum (tbe 
mineral known as ruby only when it occurs in a red color with good transparency, or "sapphire" 
when it is blue or any other color in which namre createS it). In short, a "blend" of two materials 
altogether different in terms of physical properties. 

Subsequem research by AGA members. in associAtion witb several of the world's leading gem
testing laboratories, revealed that the lead-glass became an integral part of the blended product 
and cannot be removed without destroying the entire "gem." Furthermore, the properties 
associated with "ruby" are no longer the same since the properties associated with lead-glass are 
also present and inseparable. These are two critical differences between this producr and treated 
rubies. ISee Attachments 24-301 

Withoui IJle lead glass, there is no "ruby'' in terms of color and trnnsparency, but with the lead
glass, the physical properties areso altered thotthe resulting "ruby" lacks the characteristics that 
make "ruby" a ruby. Tbe fusion of these two very dffferent materials creates something that is 
neither ruby nor glass., but a new type of imitation that combines properties of both. each of 
which is inseparable from the other- in short, a new type of "composite" (an imitation created 
from two or more materials being joined rogether in some way, to imitate a rarer, and more 
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costly gem). Composites can be fanned from two or more parts of a genuine stone, or two or 
more parts of an imitation or synthetic, or from a combination of genuine and artiticial. 

This new product now being sold as "treated ruby," at inflated prices, poses a serious threat to 
consumers that was unknown at the time of the last FTC review more than 10 years ago. 

The AGA has numerous real-life examples-some of which are provided in documents 
submitted along with these comments-of the problems created as a result of selling this product 
as ruby when the most impo•tant physiclll characteristics associated with ruby- its toughness, 
hardness. and overaU durability, ranking it next to diamond in terms of these characteristics-is 
not present in thi.s new product. These composites are not only less durable , they are very fragile. 
fSee Attachments L-141 

!J1addition, the· lead-glass component has other adverse effects on the ability of anyone selling 
this product to be in compliance with current FTC guidel ines related to a) identity of the stone; 
b) carat weight; c) qual ity; d) disclosure related to care requirements, and e) value. 

The lead-glass products now in the mru·ket are being misrepresented specifically as to their 
"type," "kind," "quality," "weight," "durability," and "value." 

• 	 Kind:The lead-glass products are being misrepresented as to the "kind" ofproduct; 
they are being represented as "treated ruby" when the altered material no longer 
has the properties of ruby. This lead-glass product is neither ruby nor glass, but a 
new type of imitation that combines properties of both glass and corundum, each of 
which is inseparable from the other. 

o 	 They have been clearly identified by the two mosthighly respected gem
testing laboratories in the USA- the Gemological Institute ofAmerica (GlA) 
and American Gemological Laboratories (AGL) as products that are not 
genuine ruby. [See Attachment 30] 

o 	 GIA identifies them as "manufactured products," and AGL identifies them as 
"composite ruby." [See Attachments 18-23 and 33] 

o 	 Both labs include comments pertaining to presence of significant amounts of 
lead-glass, and the need for unusual care. The AGL laboratory states: "the 
product has been heavily treated using a high refractive index lead-glass ta jill 
fractures and cavities, vastly improving the apparent clarii:J! and adding 
weight. The glass may be damaged by a variety o[salvents." [See Attachment 
22) 
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o 	 There are devastating consequences resulting from using trad itional 
techniques on these lead-glass "rubies" at the bench-extreme and 
irreparable damage- a further indication that the product may look like 
ruby, but that it is a product that lacks the durability of ruby, a very 
important characteristic long associated with ruby. 

• 	 Quality: Because of the composition of the product, and the extensive amounts of 
lead-glass, no one can know the true quality of the product because i.t is impossible 
to conduct accurate color and clarity grading-the two most critical factors involved 
in determining the quality and value of any gemstone. Lead-glass products cannot 
be accurately be graded for 3 primary reasons: 

o 	 The high refractive index (Rl) of the lead-glass conceals the fissures/fractures. 
making it impossible to determine bow many there are, how deeply they penetrate 
into the stone, and thus, how great a risk they pose with regard to breakage in the 
course ofnormal wear. 

Wl1at Is "Rl" and How Does It Affect Quality Grading? 
The refractive index ofa stone relates to how the light moves through, and between, 
different media- in this case, ruby and glass. The greater the difference between the 
RI of each substance, the more easily one can see important intemal characteristics; 
the closer the Rl, the more ditlicult it is to see them. Tfthe.Rl is essentially the same 
for both substances, one crumot d istinguish where one ends and the other begins. This 
is why other types ofglasses sometimes seen in ruby (usually silica glass) are 
different; they have lower Rls so one can actually see where the fracture is and 
properly grade the stone. 

The R1 of lead-glass is almost a perfect match to that ofruby. This means that as light 
moves through the stone, one cannot see where one substance ends and the other 
begins. This is why, in lead-glass products, one can't see the fractures, and thus can't 
evaluate the stone's clarity. It is virtually impossible to determine how deep or 
wide-how dangerous- any fractures or fissures might be. Even a single fracture cru1 
be extremely dangerous and severely affect the ·c larity rating, depending on where it 
is located and how far it penetrates into the stone, and thus its longevity and value. 

Below one can see how the quantity of lead present affects the Rl- the more lead, the 
higher the RI. It is clear that the percentage of lead present in the glass used on these 
rubies is very high. 

http:Tfthe.Rl
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Rl's For Var·ious Glasses: 

Glass, Fused Silica Rl 1.459 

Glass, Pyrex Rl1.474 

Glass, Flint, 29% lead RI 1.569 

Glass, Flint, 55% lead R1 1.669 

Glass, Flint, 71% lead RI 1.805 

The RI ofcorundum (ruby/sapphire) is I. 76-1. 77; torm the Jist above one can see that in 
order to have the same Rl, the lead content in the glass must be in the range of68-69%. 
The amount oflead in the glass also accoums for it weighing so much more than ruby, or 
other glasses used in "treated" material. 

o 	 The filler cannot be removed. Another important distinction between lead-glass 
fillers and other fillers used routinely to treat ruby/sapphire to improve 
appearance-and which can rightly be sold as "treated ruby"-is seen in 
whether or not the filler can be removed for any reason. Other fillers, including 
common silica glass, oil, or epoxy resins, can be removed in cases where this 
might be necessary to determine whether or not a coloring agent has been added 
to the filler, or to ascertain how much filler-how heavily filled-the stone is (as 
with epoxy resins used in emerald). In the case of the lead-glass filler used in 
these stones, the lead-glass used to create the product cannot be removed from 
the stone without destroying the stone's structural cohesiveness; attempts to 
remove the lead-glass result in the destruction of the stone (it crumbles or falls 
apart). 

o 	 I h_e Lead-Glass Filler is Not Colorless. The lead-glass is usually tinted. When 
analyzed, the lead-glass used has been tinted in order to improve the color seen 
in the finished product, so one cannot know what the actual color was. 

• 	 Weight: Ruby weight is indeterminab.le with these products. We know that lead-glass 
weighs much more than ruby, but since the lead-glass cannot be removed, and its high Rf 
makes it impossible without expensive, sophisticated instrumentation to ascertain exactly 
bow much glass versus ruby is in a particular stone, it is not possible to accurately 
determine the weight of the ruby component. Therefore, one cannot calculate the actual 
ruby weight. The only thing certain about the ruby weight is that it is less than the weight 
indicated for the entire stone, and in many cases, much less. 
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This has been noted by respected laboratories around the world, and is indicated on the 
AGL reJJOrts on lead-glass products. One can only estimate the percentage of ruby versus 
glass in the stone based on the presence ofcharacteristics found only in glass (bubbles, 
blue-flash, surface crazing), or only in ruby, but a precise weight cannot be known. 

• 	 Durability: Lead-glass products lack tl1e dw·ability ofruby: 

o 	 Lead-glass is much sofler_lhan ruby (and other g lasses used in tTeatmentS) and wears 
more quickly than ruby. 

o 	 Lead-glass is much more vulnerable to scratching, chipping and breaking with normal 
wear than ruby. 

o 	 Lead-glass is vulnerable to acid-etching by many commonly encountered substances, 
including lemon juice. 

o 	 Lead-glass composites are quickly and irreparably damaged by techniques that have 
been routinely used for centuries 011 ruby or treated ruby; these techniques include the 
use ofheat, and chemicals and acids used routinely in the course ofmaking or 
repairing jewelry containing such producl~. 

c 	 The "joins"-the planes-between the lead-glass and ruby also weaken the overall 
structure of the product, making them more susceptible to dan1age from an accidental 
k.nocl( or blow. 

• 	 Value: Lead-glass rubies arc being sold to consumers for hWldreds to thousands of 
dollars per carat, when the cost should be 5-10 times less than what they are paying. 
Within the trade, lead-glass rubies under 5 carats each originally entered the market at 
prices betwee11 $1.00-5.00 per carat. Today, trade acceptance of these as ''just another 
type of treated ruby" has resulted in sharply higher prices for the same sizes/qualities, 
now costing $10.00-20.00 per carat. Jewelry containing these stones is being sold by 
some vendors to the trade at highly inllated prices .• which are then even more highly 
inflated when sold to consumers. 

o 	 Retailers purchasing j ewelry pieces containing these stones are told they are 
rubies and are themselves paying very inflated prices for the pieces they buy, and 
then passing on their mistake to their customers at even higher prices. While they 
are easy to distinguish from rubies or treated rubies, most jewelry retailers have 
not taken the time to leam what the distinguishing characteristics are, but describe 
and price what they sell based on what they are being told by ve11dors, who often 
are doing the same thing with regard to their own sources. 
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o 	 ·n 1e unscrupulous at aB market levels are misrepresenting them knowingly, and 
selling them at huge profits. 

It is for the foregoing reasons that the AGA believes it is essential that the FrC understand how 
these lead glass-filled ruby products differ from other products in the market that are accurately 
described as "treated ruby" (or sapphire, or other gemstone name), and how selling them as 
" ruby" or "treated ruby" violates current FrC guides. 

It should be noted that while we discuss our research and experiences related specifically to ruby , 
we are also now seeing blue, green and yellow sapphires that are the same type of product, with 
the same issues for public and trade alike. These are also being treated with a high Rl glass, 
resulting in different physical characteristics, a much lower value, and the need for special care to 
avoid breakage or severe and irreparable damage. [See Attachments 32-341 

The AGA cannot ignore what occurred with rubies and sapphires, when " treated" material first 
entered the market, and the potential for such a scenario to occw- again, unless the current FrC 
Jewelry Guides are revised to help prevent it. There is already growing concern about j ust this 
sort of thing occurring with another gemstone family-the spinel fami ly. The similarities are 
clear: demand for this beautiful , rare, natuml gemstone is increasing dramatically, supply is 
decreasing, and prices are strengthening. Spinel is highly sought after not only because it is 
beautiful and rare , but also because connoisseurs are looking for na!Ural and umreated gems, 
and the spinel family is one of the few gemstone families known to be "natural" and "untreated." 
Until now, that is. 

As we saw with sapphires and rubies , treatments to improve the quality of less desirable spinels 
are beginning-to appear in order to meet rapid ly increasing demand, and to take advantage of the 
rising demand in order to sell "treated" spinels, without disclosure. at much higher prices. But 
the difference between now and the 1960s is that we know about treated material entering the 
market; we know that treated and untreated spinels are not "the same thing;" and we know how 
to separate one from the other. Natural spinel is more rare and more expensive than treated 
spinel. Ho-wever, if the FTC Jewelry Guides permit treated and untreated material to be sold as 
natural, it will lead again to confusion, misrepresentation, and exploitation, just as it did in the 
1960s and 1970s. I'See Attachment 31 j 

After considering all of the information provided above, including the historical and current 
market realities, the AGA strongly recommends that the FTC restrict the use of the qualifier 
"natural" so that it can precede the word "ruby," "sapphire," "emerald," "topaz," "spinel ," or the 
name of any other precious or semi-precious stone, to describe only stones formed within the 
earth and which have not been artificially altered in any way. 
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FUitbennore, in order to ensure clarity and e liminate confusion, the AGA strongly recommends 
that the FTC revise the guides to require use ofthe word "treated," or other similar word, to 
immediately precede the word "ruby," ".yapphire," "emerald," "topaz," ''spinel" orJhe name 
ofany other stone that formed within the earth andsubsequently was altered to improve 
appearance, in any way, apart from culli1tg arul polishing. 

A Few Comments About Pearls 

The Commission bas questioned whether it shottld amend the Guides to recommend any specific 
disclosures relating to fi-eshwater pearls, and whether the Guides should advise the disclosure of 
treatments to pearl products, such as dyeing techniques that artificially color the final product. 

The AGA believes a prudent course when using the term "cultured" to describe various types of 
pearls is to follow recommendations of the The World Jewelley Confederation (ClBJO). For 
ClBJO, the term "cultured" refers not just to the fmisbed product but, more importantly, to the 
human intervention responsible for facilitating the growth of the pearl. Cultured pearls are, 
therefore, products that fom1.as a direct result of the human intervention. The term "cultured" 
should precede any pearl product that is not either natural or an imitation. Use of the tem1 
"cultured" is appropriate for both seawater and freshwater pearl products whose formation and 
growth has been initiated and/or controlled by human intervention. 

The term "cultured freshwater pearl" should be used to describe any freshwater pearl product 
that is not e ither natural or imitation in origin. Section 23.20 of the Jewelry Guides seems to 
imply that freshwater pearl:; in shapes other than round, or that are not bead nucleated, may not 
require disclosure as "cultured." This was once a position advocated by the pearl industry. 
However, today tlus position is considered arcane. 

With respect to disclosure of treatments to pearls, the AGA acknowledges that pearls, in general, 
and cultured pearls specifically, are routinely modified for usc in the marketplace. These 
modifications have been commonly referred to as "processing," and can incl.ude drilling, 
polishing, buffing, peeling and cleaning. The foregoing practices arc used extensively enough to 
be considered common practices and, therefore, no specific disclosure is necessary. 

However, more recent pearl treatments, such as bleaching, coating, cutting, dyeing, tinting, 
filling, heating, irradiation, oi ling, waxing, and working (e.g., removing blemishes) are quite 
another matter. These pract1ces are less traditional and, therefore, should be disclosed in every 
transaction because they can have a significant influence on the apparent quality, and thus value, 
of the pearl. 

Regarding permanence of these more recent pearl treatments, little is known about the long-term 
stabi lity of color treatments in pearls as there are no major scientific studies published on the 
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issue. However, dyeing, coating and waxing are not considered permanent and, therefore, should 
always be disclosed. These treatments are all assumed to require special care instructions. 

The extent to which many pearls are modified through treatments is only recently becoming 
better understood. However, it is widely observed that there is a difference in value between a 
treated and untreated pearl.. An untreated pearl is considered rarer than its treated counterpart. 
The relationship ofa product' s rarity to it value is understood to directly influence value in 
virtually all other gem related categories. There is no reason to believe that pearl products would 
be different. 

The AGA believes it is appropriate to require disclosure of treatments, even those that are 
pennanent, at the time ofsale. Such disclosure allows consumers to make infotmed choices 
when considering the purchase ofpearls. Additionally, such disclose protects the natural pearl 
market, which has experienced diminished demand as cultured and treated pearls have altered 
consumer expectations about what pearls should look like to an extent that nature can no longer 
compete. We believe complete disclosure ofpearl treatments, exceptdrilling, polishing, buffing, 
peeling and cleaning, will ultimately lead to higher consumer confidence in pearl products. 

Conclusion 

The AGA is committed to working with the FTC to develop industry guidelines that will serve 
all stakeholders. Consmners want to pmchasc jewelry to suit all socioeconomic levels. Vendors 
want to meet this demand with traditional gemstone products alongside treated gemstone 
products. Consumers can only make informed choices about such purchases if they know the 
truth about the products under consideration. Are the gemstones natural? Have they been treated 
in ways that affect their stability or value? Are there significant gaps in consumer w1derstanding 
of these questions? As experienced gemologists, we know the answer to that final question is an 
unqualified "Yes!" The FTC can serve consumers by mandating gemstone treatment disclosure 
at all levels of trade, and use its public relations tools to educate consumers so they can make 
more informed and intelligent buying decisions. 

On Behalf of the Accredited Gemologists Association 

Respectfully Submitted by the AGA's "FTC Review Committee" 

Committee Chairman, MichaelS. Evers, Esq., Gradua/e Gemologisl (GIA) 

Tracy Aros, Graduate Gemologist (GIA) 

LaShawn Bauer, Graduate Gemologisl (GIA) 
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Blaire Beavers, AccreditedJeweby Professional (GIA) 
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Gemologist Appraiser® 


Michael Cowing, Fellow ofthe Gemmological Association ofGretlt Britain (FGA) 


Ted Irwin, Graduate Gemologist (GIA); Tndependent Certified Gemologist Appraiser (American 

Gem Society) 


Craig Lynch, Graduate Gemologist (GIA) 


Antoinette Mattins, Professional Gemologist; Fellow ofthe Gemmological Association ofGreat 

Britain (FGA) 


Stuart Robertson, Graduate Gemologist (GIA) 


Gary Smith, Graduate Gemologist (GIA); Certified Gemologist-Appraiser (American Gem 

Society); American Society of Appraisers Master Gemologist Appraiser®; Forensic Gemologist 
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AGA Attachment 1 

From: : 

Subject: Contact Antoinette Matlins 

Date: December 28, 2010 11:11:13 PM EST 

To: 


Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by 
on Tuesday, December 28, 2010 at 20:11 :13 

name: Stacey Laster 

REASON FOR CONTACT: Rubies and Lead Glass 

referred_by: Rio Grande Slog 

message: I am interested on your in depth piece on the unfortunate ruby 
problem. I have been burned, and have had to replace one of these 
stones with one of a much higher price. I am hoping that I can avoid such 
problems in the future. 

Thank you in advance. 



AGA Attachment 2 

From: J 
Subject: Join my network on Linkedln 
Date: February 25, 2012 1 0:21 :00 AM EST 
To: 
Reply-To: J _ 

Hello Antoinette, It was so nice to meet you in Tucson at the Southwest WJA 
dinner. Thank you for coming and joining us! BTW- I found Macy's in Austin 
selling glass filled rubies last week & the sales women said she had never 
heard of such a thing. All Effy goods. Best to you - Jayne Schultz 



AGA Attachment 3 

From: 

Subject: Contact Antoinette Matlins 
Date: February 10, 2011 12:06:05 PM EST 
To: ; 

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by 
on Thursday, February 10, 2011 at 09:06:05 

name: Julie Swanson 
REASON FOR CONTACT: ruby composite article 
referred_by: mid-america jewelry news 
message: I'm in the process of sending a 2.98 ct (I'll bet money it's a ruby 
composite) for evaluation because it came out of the pickle all crazed top 
and bottom !!!!! Thanks for your article and I look forward to more info on 
ruby composite 



AGA Attachment 4 


From: 
Subject: Re: Contact Antoinette Matlins 
Date: February 21, 2011 10:10:24 AM EST 
To: . 
This was something that the customer's husband acquired through one of 
those "mining" outfits in the southern US, I believe she said it was in 
Georgia. They provide you with the opportunity to "find a rock" then they 
charge you to cut it for you.... . you go home and six weeks later your cut 
rock arrives in the mail. I think in this case they also sold him the 
setting. My customer brought it to me to be sized. After the stone showed 
crazing, my customer called them to inquire about treatments. They claim 
that the rock is cut right in their facility and that no treatments are 
done. They also had sent an appraisal along with it stating it was a ruby 
and worth $$$$, significantly more that what you pay for the "cutting" My 
customer fortunately allowed me to have the stone sent to a gem 
evaluation laboratory who concluded that it's a ruby composite. I don't 
think I'm on the hook to replace it with a real ruby, fortunately. I feel so 
bad for my customer, though. : ( 
Thanks so much for your research, I photocopied your article and gave it 
to her to read. Julie. 

On Thu, Feb 10, 2011, Antoinette Matlins · ·wrote: 
Sounds to me like that's exactly what you had -- a composite ruby -- and I 
hope you can get your money back! Was this something you bought, set 
and then "damaged" or was it for a customer? I'd love to know more 
because we're trying to gauge where the risks are .... to the trade and 
public alike! In any event, I've attached a more in-depth piece. I confess 
that after reading it again, I think it would benefit from a good editing job, 
but I think you'll find it helpful. 
In addition, did you visit the AGA site? If not, go 
to www.accreditedgemologists.org and click on the links to the articles on 
composite rubies posted there (there are several, a couple of which I've 
written or co-written with Craig Lynch). There are some excellent photos of 
tell-tale indicators, provided by Craig, and he's also written an 
excellent booklet on them with extensive photos -- it's available for $25, 
and was being sold in several places in Tucson. I'm sure you can get it on 
the AGA site, as well, but if not, you could email him directly if you'd be 
interested in having a copy -



AGA Attachment 5 


From:, 

Subject: "Ruby" -Composition or Glass 

Date: August 23, 2012 2:28:07 PM EDT 

To: 


Dear Antoinette Matlins, 
My name is Jo-Ann Maggiora Donivan and I am a jeweler in San Francisco 

Bay Area. with my husband, John Donivan. We both have worked at the 
commercial level for over 35 years and have had some experiences with the 
ruby material that is lead-glass filled. Although the stone appears to be a ruby 
of normal quality I have learned first hand that it cannot be treated at the work 
bench as a "normal ruby". Besides protecting the stone from general torch 
work, we now have to make sure that it is not placed inside any pickle pots or 
even heated ultrasonics. The material is so unstable that I even warn 
customers not to expose it to some household cleaning solutions or even acid 
based food, including salad dressings and lemon based foods. 

The very fact that it is NOT stable leads me to treat this as if it were glass in 
all bench procedures. 

While some consider this stone to be a "composite" I believe that it should not 
be considered in any form to be of natural origin. If anything, this stone is a 
manufactured item--man made. And there should be many disclaimers 
attached to it upon sale--whether within our industry or to the public consumer. 

This is a product that will not nor cannot stand the test of time. And at our 
workshop, we produce jewelry that is meant to be passed on as 
heirlooms. This means that it should last through many generations. With this 
stone material, the metal will survive under normal wear and tear but the stone 
will not. 
Sincerely, 

Jo-Ann Maggiora Donivan 
John T. Donivan 
httpj/www.donivanandma_illliora.com 

http:httpj/www.donivanandma_illliora.com


AGA Attachment 6 

August 11, 2010 
C. L. Gardner 
General Counsel 
jewelers Vigilance Committee 

Dear Ms. Gardner: 

My name is Bryn Huxoll and I spoke to Ms. Flamm about my desire to lodge a complaint 
against Macy's jewelry department. She advised me to send you the documentation I have, 
and a letter describing what happened, along with the ring so that you could get 
independent verification about the ruby from a respected gem-testing laboratory. So here 
it is. 

I recently went to a Macy's at the Spotsylvania Mall in Spotsylvania, Virginia, in search of a 
gift for my mother and fell in Jove with a gorgeous ruby and diamnnd ring. The ring was 
originally $1,600 but there was a 40% off sale that made the purchase more attractive, 
and it was the last day of the sale sol had to make a quick decision .. 

I was mere seconds away from purchasing the ring when I saw a sign in the jewelry case 
stating that many gemstones have been treated and may require special care and telling 
me to "ask associate for details." I asked the woman who was helping me (Shirley Gross 
business card enclosed) if the ruby and diamond ring had been treated. She EXPLICITLY 
told me that it had most CERTAINLY NOT BEEN TREATED and required NO special care. l 
double-checked that this went for the diamonds and the ruby (she mentioned something 
about the sign in the showcase being there primarily to Jet customers know that a stone's 
weight may vary by as much as .02 carat, but that nothing on the sign applied to the ruby 
ring l was buying). l i!Sked her if she was a gemologist and she told me she was not, but 
that Macy's created profiles for each piece of jewelry and the sales associates were privy 
to the information. 

Feeling increasingly confident about the purchase, but recalling some consumer 
information I had read, I decided to buy the ring only if the sales person was will ing to put 
in writing, on the sales receipt, what she had told me regarding the ruby and diamonds 
not having had any treatment and that no special care was required. She was happy to do 
so (receipt enclosed-note Ms. Gross' handwritten comment on the backside of the 
receipt stating "this ring has not been treated, no special care" along with her initials, 
"SG"). 

HOWEVER, when I was making a copy of the receipt to send to you, I noticed that a small 
purple sticker had been put on the back ofthe receipt AFTER she had written 
her note re: not treated/no special care. This little sticker on the back of the receipt states 
that"special care instructions could be found at Macys.com"! This was not there when she 
wrote on the receipt, and when she gave me bag with the ring, and handed me the receipt, 



it was folded in such a way that it was not visible. I'm furious about this, too, because it 
was done in an underhanded way. 

After I left the store, I was comparing ruby jewelry online, and found an article regarding 
Macy's once selling rubies that were heavily treated and needed Jots ofspecial care, and 
was referred to a website where I could find the names of experts in my area who could 
tell me, for free, whether or not the ruby in the ring was one of those that Macy's had been 
selling. I assumed that they wouldn't be selling such rubies any more given the publicity, 
but decided to check out the ruby anyway- so I could just be 250% positive. 

I made an appointment and went in with the ring, with my mind already set that I was 
being a silly, overly cautious shopper. The appraiser took the ring and examined it. After a 
few minutes I left the appraiser's office, ring in hand and FURIOUS!The appraiser said 
that based on all the "bubbles" ins ide the stone, the ring was AT LEAST 40% GLASS! If it 
were to lie re-sized to fit my mother's finger, my "perfect ruby" ring could fall apart or 
become very ugly, very quickly, and there would be no way to fix it. 

At first I was going to drive straight back to Macy's to return the ring and get a refund, but 
then it seemed to me that if I did this they would just continue to sell this kind ofstuff to 
others without telling the truth. Furthermore, it seems to me that if Macy's had people 
doing profiles on each piece ofjewelry, then they must know. A reputable company 
bamboozled me, and I'm sure that other customer's have been too. I've lost ;ill of my 
confidence in Macy's as a store where I get a good product at a fair price. 

This is why I decided to bring this to your attention instead, and appreciate your interest 
in helping to resolve this and bring it to the attention ofMacy's management. 

Please note that the tags ca nnot b e r emoved from the ring or they wiii not permit 
me to return it. 

Ifyou have any further questions or need addi tional information, you can reach me on my 
cell phone at 

Thank you. 

Bryn C. Huxoll 



AGA Attachment 7 

August 14, 2012 

The following is my experience with the composite ruby issue: 

I was part of the quality control group in 2007 that discovered Macys was receiving 
composite rubies from a specific vendor. I also participated in conversations with Macy's 
buyers and legal department in 2008 up to May 2009 when the quality control group was 
eli minated. We advised them of their responsibility to disclose the rubies were treated 
with lead glass if they should decide to keep them to sell to the public. Macys was told 
they could sell these items at whatever retail price they want. However, it was 
emphasized they needed to disclose the treatment as the value of the stones were 
substantially lower than rubies not treated with lead glass. 

I purchased a ruby ring Movember 2009 from Macys as a Christmas gift. The ticket on the 
piece said the stone was a ruby with diamonds and did not disclose any treatment. I did 
question the sales associate if the ruby was treated and was told Macys did not sell 
treated rubies. She even wrote on my sales check "based on the ticket stone is natural". 
After giving the ring as a gift, I was looking at the stone and it did not look right. The piece 
was sent to the American Gemological Laboratories for evaluation and the report came 
back that it was a lead glass filled ruby. 

Mimi Lowe 



AGA Attachment 8 

July 29, 2012 

Gortney Balzan 

My professional background in gemology, jewelry arts, valuation sciences 
(graduate school) and leadership positions in different International 
Gemological Associations allowed me to work with large corporations, 
trade organizations and government agencies and commissions including 
the Federal Trade Commission in the late 1980's and early 1990's where I 
had a direct line to legal. 

During the 1980's through the 2012 we have experienced treatments from 
countries specializing in the composite process. At a conference In 2005 
a presentation updating attendees on current technology on treatments, 
there was a one day session on high refractive index lead glass ruby 
composites presenting problems in Asia, with a warning that may spread 
throughout the supply chain worldwide. 

During this time my clients were large corporations with hundreds of 
stores. The buying departments were told to inform the supply chain of 
the potential of a new problem product of high refractive index glass that 
was being used with corundum, imitating ruby. This product imitating 
ruby eventually found its way into our large quality control facility and was 
becoming increasingly noticeable. One of the companies with which I was 
working had an established set of 'Standards and Guides," according to 
which, this product should have been identified as unacceptable and 
returned to the vendor or RTV. These Standards and Guides were 
followed for a short period of time but eventually the RTV stopped 
because they needed the merchandise to get into the stores to be 
"competitive." They sent them out into the stores without disclosing the 
treatment, and without any mention of the unusual care needed - all of 
which affected their "value"- even though they were advised to do so. 

The results were damaging to any consumer that purchased this high 
refractive index glass product imitating ruby. Many salespeople in fact 
were damaged because they were not told about this product. When 
some of the salespeople found out about this situation and had taken in 
returns of damaged merchandise due to treatment, many felt deceived for 



giving false and misleading statements to their customers. So it was not 
just the customer who purchased the composite ruby that was damaged 
but others involved with the corporation right down to the store 
salesperson. This included quality control personnel who felt deceived 
and defrauded when they found this out. In many cases the damages 
were lasting. 

The larger problem is that these high refractive lead index glass 
composites are now being sold throughout the marketplace without 
disclosure. This continues because of the lack of proper 
enforcement. Worse. the sellers know that even if fined, the profits are 
still so high - and they get away with it because they say they didn't 
know, and place the blame on the vendor in the supply chain side. 



AGA Attachment 9 

May 15, 2011 

Tracy Dumlao 

This problem extends offshore to the military and their contractors who 
purchased these pieces. This is a buyer beware situation because the 
return policy does not exist. The gift from husband (who was a contractor 
for the military) to his wife who collected gems for pleasure and resale 
sometimes had a different story. She found her collection was not ruby 
but composite imitating ruby that had low value. The product did not fall 
into the category of gem ruby. She was amazed to find how stores 
merchandised this imitation in the display case. She went to many stores 
mall stores and amazed how salespersons were negligent and disclosing 
this stone as natural with all the characteristics of gem ruby. Her 
comment was people who buy this jewelry do so for sentimental and 
loving reasons which can be destroyed in an instant. My collection of 
composite rubies have been placed in a safe and will not be used for 
adornment or any other purposes presently. 



AGA Attachment 10 

FROM: JUDY KENNEDY 
Email: 
DATE: May 24, 2010 
Telephone: . 
RE: television alert about con operation selling fal{e rubies as real 

I'm hoping you'll agree that the story below is worth telling, hopefully this weekend, on one of 
your consumer news segments. It might save many Hawaiians from costly mistakes and 
heartbreak such as I suffered. 

The con involves a fraudulent auction scheme- operating as ''Roberto-Galleries" (and this is 
p·robably only one of the names they use)-that is bilking Hawaiians out of thousands of 
dollars. I was one of the victims, but only recently learned I'd be.en cheated-out ofalmost 
$10,000- by people who are clearly professional "cons." 

They are having another auction on May 30-31 here on Maui and I'm hoping you can do a 
feature story in time to prevent others from being victimized. 

Since discovering how I was deceived and Jed into purchasing a "ruby" and diamond pendant 
(which did NOT contain a genuine ruby at all, but an imitation known as a ''composite" - an 
amalgam of tinted glass and low-grade "corundum"), I've learned that everything connected to 
this auction firm is suspect- the address they show on their letterhead is a strip mall, and the 
suite# provided is a UPS store, and no one in the area has ever heard of them; the phone 
number provided is never answered by a person, but a machine; the gemological "laboratory" 
report and valuation totally misrepresent the identity and value of the pieces being sold, and 
the laboratory seems to have no clients except Roberto Galleries and other unheard-of auction 
houses (operating under different names, but possibly the same people). l could go on an on. 

I discovered my mistake when I took a gem and jewelry course on the mainland a few weeks 
ago, with expert Antoinette Matlins (she has done exposes on NBC's Today Show, ABC's Good 
Morning America, MSNBC, CNBC, CNN, and others, and most recently on the artificial rubies 
being sold as genuine rubies). She was talking about these ruby-glass compositions- which 
cost only a few DOLLARS per carat, and showed all the students how to spot them ..1 pulled out 
my pendant and was shocked to see the tell-tale indicators of these new ruby-glass 
compositions, and thought I must be doing something wrong. I wasn't doing anything wrong 
and Ms. Matlins confirmed my horrible discovery. She then submitted the piece to one of the 
most respected gem-testing laboratories in the world, where it was further identified as a 
"composite;" she had initially thought the auction firm had simply made a mistal<e, and 
assumed that when presented with irrefutable documentation, that they would take back the 
piece and refund my money. But they refused and insist they are not responsible and that ifl'm 
unhappy with the purchase my only recourse is to go to arbitration in California. 

This is where I think you would have a great story- my telling what happened to me and then 
exposing the devious way in which they deter/prevent consumer recourse. I can show you 
papers I signed, without really understanding this wasn't "normal" in the auction arena, and so 
on. My phone number is: ; cell . Ms Matlins would also be happy to 
speak with you: Jr 



AGA Attachment 11 

June 20, 2012 

Hi Antoinette, 

My name is Joon Choi and I own and run Good Neighbor Gems, a gem 
cutting shop in San Francisco. I'm writing you to share my experiences 
with lead-glass filled rubies. 

I've seen dozens of these pass through my store. Mostly from people who 
wanted a better polish, have chipped or damaged them, or even some 
completely destroyed by dipping in the pickle. 

I've tried everything possible to try to recut and polish these stones. But 
no matter what I do, I cannot polish them without the fine hairlines re
appearing on the surface. And for the most part, it ends up worse than 
when I started. 

And for stones that are put into the pickle by bench jewelers, they are 
completely destroyed and irrepairable. I've seen many from jewelers 
because it is a common practice to put finished jewelry into the pickle after 
doing any work. And according to them, it only takes minutes for the 
stones to get damaged. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Sincerely, 

Joon Choi 
Good Neighbor Gems 
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~JEWELRY APPRAISAl:-~GAAttachment 12 


''Ho~est Reputabl~ Jewelers.;.since 1923, where your diamond NEVER leaves your sjgbt'i 
·· Diilmonds 'Re..Set, Appraisal$, Ring Siiing ... Wltile-U~Wait and Watc~! · 

August 14, 2012 

To whom it may concern, 

A customer come into our store acouple months ago with a l4k yellow gold oval ruby and diamond 
cluster style ring that was purchased on vacation. The ring was purchased at a big discount. According to 
the customer it had a suggested retail price In the show case ofaround $3,000.00 and the customer 
purchased it closer to $1000.00. (Later in the transaction the customer produced the recelpt to back up 
the dollar figure for us.) The ring was too big and the customer brought It In for sizing and the process 
was explained to her. 

First her finger was measured with standard ring sizing instruments. Then the current size ofthe ring 
was determined by putting iton a mandrel which Is a tapered metal "rod• with finger size increments on 
it. The ~mount th~ ring needed to be sl<.ed down was explained to the customer as well as the risks 
Involved in doing this type of procedure.Since we don'tknow anything about the ring In reality, 
manufacturing style, metals used, repairs or solders used as well as any treatments to stones. The 
customer agreed to understanding the risks involved In doing t he repair. In addition she said she knew 
of no treatments and the ring was brand new and no previous repairs were done. 

When the ring was given to the jeweler with the sizing instructions he began the work while the 
customer watched behind the glass. After cutting t he shank of the ring and making it the correct size the 
jeweler put a heat sink or heat shield on the top of the ring around the ruby for protection. The ring was 
fluxed and the shank was soldered where the small piece ofgold was removed. Flux is a material used to 
help solder flow evenly In the seam similar to pipe soldering. Next the j eweler removed the heat shield 
and put the ring In the "pickle• which Is a heated liquid cleaningstep to remove trre scale and other 
contaminates after soldering; then into the ultrasonic for additional cleaning followed by a final steam 
cleaning of the ring. The steam blows out any residual residue. This is fulrly standard procedure for this 
type of repair. The last steps would be buffing or polishing the ring to remove any scratches or tool 
marks and tO· put on a high shiny polish like the ring was right out of the showcase, followed by an 
ultrasonic cleaning and steaming again. 
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~JEWELRY APPRAISAL~ 


880,llel'rs 

"Honest Reputable J eweJers ...slnee 1923, where your diamond NEVER leaves your sight" 

Diamonds Re-Set, Appraisals, Ri11g Sltillg ... While•U-Wait a11d Watch! 

After this process a final Inspection is done and this Is when the jeweler noticed that the ruby was 
damaged. It has horribly Included with white vein like lines and voids running throushout the surl1!ce of 
the •Ruby•. lhe •ruby" w~sglass filled which was not disclosed to the customer at the tlme of the sale 
or to us dU!lng the questionins pan of th~ take In proc.ess where discovery should be discussed, befon! 
any work Is done to the item. 

The customer was upset to say the least and any explanation at that moment was not golns 10 help or 
make her feel any better. She didn't know who to believe or what to do next She wondered why she 
wasn't lnfonnt>d at the tlme she purchased !he ring and what could she do now? Findlns out this way 
was upsetting and embarrassing.The stone w&s showed to me and 1explained that the stone was 
probably lead glass filled. It was the Hrst e~ample I had ever seen live, not from a picture. There are 
many articles written on this subject and forlUnrHely I follow the latest industry news regularly. The 
store's owner was notified Immediately and he got Involved. The owner took the stone to another 
appraiser for confirmation of lead glass filled. suspicions were confirmed that the stone wos In hlct very 
heavily lead glass filled. oue to hallmarks Inside the rins the I was able to track down the manufacturer 
of the ring where the ruby was in fact said to be ltad slass filled and very inexpensive for on eve cleanlsh 
2.5()(1 very red ruby, it was less than $300 compared to $20.000+ she could spend on a nawral Ruby of 
sim~ar quality. After a bit of a discussion ai/Out the enti~ situation the manu~Kturer .agreed to sell us a 
single replacement stone. Have explained 

In the end, we explained everything to her that!he ortslnal jeweler should have explained. The 

~ustomer felt chuted and mislead. Changes In the disclosure laws need to be made to prev~nt these 
types ofsituations from repeating themselve$. 

Te>dd Zweifel 

Graduate G~ologlst 1 



AGAAttachment 13 


In a message dated 4/29/2010 9:14:48 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time, 
writes: 

Hello Antoinette, 

If I remember correctly you asked people at the AGA seminar to let you 

know if they find any military people who have been sold composite 

rubies. I just identified two composite rubies and three synthetic 

sapphires that were sold to a serviceman in Afghanistan. Are you still 

collecting names of these service people? 

Best Regards, 

Joseph Bloyd, GG 


Here is the gentleman's information: Jason J. Stewart, First Lieutenant 
in the Army Reserves- Intelligence. 

My understanding is that he is in Afghanistan and purchased the gems 
there. The gem package consisted of: 

-- Two composite rubies in parcel 

--One 5.5ct. composite ruby (awful quality) 

-- One 3.5ct composite ruby (visually appealing) 


If I can help in any way, please let me know. 

Joseph Bloyd, GG, AJP, RMV 

Independent Gemologist Appraiser 

JNB Jewelry & Gem Appraisal 




AGA Attachment 14 

You're In Afghanistan, Sparkling Gems Abound •••. But Beware! 

by Dan Hildebrandt, from Sharana, Afghanistan, November 2, 2010 

You're in Afghanistan and you've been to the bazaar on any ofour numerous U.S. military installations. They are 

selling local textiles, cast trinkets, antiques, and gems; diamonds, rubies, sapphires, emera lds, tourmaline, the 

whole spectrum of colorfu l, exotic gemstones. Wow, how beautiful, and how tempting to buy some at such 

bargain prices while you're so close to the mining areas ... 

Stop right there! What you're likely to find is that the quality and value is NOT what it appears to be. One of the 

biggest disappointments many of us are experiencing is learning when we get home that the beautiful stones we 

bought aren't what we thought they were. How were we to know, for example, that those lovely rubies we bought 

at bargain prices-- and which we were assured were worth much more - are really extremely low-quality stones 

filled with glass and worth a fraction of what we paid! 

This is the reality in Afghanistan, Pakistan, and throughout many of the countries where we have bases. And while 

it may not be a big deal to some, for others like myself, it is a big deal because we have dreams of building our 

retirement accounts, or bringing home a monster emerald or ruby to surprise and delight our w ife or loved one. I 

hate to be the one to burst the bubble, but this just isn't going to happen if you put yourselves in the hands of the 

concessiona ires, and others selling gems on base. More on th is follows. Even those that may be honest often don't 

even know what they have. If you trust a concessioner at one of these bazaars, you'll probably be taken for a costly 

ride. 

I've now examined over 4,000 carats of rubies being sold by the locals at our bazaars. In the beginning I thought I 

could tell what I was looking at, and make a wise investment; I assumed if I made my purchase on base, I was 

"safe." I wasn't. I was a victim. 

How could I have ever imagined the many things that are done to imitate, duplicate, and improve the appearance 

of gemstones? What 1 ended up with was 600 carats of " ruby" that was actually something made by using an 

extreme type of treatment whereby very high heat is used to melt lead-glass and infuse it into a very porous, low

quality ruby. Many gem-testing laboratories around the world call these stones "glass·ruby composites" and there 

is a question as to whether or not it is even legal to call them real rubies at all. Unlike real rubies (which are 

tougher t han all natural gemstones except diamond), glass-ruby composites can break very easily, and even worse, 

ifyou take one to a jeweler to set into a pretty piece of jewelry and the jeweler doesn't know it's not a normal 

ruby, it can end up as a molten glob on the poor jewelers work table ... and there is no way to fix or repair it I 

Whatever gemstone you're purchasing, there's a high risk that it isn't what it appears to be. Many synthetics and 

fakes are being sold, and inexpensive stones such as garnet (worth almost nothing) are being misrepresented and 

sold as something else, something you're led to believe is much more va luable. To find out more, go to 

www.accreditedgemologists.org or www.AntoinetteMatlins.com. 

Now, don't get me wrong. There is some fine quality mercha"ndise available in Afghanistan, but if you don't know 

what you're doing, you' ll be easily taken. Without the tools that gemologists use to determine a stone's true 

identity, It's impossible to know what you're buying and what it's worth, so you're taking a big gamble. I've 



learned, the hard way, one irrefut able fact: most of the people in Afghanistan selling gemstones to soldiers and 

civilian contractors ore not dealing with us honestly. This includes not only the concessionaires but others, living 

and working on base, representing themselves as gem "experts" and assuring you they can get the "real thing" at 

"the best price (and by the way, if people living on base try to sell you stones--those not authorized to do so--let 

your base Mayor know ASAP and have the stones checked out so action can be takes to remove dishonest people 

from base). 

I've taken the time to get some books and learn much more about gemstones being sold here. I've even purchased 

some tools so I can now identify the stones I see and spot most of the fakes (and NO, you canNOT tell just by 

looking). In short, my misfortune led me to a new hobby, and I've become passionate about the science of it all. 

And so I'm still looking at gemstones, forfriends as well as myself. This is why I hope you' ll trust me when I tell you 

how great the risk is for anyone buying gemstones, on our bases as well as off. I see bad stuff all the time, and too 

many soldiers are being ripped off by people making a huge amount of money, at our expense. 

This is not to say that what I've bought is worth nothing, but thegems I thought were worth hundreds ofdollars per 
carat can be purchased on TV shopping networks and from retailers at home in the USA at prices ranging from $5.00
25.00 per carat on average ! And the quality of some of the gems I purchased, while they may have some value, don't 
have a market--in other words, you won't be able to find anyone at home interested in buying them! Yes, I've learned 
the hard way ·· such is life --but you don't have tol 

• 	 First, be aware: the only thing "REAL" about the gemstones being sold in Afghanistan is the RISK! 

• 	 See if you can find a "gemologist" on base; there are someon some bases; they can help you. 

• 	 If no gemologist is available, invest in some simple tools and a good book or two and learn what to look for 
and what to look OUT for (you'll be surprised how quickly you can learn how to separate real from fake). I 
purchased two books: Gem Identification Made Easy and Jewelry & Gems: The Buying Guide, both by A. 
Matlins and A.C. Bonanno, (www.GemStonePress.com.) and some simple gem testing tools. 

• 	 If none of the above is possible, just say "NO"! 

• 	 If you can't resist the temptation, put a limit on what you spend so you don't get yourself into a bad 
financial situation. Just take this as a friendly warning--this is a fact: what you see at the bazaars is probably 
not even close to whot you may think it is. 

The deception isn'tjust where gems are concerned. I started with gems because they are perhaps the most 

tempting, and they're easy to carry home II now do what I can to help others here in Afghanistan avoid being 

ripped off on the gemstones they are buying-- to find out what they have while there's still time to do something 

about it, before returning home. 

To summarize, you're not going to get rich buying a few rubies on a gamble; your hard-earned money will probably 

do better In almost any other type of investment; $1,000 just does not buy $10,000 anywhere in the world. Now 

having said all of this, whatever happens, keep th is one thing in mind that I've learned in my own life: the true 

gems are the people in my life that I care about ... and the pride I take in my work. 

Important Note: Gem expert and author Antoinette Matlins, a Board Member of the AGA (Accredited 

Gemologists Association), has advised me that because of growing concern among members about 



increasing exploitation of soldiers abroad, the AGA has announced that AGA members will identify 

composite rubies and imitations purchased by soldiers abroad at na charge. This free service does not 

include a written report, but in some cases findings will be documented in writing if the soldier plans to 

seek recourse. Go to www.accreditedgemologists.org 
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Information Sheet #1 
Standardised Gemmological Report Wording 

Corundum 
• with residues from the heating process present in healed fissures 
• with residues from the heating process present In fllled cavities 

AGA Attachment 15 

Members of the Labomtory ManU~JI Harmonisation C<Jmmittee (LMHC) have s18ndan1tsed the nomenclature thet they use to 
descobe heat treatment In corundum and the de9ree to which fissure 'healing' has occurred, and the residues that remain 
Within the healed fissures and caVIties, following the heating of COI\.Widum. 

Healed f/ssures1
: 

Arty corundum thai shows tnd~Cetior1s of having undergone heat treatment and a degree of healing along (prei/IOVs) fruclures -
see Figure 1 - whiCh also contain a residue(s) from Ule heating process. shall be described as 

Identification 
Species· (Natural)2 corundum 
Variety; Ruby or Sapphire 

Further lnfOtmatlon 
Indications ol heating' (to mod.ty Ule colour and/or tranSJ)8rency of the stone), plus 
the approprie~te residue quantification terminology - alptta numeric and/or text description•. 
See table 1 and examples In flgures 2. 3 end 4 

Note 1: As en option, e.g., for 'Slmpltfiad report..ng' SJtuations, the quantification of residues in healed fiAures may be replaced 
by the swtement 'residues In healed fissures'. 
Note 2: Wording t.n parenthesis ts optiOnal 
Note 3; This eta use may include the presence of M~all filled calilbe$ 

' , ., 
.... 

D. •flft ponlbJt de•ilnfluliO'II ~. •!tn d.-.nillj; by ,.,r/•n.>·~tlol o~ 

• 

-hh kl~·"'' ' 
t=:l "''"-'._.,l,;..t.,......,_nh, l 
[=:J '~ ......... ~ ..... 
_ ....... . 11-

c:::l ...... t tlh-At"-ftJ-~i 

u:JJ .................... . 
D 

Fig11ro t: Flux &!i.•I!IU!•II ~ Of elret'lure during the headng proceu. A lrecwro lhal '-been hcillll!llt by lhe synthesis ol 
Con.ndum or otllef materials during 1M healtrNtm""l 01 Cry$1.81 (ll'owth processes_ (Hanni, H.A., tii98) (a) scnematJc ~) ecwal 

Minor 
Rcstduc in caVilies 

1 (tee lnfotmaUoo Shoot 113 fot "CIOnlndum with (liM$ lilleO n~sure!l" Mil auDaequent 'oorundwn wllh/and oglus") 
2 

WO!ding In p8fec1l!W$B Ia optional 
• In tlle cases ol TEl and TE? (n14nor) or 1 E3 and TE4 (moderato), When I he te~ version is $Oioc;t41d a tOiiW(II10& 10 til& $poc:lloe alpiWI-~ 
&llall be lndca1IXI Oitl1tr by combining lllo two or placing an • K • In lhe apprcptiata pofll o1 the t:Omparativo sa.Je 
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Uem~ of lha UUtC cletorln!no which of Ill&~ qUI!ftbficalcn tarmanotDgy to uso (lee U.tllt t) lalung IIlio aecounlll'lll 
SIZe and ~ qf 4IIICh '-led ~ and !he naltQ oc 1tte ~'~!!~.due that ranallns. n. IW$ICIUO ""'Y be Qti"'1PPised a( 
~ranging florn 1 h ~~ ne\'III'Oito. 'illllll ftiiY lidlll lt!iCMess' to IUMI'OtiS tt~Ur:h.tt!s uw may ~'liNe a 
~ tl1ickneu (Ue v.amoles i'lli!!\ft$ 2. 3 and 4) 

, . 

Figure 2: Mtnor resr<lue ('lEt) In U1ls example oonsisling or 
liM bUbble•llk& S1fUCAI.IfM 

Figure 4; Sogn rtCarll ntlldl» fTE5J 1n l'liS example 
COO$iStng of eoat.O lriiCl i.nO. $m.foke $1nldUre5 

Filled csvitfes: 

0 
~r .. m 
~l \U 1-, 

Figure 3: Moderate restdve nE3lln lhll Dl<llmple 
consis1mg of eoarse bubbl~·ltlc6 atrUGturos an<J films 

Fi9ute 5: Slgnificalll reSidue (TE!, In 1J'IIS bample 
CICIO&asllng Of CO«Se aod U1Q. 6Miolllll• llruGtunJs 
I.O(Ielh:er Wllh a l'arge gl.ass-fi1fed cavtly (C31 {IIJ(;Jmple 
m~o loll) 

Arly corundum that lhowa lnellcaoon!> or havirtg unoergonct ho~l tree1ment a~ th~ preiiflnt:e o1 D v•troous residue in a 
ca.V!l)'{les). ShOJI be clelK:Itbld as 

I I I ,, ·[\ 

ldenl.lflC0\!01\ 
Spoc:;n (Natural}' corundum 
V~ Ruby or Sapphire 

furVtet' lffatnuljJQq 

ti)C[H:IItions or beating' (10 I'I'IOCitly die~ 8ndlar lnlriSpOifll)nC ~die IIOI'te) • . lllus 
the ~te ~ICIIbofllen'i'~. alpha numeric al1dlor tal dMcrtpllon. 
Telllet OUiirles 1he uso ~ltle ~alpha numel'le 01 um ~ Md 6gure 5 ~ an 
UOI~ orB typicat St1U81101\ 



Information Sheet #3 
Standardised Gemmological Report Wording 

AGA Attachment 16 

Corundum with glass filled fissures and/or cavities 
and 

Corundum-Composite Material 

Members of the Laboratory Manual Harmonisation Committee (LMHC) have standardised the nomencJai!Jre that 
they use to describe glass filled fissuros and/or caviUes In corundum and corundum-compos•te material This 
nomenclature Is used tor all situations thet (I) Involve the filling of fissures andfor cavities with glass, where there 
aro Indications that the clarity of the corundum has been enhanced/modified by th1s process with lho exception of 
those covered In Information Sheetr,1 and {II) form a oonmdum..glass composite material 

Glass filled fissures In corundum: 
I ... IN«mallon Sheetl1 few •healed issuftls. IW!dlliiiiiiQIICIII1C •fUidues JA issores") 

An'/ CXIrw1duJn U\a1 snows • IIIIICa!loiiiS or haWJO undetgCilm e1ar1y enhance~ LISUIIIy DSSI5ted by heiltilu. 
I~ lhe &lg cllisslies with glass shall be~- liS 

~ 
Variety 
Comments· 

PllfiiMir 
op!IONI ,. 1*1 
commenla: 

Speoclal Notlco& 

Natural eorundum 
Ruby or Sap"hlnt1 

(lndic:atklm~ of) Clarity Dnhlln«tn11ntlrnodjfication by • glass filler In t111urH 
or Glou flllod flsturH or Glan In fis&urH, plu$ (th6 appropnate filler quMtrllc:etlcn 
terminology - 'OII)NI nutnflfic andror ~~~~~ d.esc.t1ption' - sM tatlM 1), {lhlt IOantl"~tlon or the gfa" 
materiol - ~.g , l110c,l QIIIISS, aUlea q1ass, etc.) and/or the s.tatemenl (lnt!Qd\ldioll Of glass inlo 
fissi.U&$ 1IWQIYQ& heetlng)7 

{This tr11atmcmt usulllly applies to lOw qvelity stone$.) 
{Glass lilled corul"dum Ia unstabiD to olevated temperatures and to cel'laln ~emlelll agoota.) 

Wllether using the alpl1a 1'1\Jmerte or toxt do&ertptlorl the repgrt shall also illustrate the equtvolilnt l)y appi)MJng lhe 
above chart , 

2 Tho process pcoducing 'glass filled fiuutllg' moghl olso lndtJOC healing of flssUfes and/or fractures (we InformAtion 
Sheet#') 

Glass filled cavities in corundum: 

• ~ !of the blue variety of CCitUndUift Fot otllet COlOurs. 'Sapphire' preceded by Its QOlc)w (&g. ~eflow ~e. jllnk 
~~. clC) See lnilmlalion ~ N lot~ s.-qlphlre' 
: Text '" pal1lnltlestS IS op!Jonal' 

111 c:asa of cojoored glass. the report te)(t shan .,.,!oon tllo pruern:e of a coloured grass 
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!Its possible t11at during lhe glass filling process in addition to fisstJres. cavities may also become filled with glass. When such 
glass filled cavities are found in acldition to the applicsble report text ancllot alpha numeric (as abOVe) those Sl'lall be daSC1'100d 
as, 

Comments.. 

Further opUo nal 
~port comments: 

(•Indications of) 'Glass filled cavity( los) plus (the appropriate filler quantification terminology · 
'alpha 11umeric amllor te)(t description'· see table 2), (the iclerttificat.ion of the glass material -
e.g., lead glass. silica glass, etc.) aodfor the statemet1l (introductiOn of gtass into cavities involves 
heating). 
(TI\is treatment usually applies on low quality stones.) 
(Glass filled corundum Is unstable to elevated temperatures and to chemical agents.) 

Figure 1 a: Colour M$hOS seClfl, in the ;~rea of tea.<! gla&s filled fractures 
In ruby 

Figure 1 b: A mlcroradlograpllllla·l reveals llle presence or lead glass 
In rraew~s 

Members of the LMHC determine which quantification terminology t<> use (see tables 1 and 2) t.akltig Into account the slz.e and 
position of each gl!lss filled fissure and/<>t cavity. Thts ~lltng may be of various extents (see examples in figures 2a. band c.). 

/"-., 
( . 

r\0 v··(l 
j ••• 

Flgurela; Glass filled fissures; Eldonl; 
l1llln« (F ; ) 
Speci;~t note: 

~··0 
v 

Flguro 2b: Gla$$ r.ll&d li$$ures: J;)clent. 
moderato tF2) 

F igure 2c : Glass nned fossure~>: Extent: .stgnll'ieanl 
(1":1), <')00 $igllif~nl gin$& folio(! C3viliM (CJ) 

Durability/stability: Glass filler may be unstable to elevated temperatures end to Chemical agents. S()ecial care shall be taken 
when repairing jewellery items set witl'l gt.ass fined corundum. Durii'IQ jewellery repair lhe uM'Iou:ndng of such stones is 
recornm01'ld9d. 

Rubv or sapphire with glass: 

It is possible to take a heavily fractured, friable, single piece of rough corundum, infuse too fractures will'! glass and then facet a 
stone /:rom the treated matoriaJ. F'OIIow;ng the faceting process wide fractures filled Ylith glass may oo found to encircle the 
stone. If the glass wete removad the stooe woUld fall Into at least two parts_ 
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species. 
vaooty 
oomments· 

'Natural corundum with glass' 
'Ruby or Sapphire with glass' 
This stone is being held together with glass. 

(If removed the stono would fall Into at least two parts.) 
Fracture filling materipls s\ICh as glaS& may be unstable to eleYated temperature and to cl'lemicaJ 
agents (Spe<;ial care should oo taken wtlen cleaning or repalnng JBWGIIery 1tems set with fracture 
filled stones.) 

Illustration of the effect of HF acid on corundum with glass: 

Figure 3a: A rac;eled corunefum.glass ma1enal Flgun~ 3b: Romalnlng Nby piiecos or IM r:~ce1ed corundum.glau 
1-----------------------'-"malenal ahown In fi ure 3a after aod dlsinto ralion 

Ruby/Sapphire-Glass Composite Material: 

It •s poss1ble to assemble and/ or to blnd a multitude of unrelated bny pi~s of rubyfsapph11e tnto one CUI1Jng matetlal with 
glaS&. When such material •s found, it shall be de$cribed as, 

species: 'Corundum-glass composite' 
variety. 'Ruby/~pphlre..glass composlto', en artificial product 
comments. This item is a combination of glass and rubylupphire. 

This binding material may be vns1able to elel!atOCI temperature and to chemical 39ents. (Special 
care should be taken when cleamng or rep:~iring compo5ite materials) 

Illustration or the effect of HF acid on corundum-glass composite material: 

Figure 4a: A l~tecl ocrundum~~ oompos.le mal$rial Figure 4b: Remaining ruby plea!& olltt& racelod cotUndu:m·glass 
compo&lle rMletl~t SIIOo"n in ftgute 4a alter add o.slnlegratoon ( 107 
IIOura In HF 
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Information Sheet #7 
Standardised Gemmological Report Wording 

Corundum 
• no indications of heating 
• indications of heating 

AGA Attachment 17 

Members of lhe Labotalory Manual Harmonisation Committee (LMHC) have standardised the nomenclature that 
they use to describe any corundum that shows no indications of heating or any corundum that shows Indications 
of heating. See also information sheets #1 to #4. 

No indications of heating 

Any corundum that shows no indications of having undergone heat treatment shal'l be described as, 

Identification 
• Species: 
• Variety: 

(Natural)' corundum 
(Natural)1 ruby I (Natural)1 sapphlre2'/ (Natumt)1 'padpamdscha (sapphire)' ' 

Further infonnation 
No Indications of heating (NTE) 

This clause may include the presence of an insignificant amount of coloured material with in a 1iissure, but not any 
amount of iron oxide and/or an orange dye in a 'padparadscha (sapphire)'. 

Indications of heating 

Any corundum that shows indications of having un<lergone heat treatment shall be described as, 

Identification 
• Species: 
• Varie ty: 
Further information 

(Natural)1 corundum 
Ruby I Sapphlre2 I Padparadscha (sapphire) 1 

Indications of heating (to modify the colour or transpanmcy of 
the. stone)(TE) 

Note A: Certain lwa1ing condibs may no1 onodiry- some chareclerlstlc lnt*J$1on5Jintemal features (e.u .. liltact rutile needles. unallorOd ziroo<l) 
while at the same Ume changing o1hen; (e.g .. earuoMt~s. noMtive erys~ats. apatite). r:f ar1y t1eaM1Jt~red ln«*tslons are observed. the comment 
shall~ 100icalions of (low temperarure} heaflng'. Thi& may not apply fo< mag1natK; IJoote<S C»fff!\<Jum. 

Note B: Cec1ain llea1ing COCldltions may not modifY oome Internal marac;teri&b (e.g .• blue zoning) whilo iM !he sam• lj.OO el\llr'!)ing 041\e( features 
(e.g .. lnfrered speelra} 111 sUCh c:ireum~anoe-s, U $1)tetrsl ~nta indiC81e healing lias taken place, tile comment shal be 'lndicaticcu; of Qow 
tem~Jalura) healing'. This may not apply for magmatic hosted cotundum. 

1 Wording In parentheses is optional. 
2 'Sapphire' for the blue variety of corun<lum. i=orotller colours. 'sapphire' preceded by its colour (e.g, yellow sapphire, pink 

sapphire. e.tc.) Of Jl(eooded/repiai:OO by padparadscha. 
For the definition of a 'padparadscha (sapphire)'. see lnfonnaUon sheet #4. 

' Jl 1 .t1\4 •t;Jh•t \ \ nu I L1 , '' 1,1u~'" \t m, u~ • I h 
<:II 'll <I 11op.~: Ill Ill I•'J'\11 ·h1 

\II II •1,1• i<>l •lh I '!\<~Ill\ 
(.1~\ of 'II ·'""'·'II" 1 IIi II\ 1 Ill>\ L l•ooh lool\ II S \1 

<•II (, Jo\ \\II• I 11 •I '"" llulan.t1 (,ul1d1n<o~ml J I ttl<""""''"'~' 
( "' ttt\1''' liJ lu lllll\' SSII ~\ .. l.1dl. 111t1 
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AMERICAN GEM OLOG IC A L LA BORA TO RIES 
QUA L I T Y DE F I N E o· 

AGA Attachment 18 

FOR IMMED[A TE RELEASE 

AGL MODIFIES ITS DISCLOSURE POLICY ON LEAD-GLASS FILLED RUBIES. 

NEW YORK, NY -13 November 2007 - After several months of discussions with many 
sectors of the gemstone and jewelry trade in the U.S. , Europe and Asia over concern that exists 
regarding the proper and adequate disclosure of the lead~glass lfeated rubies that are entering 
the market in large numbers, the American Gemological laboratories (AGL) has decided to 
modify its disclosure policy regarding stones treated in this manner. 

The gemstone industry was stunned in 2005 when the market began to be virtually flooded with 
large amounts of the lead-glass filled rubies for sale at very low prices, often as low as S2-$15 per 
carat (figure 1 ). ~Those who have developed this treatment found a highly effective means of 
taking very low quality ruby that was available in massive quantities and turning it into more 
transparent. facet-grade ruby via a multiple-step process that involves stages of heating, acid 
cleaning, as well a.s injecting a hig:h-refractive index glass,• explained C.R. "Cap• Beesley, 
President of AGL. 

"These stones are often so heavily treated that it is not always possible to determine how much of 
the stone is actually ruby and how much is glass," added Christopher P. Smith, Vice President 
and Chief Gemologist of AGL (figure 2). 

A tremendous amount of concern has erupted as a result of the large volume of material that is 
available and the impact it may have when a consumer purchases such stones thinking that they 
are getting a higher quality ruby than they actually are. Smith further stated ''In their natural state, 
these stones are translucent to opaque, with extensive cavities, channels and fractures.» (figure 
3). 

According to Smith, "I previously completed and published, along with several colleagues, an 
extensive study on the durability and methods of detection for these lead-glass fil led rubies• (see 
Smith et al., 2005 and McClure et at, 2006). In this study our research indicated that the lead
glass was susceptible to many types of solvents, including standard household products. "Once 
the glass became etched, the apparent clarity of the stones was severely affected and it became 
readily evident how low quality the stones actually were," Smith stated (figure 4). 

Beesley further indicated ''Typically the glass is yellow to orange in color and can artificially 
augment the red color of these stones (figure 5). In light of our long-standing consumer protection 
initiatives, we feel strongly that it is important to protect the end consumer and the trade by 
continuing our leadership role in the proper disclosure of these stones." 

In a final statement, Smith summarized AGL's policy ''We wanted to develop a new category for 
this material that would allow for easy reference and allude to their condition, then provide further 
information for clarification under the comments section ofour documents." 



Effective immediately, AGL will disclose this material as follows: 

Identification: Composite Ruby 
Standard enhancement: Heat 
Additional enhancement: Lead-glass 
Comments: This ruby has been heavily treated using a high refractive index lead-glass to fill 
fractures and cavities, vastly improving the apparent c larity and potentially adding weight. 
The glass may be damaged by a variety of solvents. Stability: Good to Fair 

(See an example of a sample GemBrief below) 

References: 

Smith C.P., McClure S.F., Wang W., Hall M. (2005) Some characteristics of lead-glass-filled 

corundum. Jewellery News Asia. November, No. 255, pp. 79-84. 


McClure S.F., Smith C.P., Wang W., Hall M. (2006) Identification and durability of lead glass-filled 

rubies. Gems & Gemology, Vol. 42, No. 1, pp. 22-34. 


Sample AGL GemBrief 




Figure 1: Lead-9lass filled rubies took the gemstone industry by storm in 2005. With wholesale 
prices ranging from as low as $2-$15 per carat, several sectors of the industry took pre-emptive 
action asking labs to have stones treated in this manner clearly disclosed. Due to the extreme 
extent of this treatment and concerns over durability, the AGL identifies such stones as: 
Composite Ruby, with an additional comment stating: This ruby has been heavily treated using a 
high refractive index lead-glass to fill fractures and cavities, vastly improving the apparent clarity 
and potentially adding weight. The g lass may be damaged by a variety of solvents. Stability: 
Good to Fair. Photograph by Jessica Arditi and Sun Joo Chung. 

Figure 2: The lead-glass filling is so pervasive and there is such a close match between the 
refractive index of the glass and the ruby, that it is often difficult to fully recognize the extent of 
this treatment. This image illustrates one of the most distinctive features of the composite rubies, 
consisting of large numbers of gas bubbles occurring within the leadiJiass. Photomicrograph by 
Christopher P. Smith. 



Figure 3: Low-quality rough ruby, commonly from Madagascar, is the starting material for the 
lead-glass treatment. After the multi-step treatment process, the transparency and color of stones 
such as these becomes dramatically improved. Photographs by Fred Kahn and Sun Joo Chung. 

Figure 4: When the lead-glass starts to become damaged, the true extent of the fracturing starts 
to become evident. Photomicrographs by Christopher P. Smith. 

Figure 5: A large piece of the yellow to orange colored lead-glass used in this treatment process 
can be seen still attached to this large piece of ruby rough after the treatment has been 
completed. The inherent color of the glass helps to arti ficially augment the red color of the ruby. 
Photograph by Fred Kahn and Sun Joo Chung. 



# # # 


About American Gemological Laboratories 
Founded in 1977 by C. R. "Cap• Beesley, American Gemological Laboratories (AGL), a 
subsidiary of the publicly traded Collector's Universe (NASDAQ: CLCT), pioneered the 
development of the world's first comprehensive Colored Stone Grading System 
(www.aglgemlab.com) AGL has also provided detailed country of origin and enhancement reports 
for some of the most prestigious retailers and auction houses in the world for the past three 
decades. AGL has been designated the official North American laboratory of the International 
Colored Gemstone Association (ICA). In addition, the laboratory is the official colored gemstone 
laboratory of the 2007 Fine Jewelry CEO Summit and the JCK Las Vegas Shows, as well as the 
2007 Platinum Sponsor of the ICA World Congress in Dubai. 

About Collectors Universe 
Collectors Universe, Inc. is a leading provider of value added services to the high-value 
collectibles, diamond and colored gemstone markets, with the Company's common stock traded 
on the NASDAQ Global Market under the symbol CLCT. For the most recent fiscal year, CLCT 
authenticated and graded over 3 million items valued at just less than $2 billion. 

Contacts: 

Cap Beesley Christopher P. Smith 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
@ 

AMER ICAN GEMOLOG ICAL LABORATORIES 
QUALITY DE Fl N Eo· 

American Gemological Laboratories (AGL) modifies its 
disclosure wording on heated rubies 

l 2 June 2009: Over the past year, I have been having extended discussions with AGL 
clients in the wholesale and retail sectors of the trade, as well as. industry organizations to 
evaluate the services of our laboratory. Some of these discussions have led to refmements 
in our reporting procedures (already implemented) and contributed to the complete 
redesign of our Prestige report, which was launched this past February during the Tucson 
Gem & Mineral Show. 

With the recent independence and re-privatization of AGL, this process has continued 
and resulted in the publication of ow· first official price list ln it, we have refined and 
simplified our pricing structure to offer highly competitive rates for top-quality 
gemological reporting. We are also maintaining the innovative and very popnlar 
Fast Track services of GcmBriefs, our lower cost altemative in a convenient credit card 
sized format. 

0 .. I d. ID dE h rigan report, me u mg an n ancement: A . I II matena s 
Carat sizes Foundation Members Non-Members 
Up to 2.99 cts 150 USD 180 USD 
3.00 to 9.99 cts 250 USD 300 USD 
I 0 cts and up 350 USD 420 USD 

These various discussions have also involved the manner in whiich we report our findings. 
Continuing discussions with our clients have helped me gain a better perspective on those 
reporting poLicies that are very effective and clearly communicate the proper information 
to describe a gemstone. However, it has al.so come Lo my attention that certain policies 
have been the cause of greater confusion and therefore are not effectively describing or 
conveying information. As a result, we have already implemenLed several changes to our 
policies on the disclosure for geographic or country of origin detem1inations, modifying 
or doing away completely with nomenclature that was confusing or ineffective. 

Heated Rubies 
Another topic that came to light was the manner or description in which the healing of 
l}ssures during the heating process of mbies was being handled. This topic has been a 
contentious one for more than a decade. As part of the heating process for rubies. it is 
common practice to coat the stones in a variety of fluxing agents. As the temperature 
increases, these fluxing agents melt, partially dissolve the ruby's surface and facilitate in 
the healing of fissures, effectively sealing and reducing the appearance of the fissures and 
improving the general durability of the stone. AGL has traditionally used the fol lowing 



terminology to describe this enhancement: "Clarity: Inorganic (flux-type)", with 
additional terminology that addressed the relative quantity ofmatetial that remained (e.g. 
faint, moderate, etc.). 

In actuality, the use offluxing agents during the heating process results in a combination 
offeatures or materials being deposited and remaining a long the newly healed fissures. 
The p reviously open fissures are replaced by planes consisting of re-grown ruby 
(synthetic), solidified vitreous melt (glass) and voids (empty bubbles). The relative 
amount of these tlu·ee parts depends on many factors. To better try and communicate the 
multiple and complex nature of these remaining bi-products, many labs around the world 
starting using the term "heating residues" with terms describing tl1e relative quantity 
(such as: minor residues in fissures). 

Prior to heating rubies are coated 
wilh fluxing agents. 

As tcmpemturcs rise during the 
heating process these fluxing 
agents rneJt-and enter surface 
reaching fissures. 

As !he ruby C<>ols a1 the end or 
the heating process, tiny arnounts 
ofruby (corundum) is re-grown 
healing and bo11ding the fissures. 
A IS<> remaining con(jned to the 
ncwJy healed Jissurcs are solid 
vitreous melts and tiny voids. 

• Ruby IIS!l Fluxing Agent 0 Vitreous MeII (Glass) 0 Re-grown Ruby (Synthetic) [] Void (Empty Bubble) 

Roughly over the past I 0 years, multiple labs have been usi11g the term "heating residues" 
to describe this combination ofre-grown ruby, glass and empty bubbles along the healed 
fissures. As a result, the industry and users of these reports have come to understand the 
intended meaning of this term and the relative quantification that accompanies it. 
Meanwhile, the AOL's use of the term "Clarity enhancement: Inorganic (flux-type)" has 
not provided any greater clarity of this issue or understanding to wholesalers, retailers 
and consumers. 



As a resuJt, effective immediately AGL is modifying its disclosure terminology used for 
heated rubies, by exchanging the term "Inorganic (flux-type)" witl1 "Heating re.o;;idues". 
As well as including an additional description under the comments section ofall Prestige 
and FastTrack reports, stating: "Heating residues are deposited along healed fractures 
during the heating process." 
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We at AGL are committed to providing o ur clients with the bes1ll;ervice and high-quality 
reporting. As we further refine and improve our services, we wiJl keep you infonned. We 
thank all of you for your patronage) feedback and support. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher P. Smith, President 
American Gemological Laboratories LLC 

http:d...l.uu
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American Gemological Laboratodes .... 

Defining Quality for Over 30 Years 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

AGL Will Not Be Classifying New Ruby Treatment 
As Composite Ruby 

3 Mny 2010: NEW YORK - American 
Gemological Laboratories (AGL) has 
concluded its initial investigations ioto a new 
ruby treatment which has been entering the 
market. Over the past year, another "new" ruby 
treatment has been coming out ofThailand and ·.. ' ~ is oflering a lowcost alternative to more 
traditiona lly heated ruby (figure 1). "The ·-conundrum for the trade has been how to deal " 

with these new stones and what kinds of 

disclosures need to be made." indicated 

Christopher P. Smitb, President ofAGL. 


This new ruby treatment has been developed in Thai land and is reportedly a modification of the 
leadglass or Composite Ruby treatment (see AGL modifies its d isclosure policy on leadglass 
fi lled rubies: November 2007). For this treatment, AGL has been informed that a selection of 
the rough material suitable for the Composite Ruby treatment is made and treated using various 
chemicals or fluxing agents, similar to the more traditional heating of ruby that resu lts in fissure 
healing and heating residues (see American Gemological Laboratories (AGL) modifies its 
disclosure wording on heated rubies: June 2009). 

"With the introduction of this new treatment, it was unclear as to whether these stones would 
fall under the classification of Composite Ruby by AGL, the more traditional format of fissure 
healing involving the quantification of heating residues, or yet another new fonn of disclosure." 
Smith explained. 

During AGL's investigations, it became evident that iu some samples fissure healing was taking 
place, whereas in others there was less healing taking place but open fissures were still being in
fi lled with a glasslike material however no lead or bismuth was detected as would be expected 
ofa typical Composite Ruby. 

It is the decision of AGL not to classify this new treatment as Composite Ruby, nor to develop 
another new classification for disclosure of this treatment as a consideration of several factors 
(see frequemly asked questions). In the lab's opinion th is treatment is more simi lar to the 
"glassfilled" rubies that were prevalent during the early to mid 1990's than the more recent 
Composite Ruby. "At that time, the discussions of glassfilled rubies revolved primarily around 
rough of Mong Hsu ruby that was being treated, with significant amounts of g lasslike heating 
residues that were remaining." Smith indicated "Today, the material we are discussing is 
coming mainly from Mozambique, but the issues involved are quite similar." 



AGL wi ll expand the disclosure int(mnation for those stones that possess a combination of 
fissure healing and in tilling, to better represent the dual nature ofwhat is taking place as a 
result of this treatment process. For those stones where the majo•·ity ofwhat is taking place 
involves the healing of fissures, the traditional disclosure nomenclature addre-ssi11g the 
quantity ofheating residues wil l be applied ( figure 2). For those stones where a sign ificant 
extent ofwhat is taking place involves the infilling of fissures in combination with fissure 
healing, the disclosure wording will address both heating residues and infilling, with an 
expanded description under the comments section (figure 3). 

Initia l durabil ity stud ies were a.lso can·ied out and these stones were found to have less 
special care requirements than Composite Ruby. AGL cautions that a ll gems should be 
properly cared for however these stones were most similar to the more trad itionally heated 
rubies possessing heating residues when exposed to conditions in a jeweler' s workshop or 
with commercial household products. 

"It is our opinion that the wording policy we have put in place lor tllis material provide a 
practical approach for the industry and labs to address these stones and maintain that 
adequate d isclosures are being made available to consumers." Smith concluded. 

Background 
In 2003, the leadglass filled ruby treabnent began flood ing the internat ional gemstone market. 
T his product was later classified as "Composite Ruby" by the AGL (AGL modifies its 
disclosure policy on leadglass filled rubies: November 2007). "In our opinion, those s tones are 
an amalgam ofnatural ruby and a h igh lead content g lass, which intrinsically carry a variety of 
special care considerations." Smith explained. Composite Rubies have been controversia l ever 
since they first began proliferating in the market and proper d isclosure nomenclature and 
practices have received a lot ofattenti.on. 

American Gemological Laboratories (AGL) is the United States' most widely known and 
respected colored stone gem identification and quality grading Jaboratmy. It was founded in 
I 977 and became the first gemological laboratory in the US to provide quality grad ing as well 
as counbyoforigin determinations for colored s tones. AGL has become an iconic brand for 
uncompromised standards and excellence in gemstone reporting and is regularly featured by the 
auction houses ofChristie's and Sotheby' s for important colored stones they are offering for 
sale. 

Contact: Christopher 
P. Smith 1212704· 
0727 

A m er i can Gemo l ogical l abo r atories ·" 

Defining Quality for Over 30 Years 

Page2 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

GRS and AGL COLLABORATE ON RESEARCH AND HARMONIZE THE DESCRIPTION OF LEAD· 
GLASS TREATED RUBIES. 

HONG KONG I NEW YORK: 29 September 2011 - Ever since the lead-glass treatment of 
ruby/corundum hit the market nearly 10 years ago, there have been issues over how to describe and 
represent this material for the trade and laboratories alike. Gem Research Swisslab (GRS) and American 
Gemological Laboratories (AGL) have come together to begin harmonizing the description of these 
stones on their respective gemological reports. ·we wanted to let the gemstone and jewelry industries 
know that GRS and AGL have begun working in a spirit of collaboration between our labs and we believe 
that the controversies surrounding how these stones are described on our reports is a perfect venue to 
demonstrate this," indicated Dr. Adolf Peretti, President of GRS Laboratories. 

"Increasingly over the past several years issues 
surrounding the clear representation and dis· 
closure of this material have come to the forefront 
around the world", stated Christopher P. Smith , 
President of American Gemological Laboratories. 
"Both GRS and AGL believe that this treatment 
needs to be clearly distinguished on our reports 
from the more traditionally heated rubies that are 
available in the marketplace in order to avoid 
confusion between these two products. • 

Since the lead-glass treatment of low-grade 
ruby/corundum began entering the market in 2003, 
literally hundreds of thousands of stones have 
been sold globally. Gemologists, gemological and 
trade associations, as well as laboratories around 
the world have extensively published, lectured and 
generally communicated how to recognize these 

Christopher P. Smith (left) and Adolf Peretti (right) stones and the inherent issues of durability that 
at the GRS office in Hong Kong, 201 1.surround this treatment, as well as the need for 

proper disclosure. 

In November 2007, AGL took a high-profile position by coining the name Composite Ruby to describe all 
lead-glass treated ruby/corundum, while in 2010 GRS started using the name Hybrid Ruby for the same 
purpose. 

Several features make these stones readily recognizable by anyone with little training and a Ioupe or 
microscope. Internal characteristics such as contraction bubbles in the glass, a distinct bluish and 
orangey color flash and the golden to red body color of the lead-glass make these stones easy to identify 
without the use of a gemological laboratory or advanced analytical testing. In addition these stones are 
not durable. Lead-g lass treated ruby/corundum may be strongly damaged by some ordinary househOld 
products and routine repair by a bench jeweler. 

However, the interwoven nature of ruby and glass-filler in addition to the very close refractive index of the 
high lead-content g lass to that of the corundum makes it difficult to determine exactly how much glass 
versus ruby/corundum is present in each piece. "In our opinion, it does not make sense to create different 



levels of how to describe these stones, as a lay person will be unlikely to make some of these distinctions 

on their own". Peretti indicated. "Most of these stones are so heavily in-fused with lead-glass that many 

believe they should not even be associated with the name of ruby." Peretti commented. 


"Regardless of the extent of the lead-glass treatment, these stones are readily recognizable by anyone 

with little training and simple observations, meanwhile all carry the same essential issues of durability and 

special care requirements." Smith further added. 


As a closing statement, both Peretti and Smith emphasized: "We believe that developing a collaboration 

between GRS and AGL will be a benefit to our individual companies and the industry in general. In our 

view the association of the names Composite Ruby and Hybrid Ruby as a means to represent these lead

glass (bismuth-glass) treated stones will provide our clients with the means to easily recognize and 

distinguish them from the more traditionally heated ruby on our reports." 


As of 3 October 2011, all GRS and AGL reports for lead-glass treated ruby/corundum will read as 

follows: 


GRS 

Identification: Synthetic Glass/Treated Ruby (GRS-type "Hybrid Ruby' )' 


' Comments: Heat-treated and filled with a colored foreign solid substance (including lead). Special care 

required when handling. A lso known as Composite Ruby. 


AGL 

Identification: Composite Ruby 


Comments: This stone is a composite of natural ruby and a high lead content glass. Also known as 

Hybrid Ruby.• 


•see Enhancements section of t.he AGL report for additional comments related to the durabilrty and special care of this product. 

# # # 

About GRS Gem Research Swisslab Laboratories 
GRS Laboratories is a group of gem testing laboratories first founded in 1994 in Switzerland with 
additional GRS gem testing laboratories subsequently opened in Thailand, Sri Lanka and Hong Kong. 
GRS is specialized and has become renowned world-wide for its origin and quality reports on rubies, 
sapphires and emeralds. Its laboratories are positioned very closely to the worlds most important gem 
markets. GRS publishes its independent gemological research in its own journal: Contributions to 
Gemology and produces unique documentary video content on topics related to expeditions and research 
on the source ofcolored gemstones (www.gemresearch.ch). 

About American Gemological Laboratories 
American Gemological Laboratories (AGL) is the United States' most widely known and respected 
colored stone gem identification and quality grading laboratory. It was founded in 1977 and became the 
first gemological laboratory in the US to provide quality grading as well as country-of-origin 
determinations for colored stones. AGL has become an iconic brand for uncompromised standards and 
excellence in gemstone reporting (www.aglgemlab.com). 

Contacts: 

Dr. Adolf Peretti Christopher P. Smith 
President President 
GRS AGL 



The R.I. match of the high lead
content glass makes it often 
very difficult to determine the 
true extent of the treatment 
without etching the glass. 

Contraction bubbles and a 
strong flash effect are the 
most readily available means 
to identify a Composite Ruby. 

Identification 

M1neral Type. 

Vanety; Composite Ruby 

Carat Weight 5.44 cts 

Measurements 11 .65 x 9.02 x 5.53 mm 

Color Descripl1on 

Shape 

Culbng S\yfe 

Red 

Oval 

Mixed Cut 

Comments: This stone represents a composite of natural corundum and glass. 
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Enhancement 

Standard· 

Degree 

Type 

Stabthly Index: 

Heat 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 
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Additional: 

Dog reo 

Type: 

Stability Index: 

Clarity 
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Prominent 

Lead-glass 

Good to Fair 

Comments: nus ruby l'l.as been l'leaVlly treated us1ng a h.gh refractrve in~x lead-glass to fill 
rractures and caVlt~s. vastly improv1ng tne apparent clanly and adding weight The 
glass may be damaged by a varie1y of solvents N/A represents Not Applicable 
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AGTA 
MJSA 

Press Release- Consumer Alert 

Industry groups have detected an increased supply of highly treated "Ruby" products in 
the marketplace. According to information gathered by various industry members, these 
lead glass filled red stones are being sold throughout the supply chain including in U.S. 
department stores, venues in the Caribbean and elsewhere. These treated red stones 
have significant fissures filled with relatively large quantities of Lead Glass. They are 
often being sold as "Natural Rubies" without proper disclosure and most importantly with 
NO information on the required special care to maintain the appearance of the product. 

Be Advised: This product is unstable and requires special care to avoid 
major and irreversible damage 

To protect the consumer and the integrity of our industry we call upon the 
all sellers of this Composite Lead Glass "Ruby" Product - loose or in 
jewelry - to make the proper disclosures with the utmost clarity. 

Failure to do so can directly lead to loss of consumer confidence not just for the Ruby 
market, but for all gemstones, including diamonds and jewelry. Additionally, it can result 
in potential legal action against merchants who fail to make the required FTC 
disclosures. Certain actions (heat or acid) that take place during repair or even normal 
wear can, and probably will, alter the appearance of these products, and render the 
jewelry unusable. Certain every day, common exposures to heat, acids and polishing 
can and probably will significantly alter the appearance and quality of these stones from 
their point of purchase. This could lead to potential legal action against sellers. 

Disclosure of Treatment: 

The treatment to these "rubies· filled with lead glass has a significant impact on their 
durability and value when compared with conventional enhanced rubies of the same size 
and color. If the heavily treated products are sold at prices near to the market prices 
attained by an untreated or conventional treated ruby of the same size and color, buyers 
may have cause for a legal action against the seller based on deceptive trade practices 
and economic harm. 

When compared with natural ruby, both untreated or with conventional treatments and 
synthetic/lab created rubies, these heavily treated products are not stable. They can and 
will change their appearance under the most common tradesman processes and normal 
wear. FTC GUIDES REQUIRE that ALL sellers disclose at the point of sale, throughout 
the trade and to consumers any special care required to maintain the appearance of an 
industry product. 



While the FTC Guides do not specify the exact wording to be used to identify these 
products or to disclose treatments, here are descriptions and classifications of this 
product employed by some leading international gemological laboratories and trade 
associations: 

American Gem Trade Association: "Glass Filled Composite Ruby - Special Care 
Required." See Gemstone Information Manual (http://www.agta.org/gemstones/agta
qim/index.html) 

American Gemological laboratories: "Composite Ruby" -With comments "This stone 
represents a composite of natural corundum and glass, also known as Hybrid Ruby." 
Additional comments - the material is heavily treated ... vastly improving the apparent 
clarity and adding weight. With special care warnings. 

Gemological Institute of America: For a vast majority of this material (LMHC Info 
Sheet 3 Levels 2 & 3) GIA will not issue Ruby reports but will issue identification reports 
and the description "A Manufactured Product" with comments - "A manufactured 
product consisting of glass and ruby" and this product is known to be unstable ...with 
special care comments. 

Gemological Research Swisslab: "Synthetic Glass/Treated Ruby" (GRS - type "Hybrid 
Ruby") with comments Heat treated and filled with a colored foreign solid substance 
(including lead). Special care required when handling. Also known as Composite Ruby. 

It should be noted that, depending on the level of treatment and lead glass filling to 
which this material has been subject, and based on the definition of the "gemstone" 
contained in the FTC Guides, it may be improper to use the name "Ruby" alone, without 
one of the above mentioned descriptors, to describe these products. 

The undersigned associations and laboratories urge the trade at all levels to honor their 
responsibility to the consumer and the marketplace by fulfilling the requirements of the 
FTC Guides for disclosure of treatment and special care requirements for this material. 

American Gemological Laboratories - aql@aglgemlab.com 

American Gem Trade Association - info@agta.org 

Gem Research Swisslab - adolf@peretti.ch 

Jewelers Vigilance Committee - clq@jvcleqal.org 

Manufacturing Jewelers and Suppliers of America - info@mjsa.org 

New York Gemstone Association - info@nygagroup.com 



By Vincent Pardieu, GGA. GG 
Asian Institute of Gemological Sciences 
Gem Testing laboratory 

Surprised by the large number of 
stones suddenly appearing on the 

Bangkok market, the AIGS laborato
ry has decided to give priority to t.he 
study of these stones and began to 
research this new product. 

Following several weeks of 
enquiry, we found that the treatment 

was being performed in three differ
ent cities in Thailand: Chantaburi, 
Bangkok and Mae Sot. AIGS 
Gemological laboratory then pub
]jshed an initial study on this treat
ment available at www.aigslaborato
ry.com. 

After the release of lhis initjal 
study, several other companies have 
started their own experiments. The 
composition of the glass used for the 
treatment can vary from company to 
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Glass FiJJed Rubies-Part I 
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Supplement to The Guide 

company and bas also changed with 
time. Recently, we saw a large 
Bunncsc type ruby with all the visu
al characteristics of lead glass filled 
ruby but aner chemical analysis, no 
lead glass was prcsenl lnstead the 
filler was identified as a bismuth rich 
glass. Treaters arc also experiment
ing wilb healing lead glass filled 
rubies at higher temperatures and 
sometimes with the beryllium 
atmosphere technique. But so far the 

A companion to The Guide, The Industry Leader for Gem Pricing and Market Information 



Glass Filled Rubies·Part I 

results do not look to be ve1y good as lead glass does not 
appear to be as good a flux as borax. Anyway. the point 
is that as with other treatments, it is not a single tech
nique. There arc variations in the glass composition and 
also the heating techniques. The parameters vary with 
the companies involved and also evolve with time. 

Currently this treatment is not creating many prob
lems for gemologists as the s tones are easy to iden
tify for gem labs and trained gemologists using clarkfield 
or fiberoptic illumination in most cases. On a recent field 
trip to the Pailin gem market in Cambodia, theAIGS stu
dents with me had no 
problem identifying 
the lead glass fi lled 
rubies present in the 
market using their 
clarkfield loupcs. 
N evcrtheless, this 

beryllium issue, where the detection of the treatment 
remains a real gemological challenge. We recommend to 
all people buying facet cut rubies or star rubies to check 
their stones carefully. 1f they feel that they lack the iden· 
tification skills, we recommend that they submit the sus
pect stones to a qualified gem laboratory for testing. 

Currently, the treatment is mostly performed on 
Madagasca r rubies from Andilamcna but we have 
recently seen several stones of probab le Burmese or 
Indian origin (facet cut and also star rubies) which 
were filled with lead glass. 

treatment is still sub
ject to controversies 
among the gem deal
ers, especially those 
involved in the trade 
of rubies that were 
heated with borax typ
ically from Mong Hsu 
(Burma). The fact is 
that the lead g lass 
filled rubies have 
become a serious com
petitor for the cheapest 
of these stones which 
are locally called in 
Thailand "Lai Thai 
rubies" due to the fact 
that their nllmorous 

Necklace colllaining lead glass jilted rubies. Jewelry such as this is trow 
entering the global market. 

Following the pub
lication of the first 
version of this study in 
January 2005, AJGS 
gemologists hav e 
found that sevoral 
other companies locat
ed in Bangkok and 
Mae Sot were also 
producing variants of 
lead glass 'repaired' 
rubies. These different 
companies arc using 
glass. presenting dif· 
ferent compositions, 
and the technique will 
probably continue to 
evolve. The glass 
composition can be 
very different from 
one company to 
another. Pure lead 
oxide, lead oxides 
mixed with bismuth, 
silica, or fluxes like 

glassy fluid inclusions 
looks like a network similar to a woven silk tissue. 

The producers otTer them as an inexpensive ruby 
alternative. In contrast to the beryllium sapphire contro
versy: 

• The persons at the origin of the treatment were 
collaborating well with the labs that contacted them 

• The stones were sold at very low prices compared 
to rubies of the same size, which immediately could 
raise some suspicion. 

• The stones are very easy to identify for any gemo
logical laboratory or even any trained gemologist. 

As a result, the case here is very different from the 

2 • '7.1ie quiae, q'M!N 

borax can be encoun
tered. Temperatures, parameters, and results can be very 
different. At the AJGS laboratory, a large stone that was 
filled with a bismuth glass recently was observed. 

The gemstone material can also be very different. The 
most suitable rubies for repair arc stones with color 
potential that arc rich in fissures. Mr. Thondisuk has bad 
extensive experience with ruby from Andilamena, but 
any ruby material with lissures could be su itable for this 
treatment. Several lead glass filled star rubies of 
Bunncse origin have been submitted for examination to 
lhe AIGS lab. This treatment is particularly interesting 
for star rubies since the temperatures used are lower than 
the temperature at which the rutile needles responsible 
for the star effect start to be affected. 

The present article is an update to a study refer· 
enced above. It is the result of four specific visits to 
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Chantaburi by AIGS labo-
ratory gemologists in 
December 2004 and 
January 2005 and two vis
its to the Orange Sapphire 
Company in Bangkok. This 
last company was famous 
for its production of sap
phire heatcd with beryllium 
technology. Several rough 
and also cut samples from 
these companies were stud
ied along with some stones 
furnished by Bangkok 
dealers interested in this 
study. The stones brought 
to the A JGS Gemological 
laboratory by our regular 
customers were also used 
as a basis for this study. 

The purpose of this arti
cle is to provide t.o gemol
ogists, gem dealers, jewel
ers and persons interested 
in the gemological field 
around the world relevant 
information to assist in the 
identification of glass 
filled r uby. Mr. Mahiton 
Thondisuk also wants to 
demonstrate that Chantaburi 
bumers are not cheaters. He 
is happy to conununicate 

Rubies found with 
lead rich jorcig11 
subsumcefilling 
in fissures 
and cavities 
at theAlGS 
laboratory. 

AIGS 
SINCE 1D71 

the Thai technology used to produce this product and 
contribute to the recognition of Thailand and 
Cbantaburi as a famous gem trading center. 

Interview: Mahiton Thondisuk, Chantaburi, 
Thailand 
Mr. Thondisuk explained to the AJGS gemologists 
that this treatment was the result of five years of 
study in association with several Thai scientists from 
diiTcrent universities in Thailand. The idea was to 
develop a glass compound suitable to "repair" fis
sures in rubies. 

" Beautiful natural stones for whjch human interven
tion is limited to cutting and polishing are very rare 
and extremely expensive", explained Thondisuk. 
"There are many more tower quality gemstones com
pared to the t iny amount of real gem quality stones so 
that if we can find a good way to repair them, we can 
add them to the trade. In the beginni ng, 1 was not 
thinking that people would actually buy this prod-

Glass Filled Rubies-Part I 

uct...a ruby repaired wi th 
glass-it's crazy. So after a few 
months, 1 went north to do 
some fa11ning. But some peo
ple began to buy these stones 
so 1 came back to Cbantaburi 
two montlts ago to produce 
these stones." 

"You know," he added, "1 
love naturally beautiful 
rubies. In fact L don't really 
like to do this treatment but 
the market is looking for nice 
looking [inexpensive) stones. 
So l'm doing it. .. This is quite 
amazing to see how we can 
improve the beauty of these 
stones! " 

It was just after Mahiton 
Thondisuk returned to 
Chantaburi with Somkuon 
Plairahan that the lead glass 
' repaired' ruby gemstones 
arrived in large numbers at the 
AIGS Laboratory. 

Several isolated accounts 
of ftllcd gemstones had been 
seen on the market a few 
months before and at that time 
a waming was published by 
the GAAJ (Japan) in March 
2004 aboullcad glass found in 
ruby. Several short articles 

were also published by the GJA, AGTA, GJT, and other 
organizations on their websites or in magazines. The 
AIGS taboratoty had also presented some photos on 
these unique inclusions on its website last year and we 

Ltifl to right: Ruby expert Somkuon Plairalum, AIGS labora
tory Director. Vincent Pardieu. master burner. Mahito11 
Thondlsuk. glas.Y filled mby trearer. 
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had a presentation about this subject in March 2005 in 
Paris. 

ln tact, this treatment is not really a new develop
ment The process was developed in 1982, by dia
mond cutter Zvi Yehuda from Ramat Gan (fsrael) 
to produce "Ychuda diamonds." The process used for 

grown in nature but 'repaired' by human technology 
after being mined-which one will you choose?" 

..We are selling these stones nl very good 
prices ... Imagine how much a 20 carat heat treated 
ruby would cost. and compare that to one of our stones of 
equal beauty? We are so [much less e»pensive]!" 

This is an important fracture filling dia
monds was quite com
mon in the 1990's. 
Several compauies were 
producing such stones at 
that time. Many studies 
were conducted and many 
articles about them are 
found in gemological lit
erature or on the Internet. 
In the fall 1994 edition 
of Gems and Gemology, 
an irnpor~ant study of 
these diamonds was pre
sented. At about this same 
time, AIGS was develop
ing some special radi
ographic instruments to 
detect lead glass t1Jling in 
diamonds. 

Large lead repaired rubies offered for sale. 

point and the position of 
the AIGS is that there is 
nothing inherently wrong 
with treatments as long as 
the customer is provided 
with the correct informa
tion about the stone and 
the price is related to the 
real quality of the stone. 
The important thing is the 
proper disclosure of the 
nature of the stone. A very 
good point with these 
' repaired rubies' is that 
they don't currently pres~ 
ent any real identification 
problems. 

The fact is that lead 
glass filling of fissures is 
back and this treatment is 
now known in Thailand as 
"Paw Mai" (which trans
lated frotn Thia means 
' new heat treatment'). A 
few months ago in 
Chantaburi this term was 
used for the beryllium 
treatment of stones. Most 
of the stones seen these 
days are believed to be 
mainly sent to Asian mar
kets like China and India 
in wbicb the conjunction 
of important gemstone Lead glass filled rubies in process to be soltl on tables in 

Chantaburi. 
traditions and the need tor 
inexpensive gems bas cre-
ated a niche for this product. But these stones arc known 
to have reached the USA and Europe. There, the aJJswer 
to the product was diverse, as sadly some of these stones 
were sold witholll proper disclosure and got damaged 
after eKposure to chemicals. 

Mahiton Thondisuk adds, "It. is simple. If I give you 
the choice between two rubies of C<Iuivalent beauty at 
the same price-one synthetic grown in a factory and one 

techniques. 

Acknowledgments: A spe
cial tlra11ks is exte11ded 
by AJGS laboratory to 
Maltiton Thondisuk 011d 
Somkuan Plairahan for 
rheir open and forthright 
disclosure of processes 
used in their fracture fill
ing/repair treatment. 
Special thanks also to the 
01·ange Sapphire Compauy 
for their collaboration 
regarding this process with 
the ATGS laboratory. 

Nore: The next issue of 
GMN will have the second 
part of this article on glass 
filled rubies covering the 
actual step-by·stcp process 
of filling and identification 
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By Vincent Pardleu, GGA, GG 
Asian Institute of Gemological 
Sclences Gem Testing Laboratory 

The following is a presentation of 
the lrc:.tmcnl performed in 

Ch:mmabun, Tbniland by Master 
Burner Mahitoo Thondisuk. It is a 
multa-stcp 11'\.-atmcot involving sim
ple hcaung and tbe use of different 
lend rich compounds to fiU the fis
~urcs and cavities of the stones. Most 
of the "r~paircd" stones are large but 

smnll ~tones lc s thM J .0 carat have 
nlso been treated this way. ln this 
study, the rough material presented is 
low quality material from the 
Andilamcn~t area in Madagascar. In 
June und September of 2005. the 
author \'l. itc.-d lhis area to fm1her 
study its m:ucrial. 

Step-by ..Step 
Step One: The stones are preformed 
to climinnlo the matrix and other 
impurities thaL could dislurb lhc 
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treartncnt. 
Step Two: The stones arc hear 

treated to remove any impurities pos
sibly present in the fissures that 
could create problems when the g lass 
is added. "The bent lre"dtmcnt may 
also by i~~lfimprovc the stone color. 

This ''warming" c:tfl be conducted 
at dilferellt temperatures from 900"C 
to t 40<re' depending on d1c ruby 
type, As 900"(' is not hot enough to 
melt inclusions such a!) ruti lc, many 
stones can stHl have an unh~ted 
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aspect. But all stones are heated. 
Step T hree: The stones arc then mixed with oxide 

powders and heated. The composition of the powder is 
mainly a mixture ofsi lica and lead, but sodium, potassi
um, calcium and metallic oxides like vanadium or bis
muth also enter in some glass composition. l t could be 
interesting to compare the glasses used here with those 
used for diamonds, but this would need further investiga
tion. There are two main types of glass compositions 
used in this process but expe•·imentations about new 
glasses are in process. 

The basic formula is a simple lead rich transparent 
glass. Th.is formula is used for most of the best quality 
larger s tones. This orange powder will turn into a yellow
ish to oran,ge glass after heating as you can see in the 

A11xitJg 1/re chemicals before rhe burn. 

Used crllcible showing yellowish to orange glass after 
heating . 

accompan.ying photo of the used crucible. In this case, 
the heat treatment temperature is believed to be around 

2 + Tlic G!tid'c, GMN 

900"C in Chanthaburi . But the treatment temperature can 
be higher or lower for other burners as other components 
are used in tbe composition of the glass and this can 
affect the melting point of the oxides used. 

The second formula also incorporates some other 
metallic oxides to produce glass, optimizing the color 
and aspect ofrubies. This formula was known in the mar
ket as the "popuJm» fornlllla and was used on iron stain 
rich commerc ial quality stones. This formula is actually a 
mix of many oxide powders that turns to a light pink 
g lass, after melting. Witb this fonnula, the treatment tem
perature is believed to be slightly higher than in the basic 
case, nearing JOoo•c. 

The powders arc added to the stones with care a long 
with some oil to cover tb.em. The stones are then placed 
in crucibles and brought to the fumace. The powders will 
fuse during the heating process and turn into glass. A 
well-balanced glass composition is the key to achieving 
good transparency and fluidity so the g lass will fil l the 
entire tlssure. The glass stability is also an in1portaot con
ccm to create a durable product. New improved fi llers 
will probably soon be tested and used to get better results. 

Rubies covered by colorless lead rich glass after hettf treat
ment in Chtmthaburi. 

These stones arc then beat treated with the glass pow
der under a controlled atmosphere using e lectric fur
naces. Special precautions have to be used at this step due 
to the usc of lead compounds involving high tempera
tures. Gas masks, gloves and spec ial compounds are used 
to clean the clotbes and the treatment area. Heat treat
ment using chemicals of this kind is very technical and 
requires special knowledge and security precautions as 
lead vapors are very toxic. 

l11cn, the s tones are preformed and heated again using 
lead g lass mixture to get a better result. Some stones can 
be heated severa l times wid1 several types ofoxides up to 
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the desired result achieved. The stones are finally cut and 
polished. Sometimes the resulting stones have their sur
face treated again using several chem icals to 
improve their surface luster. Tllis last surface treatment 
may explain why it is easy to detect lead on the stone 
using EDXRF technology. 

Identification and Analysis of the Repaired Rubies 
Identification of the lead glass •·epaired rubies is very easy 
for any laboratmy that owns an EDXRF (Energy Dispersive 
X-Ray Fluorescence), but microscopic obse1vation is in 
most cases enough for the 
experienced gemologist. 
Using EDXRF the AIGS lab
oratmy found lead and in a 
few cases, bismutl>. It is tl1e 
ideal instnuncnt to provide a 
rapid diagnostic result. 

EDXRF: This instru
ment's main use is to provide 
qualitative and quantitative 
information on the chenlical 
composition of a given 
stone. EDXRf can detect 
any e lement heavier than 
fluorine and it is especially 
efficient tor heavy elements 
such as lead. This instrument 
provides a ve1y fast and reli
able diagnostic analysis. The 
AJGS laboratory utilizes tllis 
instrument on all rubies pre
sented for identification. 

Because lead and bismuth 
are very heavy elements, we 
are here in the exact opposite 
situation compared to the 
be1yllium issue. Beryllium is 
a very Iight element. Its 
detection is not possible 
using EDXRf, which makes 
their detection more compli
cated. 

mtra Violet: to see. 
Examination of the stones 
using a standard SW and LW 
(short wave and long wave) fluorescent box did not give 
any diagnostic result. 

Microscope: An experienced gemologist using a 
microscope lmd dark field illumination can identify co•·
rcctly tbc repaired rubies without any difficulty. Using 
darkfield illumination, most lead-rich glass fi lled fissures 
wiU display blue/orange flashes as seen in the accompa
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nying photos. Ttlis observation CM be easier using fiber 
optic illumination looking near parallel to the fissure. 
This is a very typical diagnostic feature that is similar to 
tbc opticon flash effect in emeralds or in lead glass filled 
diamonds. However, occasionally a stone may not bave 
this obvious feature. 

Witil careful close-up examination of the fissures, an 
observer may also find gas bubbles or "platelets." Gas 
bubbles were found in many rubies filled with the s imple 
lead glass. Some platelets may be found in the repaired 
rubies using the popu lar formu la from Bangkok. 

These p latelets could be 
remnants of forme.r iron 
stains fonoerJy present in 
many rough stones from 
alluvial mining areas. 
Orange or yellowish before 
heat treatment, they tum 
whitish or blackish after 
treatment. 

The platelets present in 
many stones do not present 
the typical shape of flattened 
glass bubbles but could be in 
fact the result of the nlixing 
of the glass with some iron 
rich natural powders. "The 
number ofsuch platelets can 
be reduced with careful tem
perature controJ,u said mas
ter bumer Mabiton 
Thondisuk. Careful observa
tion of these platelets shows 
that they were transparent 
when observed from most 
directions, but they can a lso 
act as small min·ors inside 
the gem. In this case they 
often appear reddish. Color 
concentrations in the fissures 
were not. fotmd in any stone 
from Chanthaburi using the 
irrunerSion techn ique, but

hr darkjield illumination. multiple flashes ofcol"r are easy 
some platelets did seem to 
bave subtle coloration. In 
rubies enhanced in Bangkok 

by the Orange Sapphire Company, some yellow to orange 
color concentt·ation appears in large fissures and in cavi
ties. The fact that lead glass used in most Chanthaburi 
treatment is pink explains why it is most of the time not 
visible inside the gem. 

An attempt to explain the reason why the stones 
repaired using tbc popular fonnula pl'esent a stronger col-
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11ft•·r h.:atmg. the r:hemu:uh}iJI'm a .:l'u~ ctxlllftX a• ~\ '' 111 

thn tiMt qf nil>}' mugh. 

orntioa than the stooc5 ~ng lhc lcad·unly formula oou1d 
be in the l"act that w tranSparent plate~ could t 

mirro in ide the gem. They arc nonn.:tll) present in • 
mndom orienllllion inside the gem, following the fmm~;l 
11'>!'-un: plnnc . fhcy do not block the hght path ns oncn 
tutcd tutilc ~> ilk con do. The light pli!>Sc!. through ~omc ol' 
them und is reflected by othct'S These reflections cmtld 
mcrcasc lhc length of the truvcl of the light uhidc the 
t;cnl. "'we kno\\, the Longer the length of the light pa • 
ing in 'I ide the gem. the mon; sat ur:n~:d the ~one color w 1ll 
be. llut tbi' nucmpl to explain the improvement of the 
c:olor should be c:onfim-.xl b) m\>re in·dcpch tuc:IK."S 

Some inexperienced ob .. cl"\~rs could be di turbcd 
by the: fact that che heat trcatmcnttcmperat~rc i~ not 
hish compared with tbc temperature at wh1ch man) 
tllnc nrc heated today u .. ing g:1s fumacu Many 

inclm.ion1> may "''" ftppcnr u' unheated. 
llCtll treatment tempcmturo can v.try from n'i hn' n 

Jl<l'\'llbly l<OO"C to m\ll'l! than I lO<tC. As rut1lc nccdl~ 
b..::gin tu resorbe ol o\·cr IOOO"C. it is po-.sible_to ti110 ~~ 
r .. -ctly .. ha~xl needles in k-ad gla:.s rep:umt rutm:s. 

-

Burm..~ star mbi arc also ~no"n tn M'O~~: becu repaired 
by burners in Mx Sot. lt i imponana ao bear in mi.nd that 
bccnlbe of the gla C\lmf>' illun, the trcatule'tn pnr:~mc
ters and the ruby material used diiTcts in Chanthaburi, 
B:mgkol, ~\ac ~lt and in thc oalti: r places lhis m:.tnM:tll 
i) or" ill be pcrfonncd. Th~rc:tore, different fe4lturc-. arc 
~ iblc. 

Origin of Color 
TI1e gemstone color imprm:~mcnl ~~.-ems «> rc ... ult lrom 
thl.! faet that the 1\-!,un:!- that \\ere fomterly fiHed w1tb oir 
or liquid are then filled with n cmn'>p•m:nl gla'<'i. Ao:. lead 
gla-~ and ruby refrnctivc index arc wry close. the light 
can then travel more c.t aly in ide the gem. and n a 
result. the overall color looks tlr:lmatic:slly improved. 1 h~.: 
... nmc phcnomcoon 1'\ encountered '' ith emernlch before 
nnd after oiling them. Sumc ttuc.,tion-. were ruir.~.'tl about 
the fact that some pml colored class i:. u~ccJ in 
Ch: nthabun, and ltllOn! yellow one in Oangkol: 

Some questioo if the: stOilCS am be described dyed. 
Although ~e ha\'t' ~cd some lighl color in me 
~ ade fissures and ca\iti in rubies from lhngl.;ol.; O\'CnS, 

it ''· never enough to hone tly ~} that the lone "'' 
dyed. Color conc~:ntr,llitm in ii!>"un:s walt not detected m 
Chnnthaburi stones. 

Some red or orun"c color cun bo ccn in some stone., 
using daytight tubes like thm1c 1n common usc in 
<.:hanthaburi'' huytng ollkc' But these red looktng 
mclusions dc...cn"'-'tl us C:tlp~r pl<lldeb by Mahiton 
lbondi ... uJ. , pt\."<;CI\l 1milnritics \\ tth the gt~..,y an.-a 
howtng: stmilar n:d colorati1m ft1und in m;,u\)' Mong fl u 

rubies healed" ilh flu.' onder lhc !i3J1lt illumination. 
The lead gJM;; flfC'-Cr!l in thi nc\1. l.rC8U1lCilt or the nu, 

rcs1due glass p~scnt in Mong tlsu t as ;a mirror, n:Occt· 
ing the color of the 'tunc tn lin. II)' gi\'t' the illusion that 
the glass is colored. l11c: "',me phenomenon c~n l.ll'-0 be 
observed when twiru11ng ;., pn:M:nl "tWinning planes cnn 
nppear coloret.l under some oncntulll)n'> IWtnning plum:.;, 
cannot be de<;<:dbed C\'1 colnr.:tl 

Dyed rub1es C:'thibit 'i()lflC very clear color concentra
tions in fissUI'C!> that un: in 11tron~ conl1"3st with tl~ light 

A 114.;,/dt).\urt' fillt-J "''" (l'cJJ gfu,~frmrt., &mglwk trJtalrrd tuh1• f'IT'S~nts a notia4lldt• ort11fR,., cv•/clr. 
IA'jt w f'l[!ht : me rhrad. tr<Jtt\nllttt'cl ami darlcfidJ r//r1nlllttlfllln 
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colored to colorless body color regardless of the direction 
we observe them. The presence ofa light pink or yeUow
isb glass visible in wide fissures or cavities in repaired 
rubies is ve1y different in intensity compared to dyed 
rubies in which fissures arc fi lled with intensely colored 
red dying agent. In fact, this light colored glass found in 
some important fissures can be compared to iron stain in 
natural stones. Tbe coloration of the glass is not the ori· 
gin of the color, but massively filling important fissures, 
it can modi fy the stone color if the stone color is weak. 

Twinning planes seen in J\4ong Hsu rubles heated with borax 
presenting some pinkiSh to recldish coloration. 

Durability and Care 
To answe•· the dw-ability question, the AIGS laboratmy bas 
perfOtmed several tests. Other tests have been performed 
by the GIA and the result~ were presented in au article pub
lished in Gems & Gemology, Spring 2006. Based on the 
various studies conducted internationally, these s tones are 
durable but should still be handled with care. 

However, the study was done during a one ye-<1r span and 
none ofthe treated stones were more dlan a year old, so time 
will tell if the durability holds up long-term. If we compare 
this glass filling method to the glass filling used in dia
monds, the treatment looks to be suitable for nonnal wear. 

Compared to emerald oiling or impregnation using 
resins, this curre nt ruby treatment is probably more 
durable. Glass is more stable than resin and its presence 
in a fissu•·e will probably lower the probability that the 
fissure will expand. Tile fact that the fissures arc closed 
with a lead rich glass is also probably improving the 
durability of the repaired gemstone, but not as much as 
those fissures fi lled by flux additives. In this case the fis
sures are closed by the re-crystallization of corundum 
during the process. Because of this re-crystallization, the 
fissmc is no longer a danger for increasing. 
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Assuming these stones are more durable than an 
impregnated emerald, but less than a ruby heated with flux, 
is a reasonable assumption. However, we must also con
sider that many companies arc trying to perfonn this treat
ment. If they succeed, new tecbnical problems may occur. 
Since the glass composition might vary considerably in the 
futw-e, some smprises are probably still to come. 

/11 011r tests we obsen1ed thefollowing. 

l. One stone was exposed to a jeweler's torch for a 
few seconds. Glass began leaving the fissure. producing 
glassy bubbles on U1e surface. This stone would then 
need to be polished again at a minimum to enhance its 
appearance. 

2. Some stones were also boiled for several hours, 
immersed in detergents and exposed for short periods to 
ultrasonic cleaning without any apparent damage. 

3. Several stones were submitted to light and beat fade 

Platelets found in Chantlwburi rubles. They are either Jrans
p<u-enl or acfin.g as minors depending on the light ol"ienlation. 

tests to study the color s tability after long exposition to 
light No color modification was observed. 

4. Re-cutting or re-polishing should be performed with 
care as the glass used is very soft and could be damaged 
during the process. Many stones studied presented dam· 
aged or incomplete fillings. 

S. The most important threat to the s tone's durability 
and beauty is contact with powerful acids, such as hydro· 
fluoric acid (also known as HF). AIGS exposed several 
stones to hydrofluoric acid for 12 hours and 48 bow-s. Jn 
all cases the acid dissolved the glass and the fissures in the 
stones were much more visible. TI1e color and the clarity 
of the gemstones were then serious ly damaged in three 
cases out of four. The attmctive transparent purplish red 
stones had lost some saturation after immersion in HF and 
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were then presenting \lnplcasanl shiny whiti!>h ft~sures. 

Sizes Encountered 
L<.trgc and mall stones are heated together in <luantity. 
The most suu.,blc material is comndum exhibiting multi
ple li'i. .. un.:s. llut small stones and clean matcriru~ are sub
mitt~:d to tl11: lrtulmcnl in large parcels along wilh fis
sured stone!>. After cutting, these stones will nol present 
filled tissul'cs. so fmding diagnostic blue/orange tlnshes 
will not be possible. Let1d detection ustng EDXRf cw1 
also become a problem. When dealing with smnll:itoncs. 
gelling diagnostic results is more difficull as we have less 

A11 a.nomnMt of sizes a11d shapes may be fowtd ill tlw 
markt'l 

material to investigate. Small stone testing presents some 
idc.nlification challenges and several EDXRJ: l~ts on dif
ferent parts of a given stone arc recommended. Tbc AJOS 
lnoorntory bas ·rudied several stones less thnn 1.0 carat 
presenting IC\Id reactions using EDXRF only when ~ud
icd on tha pavilion as no fiUed fissures were reaching lhc 
stone urfucc ort the crown. 

Country of Origin 
Allhougb mo:;t sroocs arc from Madagasca~. we 
encountered several Burmese rubies presenting lead 
glass, cspccially star rubies and recently some lndiun 
star rubies. In fact this treatment is likely to be scc11 
tn any stone rrcscnling fissures lhat can bo heated (I( 

temperatures up to 10009 C. 

Not~: Thi.,; lrc.tmenl is likely tO !>pread 10 other 
corundums and even other gems1one wilh fissures 
thna ~·n uppart lemperotures around IOOQ"C. 
Coodusions 
Ddfcrcnt type oflc:ld glass filled rubies arc present in the 
rnnrkea os several companies and in<tividunls have invest 
cd in this pnx:css and arc using stones frmn di lfcronl ori· 
gim; tllld :-.tightly different techniques and parameters. 
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Lead glass can be found today in some facet cut rubies 
but nlso in star rubies. 

The detection of t.h~ rcpain:d rubies sbould not be a 
problem for any experienced g(.'lDOiog~t widt darkficld 
illununation micros.oope or u ing rDXRF technology. 
But the facr mat tho m:aunent cnn be pcrfonncd at low 
temperature, allowing many intlw.ions to remain in their 
unheated appearance, w~ fiXI,)rntncnd ull ruby buyers 
check their purchases Wllh cnrc. Molll experienced gemo
logical laboratories c;m provide rapid identification if 
needed at affordable co.sts, which is not the case with 
beryllium treatment, 

As long as U1esc stones nrc properly disclosed and 
priced. /\IGS feels thm the. c stones should find the.ir 
place in the gem trade where large si:tc and low prices are 
of prime importance. 

The stone dumbiliay undl!t nonnal wear should not be 
a problem, but it is import:mt to nohty that these stones 
have to bekc.'Pl away from c.'<et.~ of heat or chemicals. If 
some repairs are reqUired spccinl aul!nlion similar to that 
u cd for glass filled diamonds and epoxy fiJlcd emeralds. 
should be observed. Jeweler" Wi!i!hing to usc these stones 
in jewelry should be cautious, but lf handled correctly. 
this product can be used in jewelry without problem. + 

AcklJowledgmcnts: A specinlthnnks i~ extended by AIGS 
laboratory ro Mr. Mahilou 1'ho11oisuk, Mr. Somkuan 
Plairahan lor their open and torehrt~ht disclosure of processes 
used in their frdcture tilling/ repair trenuuenl. Special thanks 
also to Orange Sap-phire Company for lhcir co1Jabo1"31ion 
regarding this process with the AIGS labonuory. 

AIGS Laboratory Reports Comments 
For proper djsclosurc to a customer. the AlGS Gem 
Tcstiug Laboratory cu1 rcntly uses the following tcr· 
m.inology. 

Full Reports: 
Result--Found to be a Natural Ruby 
Comments- ThLc:: stone bns been cl(lrity enhanced. 
Lead rich foreign substance found in fissures and 
cavities. 

MiniRepom: 
ldcntification-Natural Ruby. Tlus stone has been 
clarity enhanced. Lead rich fore1gn ·ubstance found 
in fissures and ca"'irics. 

Se.p~m6er/Ocw5er 2006 



AGA Attachment 26 

Ruby Treatment Continues to 
Raise Nomenclature lssue·s 

A lead glass Lreated ruby. 
l'holo courtesy of AGL 

Stabilized ruby; glass.filled ruby, composite ruby ... what is the correct terminology and what will 
the industry uJtjmately accept and use for dise:losure11n a follow up to the March/ April GM~ 
we examine the issues to find a suitable solution. 

by Stuart M. Robertson, GG 

The article, /11 Suppon of the 1£mn Stabilized Ruby. 
published in lhe March/April 2010 issue. elicited 

mixed response and concern over proper tcrmtnology. 
Gcmworld is not opposed to the term ••glass-ftllcd mby." 
llowcvcr. due 10 prior llSC in tlte industry, the wrm il> 
incomplete in describing dtis ruby product unless the 
amount ()f fiJicr is quantified. To do lhi would n.'quire 
cxpnnding the current degrees of enhancemcnc from 
minor. muderale and significant to include a designation 
of e.Ytn:me rc~ervcd for "gemstones'' altered to fiJI extent 
thatrhcy could not cxisl absent the treatment. 

The point of the artide was to address the question 
of how to c la!>sify this treatment. rn other words, whut 

11te GemGuldc 

fu nction docs the treatment scrve'l Based on my 
examination of samples or lhls prod uct fmm both 
Mo7,.ambique and Mudngascur. the appa1·0ot affect of 
the treatment was to "~tabi li7.c" lhc rough for cul1ing 
and wear. However. Christopher Smirh, President, 
American Gemological Laboratories, NY, c)fplained 
the findings of his research regarding this product 
1-lis investigation ofthe mntcrinl revealed severaJ con
ditions that are not associated wilb typical examples 
of s tabilized stones. Smith explnim.:d, "The only prod
uct that is even somewhat similnr flo the lead glass 
filtcd ruby] is B.-Jade. In thnt instoncc. acid is used to 
leech out material that is ultimntcly replaced by a 
polymer. However, when we talk of stabilized opal or 
turquoise there is a distinction hctween those products 
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and this ruby material. which I have been describing 
as "composite-ruby" for three years now." 

Smith fu rther explained that treating an intact but 
porous material like turquoise with a polymer is done 
to prevent it from be ing discolored by oil on the skin 
when worn . The distinction, as he sees it is that in the 
case of these treated rubies they are ofien not intact 
The glass component represents an appreciable, and 
in many cases a considerable, amount of the cut 
stone's weight. "Glass is an integral parl of these 
composite rubies, unlike the polymer associated with 
stabilized gem material s." Regarding this material, 
the distinction for Smith is that the "stone" technical
ly is not a ruby after treatment given the substantia l 
g lass component. 

that can also be enhanced with glass. " I have heard the 
clarity enhanced diamond comparison before but it is a 
completely different matter. When a diamond is clarity 
enhanced, the filling of cleavages does not alter the 
weight. That isn't the case with composite ruby." 

The amount of glass compris ing much of this materi
al is apparently greater than many people realize. The Rl 
of the glass is close to that of ruby. Reportedly, it can be 
difficult to visually distinguish the percentage of glass 
versus conmdum in much of this material. A more reli
able gauge is to etch or remove the glass with solvents. 
A Jso, gemologists may recall re tcrcnce to "glass" healed 
fractures associated with heati ng of ruby rough from 
Burma's Mong llsu deposit. This is a different 1nattcr 

altogether. To put it in 
some perspective, SmiU1 
notes that the worst 
healed fi ssure in Mong 
Hsu ruby contained far 
less glass than the best of 
these stones. 

Yet, dealers familiar 
with this treated ruby 
product argue that this 
cha racterization is 
incomplete. Ri chard 
J lughes, having seen 
much of this rough dur
ing the past few years, 
states that the material 
he has seen is ruby, but 
very low quality ruby. 
Others that we spoke 
with questioned whether 
the cleaning out process 
is a lso attack ing the 
ruby s tructure, resulting 
in the appearance that 
these stones arc mostly 
g lass. 

internal features of a glass filled ruby. 
l'hoto courtesy of AGL. 

Consis tency is Critical 
Regardless of what tenn 
is ultimately associated 
with this material, two 
points must be under
stood. Firs l disclosure 
terminology must be 
acceptable to both 
gemological and deal
er/retailer entities. Only 
then will it serve con-
sumers. Terminology 
that can be perceived as 

Evolving La ng uage 
Initially I hes itated to accept the term composite ruby 
based on my unders tand ing of how the gem industry 
uses the term "composite." Traditiona lly, the term has 
been associated with products consisting of two or 
more pieces joined to form the fin ished "gemstone." 
llowever, Smith stated that he had also considered 
prior use, but concluded t11at of available terminology, 
"composite" most c losely described tl1e product. " I am 
not calling these a composite stone. Wl1at l have pro
posed is to name the product 'composite ruby.' Yes, 
this expands the gemo logical definition but all the 
composite ruby I have seen so far consist of hvo inte
gral components- glass and ruby." 

As Smith sees it, there is a relati vity factor to be con
sidered that distinguishes these from diamond; a gem 
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implying a negative attribute will not be used by sell
ers. Second, tcnninology should be consistent among 
trade groups and also labs. lf the same prod uct is dis· 
closed by some as "stabilized," others as ''composite 
ruby," and yet others as "treated ruby," confusion will 
result and consumers may direct their spending else
where. Although some of the material we have exam
ined appeared not to contain a s ignificant amount of 
g lass, clearly many others samples do. Smith 's case 
for naming this product as "composite ruby" for com
mercial purposes is compelling. 

Meaningful disclosure cannot exist if the temlino l
ogy used fai ls to convey the extent to which a stone 
has been altered. lt is troubling that this material was 
introduced into the trade as " heated ." That is insuffi
cient disclosure for a product containing a s ignificant 
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amount of glass. Par those Opl!l'aling within the USA, 
the Federal Trade Commission rcgulati.ons require 
accurate treatment disclosure of this material, as they 
do other treated gems. Merely stating that the mntcrinl 
i~ ''healed" is not CfiO"tgh. 

What's in a Label? 
In the March nniclc. t coocou lt(.'d with I'C"earch gemolo
gists, eact' agreeing at thut time thiU the: htSt\lrical use of 
"composite" has traditionally differed from th(> treatment 
associated with the mnjority of th~e .. rubies ... The 
teflll "stabilized" nppcan.:d to apply lllore 
closely. J lo\\ ever, they made th~ obS4:r
va.tions ba&::d on the samples on hand 
and that materiul did not oppctlr 10 be 
as heavily treated. We ngrcc that nny 
material not having the properties of 
mby before or aficr the treatment, 
would have been altered lo Q srcnh:r 
degree than is implied by the tcnn 
stabilized. Smith indicates that he 
expects lhe GILC to udopt the tcn11 
cnmposile ruby to describe the lead
glass treated ruby product. 

Consistent use of no•nonclatllrO is 
essential or the industry will have 
vutually no meaningful disclosure. 
If consumers are given nccuruto 
information , they can make 
iiifonned choices. Consistent oppli
cation of nomenclnturc is the 
key. This is the point the article 
endeavored to make. Unless we seek 
temtinology dml is both reliable and 
accurate., the intentationnl tmdc par-

t ill orangy-yellow 
li:ad ~I au; ... added 
!/trough (l mtJ/tiple 
~~~p tntOtml!lll process.. 
r•how cOUI'tl:sy of AGL. 

ticipants will have reason to amid adopting it AJthough 
stiU a relatively young discipline, gornology ha.•• a use
able lexicon mat can bring clnrity to some of these issues 
and that should be th\.: stnrting point when examining 
purportedly nc~ treatment~. Inc tenn _tabilized mby 
seemed to ac hieve that objective for the samples we had 
on hand. Whether the tenn the trndc ultimntcly adopts is 
compo ite, stabilized, or omething else is not as impor
tam ns applying a repeatable stnndnrd to lhe nomencla
ture process. To do onything less invites dccisiOJl~ inllu
enccd by the perc~ivcd desimbility of the fin<u product 
and not the runc!iOn or the- ti'Qilllllclll. 

Will the Name Work? 
Will the tenn "compo.')Jtc ruhy" be widely used by the 
manufacturers and purveyors of this materia l? ·nat point 
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is important because the reality is lhut nearly nn this 
material will be sold without being submitted for laborn
tory analysis. Even with the efforts of groups like the 
AGI .... GJA and AGA, which have been raising aware
ness of this product in both public and trade venues. the 
international gem trade's responsibility to properly 
describe this material to customers mils ultimately 10 

those who sell it. 
The issue facing the intemationnl gem Lrade is not 

whether to sell this ruby product. Thai decision has 
already been made for them by their col

leagues who treated 1hc vnst qunntitico; of 
this material. Instead the issue is hO'-Y 

best to clas!)i fy this product so that 
buyers and jcweiC"ts working with 

these "stones" actually understand 
what they arc, and how to care for 
them. As ls often lh~ case. the 
problem is not as much the prod
uct, as it is the way it is being sold 
and not accurately disclosed that 

poses rJ1e greatest risk to indus
H)' reputation nnd consumer 

confidence. Whether or not 
sa les wi II dec 1 inc due to 
accurate di sc losure is n 
matter for lhe morkct to 
de term in e. I 1 is not tho 

policy of the OMN to dil.
cuss a product as being 

good or bnd for the trndc, 
except in insttmcc where Hle 

product poses a health ri sk. 
Instead, we advocate that treatments be properly dis
closed and then market participants will have Lhc 
ability to make informed choices about their purchas
ing decisions. something that cltmrly is noC po tblc 
under the current s ituation. 

fn conclusion, we believe that although some of 
this material is more accumtely described os stabi
lized, a greater population contains ft glAss constih1ent 
in excess of what would be ex.pected in n stabililed 
stone. Considering Smith 's comments and the app3r
col agreement of the GILC committee to recommend 
the tcm1 "composite-ruby" for this product, the CJMN 
encourages use of the term for commercial pttrposcs. 
With proper educat1on, we believe thnt tenn compos
ite ruby can be acceptable to the very segment or tho 
industry that sltould be encouraged to disclof>c 
treaters and deale rs. + 
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AGA Attachment 27 

Asian Instjtute of Gemological Sciences Gem Testing Laboratory 

"Lead Glass Filled/Repaired Rubies" 
By Vincent Pardieu 

(Version 041 Updated February, 16th 2005 
Original version published on January, 17th 2005) 

In November 2004 a large number of rubies having some uncommon features were brought for testing 
to the AIGS laboratory in Bangkok. For two months more than 200 of these rubies were analyzed in 
the laboratory. Lead was detected in their fissures and cavities. Between September and December 
2004, a total of 244 of these rubies ranging in size from 3 to 97 carats were examined at the AIGS 
laboratory Including 12 stones over 25 carats. In January and February 2005 these stones did not stop 
to keep AIGS laboratory busy. 
Surprised by the large number of stones suddenly appearing on the Bangkok market, AIGS laboratory 
has decided to give priority to the study of these stones and began to research this new product. 

3 rubies found with "lead rich foreign substance fil ling in fissures and cavities" at AIGS laboratory 

Following several weeks of enquiry we found 
that the treatment was being performed in 
Chantaburi, Thailand. At the end of December 
2004, two gemologists from AIGS visited the 
company that was applying the treatment. We 
were very surprised to discover that the 
treatment expert, Mr. Mahiton Thondlsuk, had 
been a student at the AIGS. 
Very friendly contacts were re--established with 
Mr. Thondisuk, also known as "Kob" and his 
partner In this enterprise, Mr. Somkuon 
Plairahan. Mr. Plairahan had formerly been in 
Mae Sai, the border town with Burma, where he 
was an expert in Mong Shu Ruby heat 
treatment. 
I n the tradition of AIGS philosophy about 
sharing knowledge in the gemological field, they 
were very happy to present to AIGS 
gemologists their treatment methods. 

(Left to right: Ruby expert: Mr. Somkuon Plairahan, 
AIGS laboratory Director: Vincent Pardieu, Master 
burner: Mr. Mahiton Thondisuk) 



Following the publication of the first version of this study in January 2005, AIGS gemologists have 
found that several other companies located In Bangkok and Mae Sot were also producing some lead 
glass "repaired" rubies. It is likely that in the future we will see many stones presenting some unusual 
features as several companies are known to have begun to work on this new treatment. The glass 
composition could be very different in the future as some people are just mixing lead oxide powders 
with different fluxes, silica, crushed glass or quartz in order to try to enhance rubies from different 
origins. 
The present article is the result of the four visits to Chantaburi by AIGS laboratory gemologists in 
December 2004 and January 2005 and two visits to "Orange Sapphire" company in Bangkok. This last 
company was famous for its production of sapphire heated with beryllium technology. Several rough 
and also cut samples from these companies were assembled along with some stones furnished by 
Bangkok buyers interested in the study of these gems. These stones as well as others brought to the 
laboratory by AIGS regular customers were also used as a basis for this study. 

The purpose of this article is to provide to gemologists, gem dealers, jewellers and persons interested 
in the gemological field around the world some information to assist in the identification of these 
gemstones. Mr Mahiton Thondisuk want also to show that Chantaburi burners are not cheaters, he is 
happy to communicate about Thai technology and contribute to make Thailand and Chantaburi a more 
famous gem trading center. 

PART 1: Interview with Mr. Mahiton Thondisuk from Chantaburi. Thailand 

Mr. Mahiton Thondisuk explained to the AIGS gemologists that this treatment was the result of five 
years of study In association with several Thai scientists from different universities in Thailand. The 
idea was to develop a glass compound suitable to "repair" fissures in rubies. 

"Beautiful natural stones for which human Intervention is limited to cutting and polishing are very rare 
and extremely expensive", explained Mr. Mahlton Thondisuk. "There are many more low quality 
gemstones compared to the tiny amount of real gem quality stones so that if we can find a good way 
to repair them we can add them to the trade. In the beginning, I was not thinking that people would 
actually buy this product: A ruby repaired with glass, it's crazy. So after few months, I went north to 
do some farming. But some people began to buy these stones so I came back to Chantaburi 2 months 
ago to produce these stones." 
"You know," he added, "I love naturally beautiful rubies, in fact I don't really like to do this treatment 
but the market is looking for nice looking cheap stones. So I'm doing it... 
This is quite amazing to see how we can improve the beauty of these stones! " 

It was just after Mr. Mahiton Thondisuk returned to Chantaburi with Mr. SOmkuon Plalrahan that the 
lead glass "repaired" ruby gemstones arrived in large numbers at the AIGS Laboratory. 

Several isolated gemstones had been seen on the market a few months before and at that time a 
warning was published by GAAJ (Japan) In March 2004 about lead glass found in ruby. Several short 
articles were also published by GIA, AGTA and other organizations on their website or in magazines. 
AIGS laboratory had also presented some photos on these unique inclusions on its website last year. 
In fact1 this treatment is not really a new development. The process was developed in 1982, by 
diamond cutter Zvi Yehuda from Ramat Gan (Israel) to produce "Yehuda diamonds". The process used 
for fracture filling diamonds was quite common in the 1990's. Several companies were producing such 
stones at that time. Many studies were conducted and many articles about them are found in 
gemological literature or on the internet. In the fall 1994 edition of Gems and Gemology an important 
study of these diamonds was presented. At about this same time AIGS was developing some special 
radiographic instruments to detect lead glass filling in diamonds. 
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The fact is that lead glass filling of fissures is back and this treatment Is now known in Thailand as 
"Paw Mai" (new heat treatment in Thai language). A few months ago in Chantaburi this term was used 
for the beryllium treatment of stones. Most of the stones seen these days are believed to be mainly 
sent to Asian markets like China and India in which the conjunction of Important gemstone traditions 
and the need for cheap gems has created a niche for this product. But these stones are known to have 
reached the USA and Europe. 
Mr. Mahiton Thondisuk adds: "It is simple, if I give you the choice between two rubles of equivalent 
beauty at the same price: one synthetic grown In a factory and one grown in nature but " repaired" by 
human technology after being mined, which one will you choose?'' 
"We are selllng these stones at very good prices ... Imagine how much a 20 carat heat treated ruby 
would cost and compare that to one of our stones of equal beauty? We are so cheaper!" 

This is an important point and in AIGS opinion there is nothing wrong about treatments as long as the 
customer Is provided with the correct information about the stone and the price is related to the real 
quality of the stone. The important thing is the proper disclosure of the nature of the stone. A very 
good point with these "repaired rubies" is that they don't currently present any real identification 
problems, which is a major difference when compared to the beryllium treatment issue. 

PART 2; The "lead Glass" treatment, steP by step: 

Note: Some terminology problems may occur about this treatment regarding to the " l ead Glass" 
definition as many different formulas can be used: Pure lead oxide, lead oxides mixed with silica or 
fluxes like borax can be encountered ... Temperatures, parameters and result can be very different. 
Some specific studies will probably be done In the future regarding to this issue. Here is now a 
presentation of the treatment performed in Chantaburl, Thailand by Master Burner Mahiton Thondisuk: 

The most suitable rubies for repair are stones 
with color potential and that are rich in fissures. 
This new treatment Is performed currently 
mostly on Andilamena rubies (Madagascar) on 
which Mr. Thondisuk has had extensive 
experience but any ruby material with fissures 
could be "repajred". 
It is a multi step treatment Involving simple 
heating and the use of different lead rich 
compounds to fill the fissures and cavities of the 
stones. If most of the "repaired" stones seen 
were large size stones, stones less than 1 carat 
have also been treated this way. 
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Arst steo: The stones are preformed to 
eliminate the matri:)( and other lmpuliUes that 
could disturb the treatment. 

Note: As you can see here, small and large 
stones are treated together and AIGS 
gemologists have seen many rubies less than 1 
carat treated with lead glass. But many stones 
treated this way do not present fissures and as 
a result will not show diagnostic features of the 
treatment. 

Second step; The stones are "warmed". In fact, 
this step Is a heat treatment This step is 
Important to remove the impurities possibly 
present in the fissures that could create some 
problems when the glass Is added. The heat 
treatment may aliso by itself Improve the stone 
color. 
This ~warming" can be conducted at dffferent 
temperatures from 900C to 1400C depending 
on the ruby type. As 900C Is not hot enough to 
melt some Inclusions as rutile, many stones can 
still have an "unheated" aspect. But aU stones 
are heated. 

Thlrd stet& The stones are then mixed with 
some oxide powders and heated. The 
cnmposltlon of the powder Is mainly a mixture 
of silica and lead, but sodium, pota~um, 
calcium and metallic oxides like vanadtum or 
bismuth also enter In some glass composition. 
It could be Interesting to compare the glasses 
used here with those used for diamonds, but 
this would need further rnvestigation. There are 
2 main types of glass compositions used In this 
process at the moment but experimentations 
about new glasses are In process. 

There Is currenUy the "bask" formula which Is a 
simple lead rich transparent glass. This formula 
Is used for most of the best quality larger 
stones. Thls orange powder will tum Into a 
yellowish to orange glass after heating as you 
can see rn this used crudble. 
In this case, the heat treatment temperature Is 
believed to be around 900 degrees Celsius In 
Chantaburl. But the treatment temperature can 
be much higher for other burners as other 
components are used In the composition of the 
glass. 



The second formula also incorporates some 

other metallic oxides, in order to produce glass, 

optimizing the color and aspect of rubies. This 

formula is known in the market as the "popular" 

formula and is used on "iron stain" rich 

commercial quality stones. 

This formula is in fact a mix of many oxide 

powders that turns to a pink glass, after 

melting. 

With this formula, the treatment temperature Is 

slightly higher nearing 1000 degrees Celsius. 


The powders are added to the stones with care 

along with some oil so they will cover them. 

The stones are then placed in crucibles and are 

then bring to the furnace. The powders will fuse 

during the heating process and turn into glass. 

Note: A well balanced glass composition is the 

key to achieving good transparency and fluidity 

so the glass will fill the entire fissure. The glass 

stability is also an important concern to create a 

durable product. New improved fillers will 

probably soon be tested and used in order to 

get better resuIts. 


These stones are then heat treated with the 

glass powder under a controlled atmosphere 

using electric furnaces. Special precautions have 

to be used at this step due to the use of lead 

compounds involving high temperatures. Gas 

masks, gloves and special compounds are used 

to clean the clothes and the treatment area. 

Heat treatment using such kind of chemicals is 

very technical and requires special knowledge 

and security precautions as lead vapors are very 

toxic. 
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Then, the stones are preformed and heated again using lead glass mixture in order to get a better 
result. Some stone can be heated several t imes with several types of oxides up to the desired result 
achieved. 
The stones are finally cut and polished. Sometimes the resulting stones have their surface treated 
again using several chemicals in order to improve their surface luster. 
This last surface treatment may explain why it is easy to detect lead on the stone using EDXRF 
technology. 

Several rubies heated with lead rich glass in Chantaburi (photo l) and in Bangkok (photos 2 to 6) 
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PART 3: I dentification and analysis of the urepaired rubjes": 

Identification of the lead glass "repaired rubies" Is very easy for any laboratory that owns an EDXRF 
(Energy Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence), but microscopic observation Is In most cases enough for a 
gemologist that has experience with these stones. Using EDXRF the AIGS laboratory was able to find 
lead in all the stones studied. It is the ideal instrument to provide a rapid diagnostic result. 

EDXRF: This instrument's main use is to provide 
some quantitative and qualitative information 
on the chemical composition of a given stone. 
EDXRF can detect any element heavier than 
fluorine and it is especially efficient for heavy 
elements such as lead. This instrument provides 
a very fast and reliable diagnostic analysis. The 
AIGS laboratory is using this instrument on all 
rubies presented for identification. 

On the EOXRF spectrum on the right you can 
clearly see the peaks related to various 
elements. Ruby Is composed of aluminum, 
oxygen and some trace elements such as 
chromium and iron that give the stone Its color. 
The presence of lead (Pbl on the photo) is 
diagnostic that the stone has been treated with 
the lead glass technology because lead is never 
found In natural corundum. Lead was found in 
every stone that was tested and copper was 
also found in 2 stones with very large filled 
cavities. 

This cavity on a "repaired" ruby was carefully 
placed to be checked using EDXRF, as the 
cavity luster is very close to the ruby luster 
showing that the glass has a refractive Index 
very close to the ruby. The cavity surface is 
visibly damaged, as the glass Is very soft. Such 
damages could have occurred during the cutting 
or polishing process. Copper was detected while 
studying this large cavity along with lead but it 
could be the result of pollution from polishing 
powder residue filling damaged areas. (The 
detectlon of copper was not successful under 
other conditions) 

A! I 

Because lead Is a very heavy element, we are here in the exact opposite situation compared to the 
Beryllium issue. Beryllium is a very light element. Its detection is not possible using EDXRF, which 
makes the detection of the stones, treated using beryllium a complicated matter. This relatively new 
type of treatment involving lead is very easy to detect. 

Ultra Violet: Examination of the stones using a standard SW and LW (short wave and long wave) 
fluorescent box did not give any diagnostic result. 
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M!croscopjc observation: An experienced gemologist using a microscope and dark field Illumination will 
be able to identify correctly the "repaired" rubies without any difficulty: 

Using dark field illumination, most lead-rich glass filled fissures will display blue/orange flashes as seen 
on the following photos. This observation can be easier using fiber optic illumination looking near 
parallel to the fissure. This is a very typical diagnostic feature that is quite similar to "optlcon flash 
effect" in emeralds or in lead glass filled diamonds. 
Note: Depending upon the company performing the treatment, the composition of the glass and the 
para the "bl flashes" from obvious to difficult to observe: 

Some "platelets~~ are present in all the "repaired" rubies that were treated using the so called "popular" 
formula In Chantaburl and in most stones from Bangkok, these platelets could be remnants of former 
"iron stainsl/ formerly present in many rough stones from alluvlal mining areas. 
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("Platelets" found in Chantaburi rubles: They ate transparent or act as mirrors depending the light orientation .. ) 

("Iron stain" remains in Pail in blue sapphire heated using traditional heating methods) 

The "platelets" present in many stones does not present the typical shape of flattened glass bubbles 
but could be in fact the result of the mfxfng of the glass with some iron rich natural powders. "The 
number of such platelets can be reduced with careful temperature control" said master burner Mahiton 
Thondlsuk. Careful observation of these platelets shows that they were transparent when observed 
from most directions, but they can also act as small mirrors inside the gem. In this case they are often 
seen reddish. Color concentrations in the fissures were not found In any stone from Chantaburi using 
the immersion technique, but some platelets did seem to have subtle coloration. I n rubies enhanced In 
Bangkok by Orange Sapphire company/ some yellow to orange color concentration appears is large 
fissures and in cavities. The fact that lead glass used in most Chantaburi treatment is pink explains why 
It is most of the time not visible inside the gem: 
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, 

(Other cavilies tilled with orange lead rich gluss in " Bangkok repaired'' rubies. Photos: TrAnsmitted light) 
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An attempt to explain the reason why the stones repaired using the "popular" formula present a 
stronger coloration than the stones using the "lead only" formula could be in the fact that the 
transparent platelets could act as mirrors inside the gem. They are normally present in a random 
orientation inside the gem, following the former fissures planes. They don't block the light path as 
orientated rutile silk can do. The light passes through some of them and is reflected by others. These 
reflections could increase the length of the travel of the light inside the gem. As we know, the longer 
the length of the light passing inside the gem, the more saturated the stone color will be. But this 
attempt to explain the improvement of the color should be confirmed by more in-depth studies. 

Some observers could be disturbed by the fact that the heat treatment temperature is not high 
compared with the temperature at which many stones are heated nowadays using gas furnaces. Many 
inclusions may still appear as "unheated" which could disturb an inexperienced observer: 
Heat treatment temperature can vary from as low as possibly 800 degrees Celsius to more than 1300 
degrees Celsius. As rutile needles begin to resorbe over 1000 degrees Celsius, it is possible to find 
perfectly shaped needles in lead glass repaired rubies. Burmese star rubies are also known to have 
been repaired by burners in Mae Sot. As the glass composition, the treatment parameters and the ruby 
material used are not the same In Chantaburi, Bangkok, Mae Sot and in the other places this treatment 
is or will be performed, different features are possible. 

Inclusions in Andilamena rubies repaired in Chantaburi at low temperature (Under 1000 degrees): 

Inclusions in Andilamena rubies repaired in Chantaburl over 1000 degrees: 

{Melted crystals surrounded by glassy discoids, typical of heated corundum are also found in many "repaired" rubies) 
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"FUNNY" IDENTIFICATION STORY: A funny identification story happened during this lead glass 
ruby study: One of AIGS good friends that have provided us some stones did not warn us that the 
parcel was not only rubies: One stone with a similar aspect as the others was not ruby ... Inclusions in 
this stone were slightly different from the typical ruby heated with lead glass but not that much as you 
can discover on the following photos: If "blue/orange flashes" were absent numerous "platelet" looking 
Inclusions were present along with needles. When the stone was drop for immersion study in heavy 
liquid something was really wrong for corundum as the stone was floating! Refractive Index and EDXRF 
study confirmed its true nature: Pezzottaite ... 

(The pezzottaite cabochon submitted to AIGS lab and some of its "red platelet" looking indusions) 
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"What about the durabilitv of these gems? Should we buy it?" 

Here are several questions dealers in Bangkok, and from outside Thailand asked AIGS gemologists 
recently. In order to help them to find the answers, the AIGS laboratory has performed some tests to 
evaluate the durability of these gems: 

• What is the origin of the color in these stones? The gemstone color improvement seems 
to result from the fact that the fissures that were formerly filled with air or liquid are then filled 
with a transparent glass. As lead glass and ruby refractive index are very dose, the lfght can 
then travel more easily inside the gem, and as a result, the overall color looks dramatically 
improved. The same phenomenon is encountered with emeralds before and after oiling them. 

Some questions were raised about the fact that some pink colored glass is used in Chantaburi, and a 
more yellow one in Bangkok: 

• Can we describe these stones as dyed? Regarding the stones we have seen up to now: No. 
We have observed some light color in some wide fissures and cavities in rubies from Bangkok 
ovens but it was never enough to honestly say that the stone was dyed. Color concentration in 
fissures was not detected in Chantaburi stones. 

Some red or orange color can be seen rn some stones using "day light" tubes like those In common use 
in Chantaburi's buying offices. But these red looking inclusions described as "copper platelets(' by 
treatment master Mahiton Thondisuk, present similarities with the glassy areas showing similar red 
coloration found In ma Mo Shu rubles heated with flux under the illumination: 

(Glassy inclusions showing some red reflected color visible in Mong Shu rubies heated with flux) 

The glass lead glass present in this new treatment or the ''flux residue glass" present in Mong Shu act 
in fact as a mirror, reflecting the color of the stone to finally give the Ulusion that the glass is colored. 
The same phenomenon can also be observed when twinning is present: Twinning planes can appear 
colored under some orientations. cannot be described as colored: 

~~~~~----------~ 

(Twinning ptanes seen In Mong Shu rubies heated with borax presenting some pinkish to reddish "coloration'? 
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Dyed rubies present on the other hand some very clear color concentration in fissures which is in 
strong contrast with the light colored to colorless body color whatever is the direction we observe 
them. The presence of a light pink or yellowish glass visible in wide fissures or cavities in "repaired 
rubies" is very different in intensity compared to dyed rubies in which fissures are filled with intensely 
colored red dying agent. In fact this light colored glass found in some important fissures can be more 
compared to "iron stain" in natural stones: The coloration of the glass is not the origin of the color, but 
massively filling important fissures, it can modify the stone color if the stone color is weak. 

• Are these stones durable? If handled with care: Yes, probably ... 
As this study was performed over a 2 month period, and regarding to the fact that none of the studied 
treated stones were more than one year old, we cannot be 100% sure about the durability of the glass 
inside the gem. Now if we compare this glass filling method to the glass filling used in diamonds, the 
treatment looks to be suitable for "normal wear". 
Compared to emerald oiling or impregnation using resins, this current ruby treatment is probably more 
durable. Glass is more stable than resin and Its presence in a fissure will probably lower the probability 
that the fissure will expand. The fact that the fissures are closed with a lead rich glass is also probably 
improving the durability of the "repaired" gemstone, but not as much as those fissures filled by flux 
additives. It is reasonable to assume that these stones are possibly more durable than an impregnated 
emerald, but less than a ruby heated with flux. 

Now we have also to consider that many companies are now trying to perform this treatment and if 
some will succeed, some other may encounter technical problems. As the "glass" composition might 
vary a lot in the future, some surprises are probably still to come. 

Note: If this treatment technique is currently performed mostly on Andilamena Madagascar rubies, it is 
likely to spread on other fractures corundum like star rubies, sapphires and even other gemstones 
which can support temperatures around 1000 degrees and present fissures. 

• Are only large rubies affected? No 
The stones are heated together in large amounts. The most suitable material is corundum presenting 
multiple fissures. But small stones and clean material are submitted to the treatment in large parcels 
along with fissured stones. These stones after cutting will not present filled fissures, so It will not be 
possible to find diagnostic "blue/orange" f lashes. Lead detection using EDXRF can also become a 
problem: When dealing with small stones, it is more difficult to get diagnostic results as we have less 
material to investigate. Small stones testing present some identification challenges and several EDXRF 
tests on different parts of a given stone are recommended: AIGS laboratory has studied several stones 
under 1 carat presenting lead reaction using EDXRF only when studied on the pavilion as no filled 
fissures were reaching the stone surface on the crown. 
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• 	 What should be avoided with these stones? AIGS laboratory has performed several 
durability tests: 

o 	 One of these stones to a jeweler's torch for a few seconds, and we observed some glass 
leaving the fissure and some glassy bubbles created on the stone's surface. This stone 
would then need to be polished again at a minimum to enhance its aspect. 

o 	 Some stones were also boiled for several hours, immersed in detergents and exposed for 
short periods to ultrasonic cleaning without any apparent damage. 

o 	 Several stones were submitted to " light and heat" fade test in order to study the color 
stability after long exposition to light. No color modification was observed. 

" 	 Recutting or repolishing should be performed with care as the glass used is very soft and 
could be damaged during the process. Many stones studied presented damaged or 
incomplete fillings. 

o 	 The most important threat to the stone's durability and beauty is contact with powerful 
acids, such as hydrofluoric acid (also known as HF). AIGS exposed several stones to 
hydrofluoric acid for 12 hours and 48 hours. In all cases the acid dissolved the glass and 
the fissures in the stones were much more visible. The color and the clarity of the 
gemstones were then seriously damaged in 3 cases out of 4. The attractive transparent 
purplish red stones had lost some saturation after Immersion in HF and were then 
presenting unpleasant shiny whitish fissures. 

Conclusions: 

It is likely than in a close future different types of lead glass filled rubies will be present in 
the market as several companies and individuals are investing in the process. 

The detection of these repaired rubies should not be a problem for any experienced 
gemologist with dark field illumination microscope or using EDX.RF technology. But the 
fact that the treatment can be performed at low temperature and let many inclusions in 
their "unheated aspect" we recommend all ruby buyers to check their purchases with care. 

Experienced gemological laboratories can provide them rapid identification if needed. 

As long as these stones are properly disclosed and priced AIGS feels that these stones 
should find their place in the gem trade where large size and low prices are of prime 
importance. 

The stone durability under "normal wear" should not be a problem, but it is important to 
notify that these stones have to be kept away from excess of heat or powerful acids. If 
some repairs are required special attention similar to that used for glass filled diamonds 
and epoxy filled emeralds, should be observed. Jewelers wishing to use these stones in 
jewelry should be cautious, but if handle correctly this product can be used in jewelry 
without problem. 
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AIGS Laboratory Reports Comments: 

In order to properly disclose these stones to its customers, AIGS Gem testing Laboratory currently 
describe them as follows: 

• On full reports: 

Result: Found to be a Natural Ruby 

Comments: This stone has been clarity enhanced. 
(Color if noticeable) lead rich foreign substance found in fissures and cavities. 

• On mini reports: 

Identification: Natural Ruby. 
This stone has been clarity enhanced. Lead rich foreign substance found in 
fissures and cavities. 

Learn more about "lead glass filled/repajred" rubies 

People interested to study more these stones can contact AIGS Laboratory in Bangkok, Thailand: 

Labinfo@aigsthailand.com 

More inclusions photos are also available on AIGS laboratory website inclusion gallery: 

http: 1 fwww .aigsthailand.com/Labolnclusion. php 

Contacts: 

To contact M Mahiton Thondisuk you can send email to: 

labinfo@aigsthailand.com 

We will be happy to transmit your message to him. 

To contact Orange Sapphire: 

www.orangesapphire.com 

Acknowledgments: A special thanks is extended by AIGS laboratory to Mr Mahiton Thondisuk and Mr 
Somkuan Plairahan for their open and forthright disclosure of processes used in their fracture filling/ 
repair treatment. Special thanks also to orange sapphire people to have received and provide some 
samples for study to AIGS laboratory. 
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IDENTIFICATION AND DURABILITY OF 

LEAD GLASS- FILLED RUBIES 

Shane F. McClure, Christopher P. Smith, Wuyi Wang, and Matthew I Jail 

In ~arly 2004, th~ GI\AJ laboratory in Japan issued a lab alert about rubies thC)' had sc<Jn that 
had large numbers of fractur<-'S filled with high-lead-content gbss, which made lhem appear very 
transparent Since then, large quantities of this material have reached international markets. This 
dramatic treatment is not difficult to identify with a standard gemological microscope, since it 
has characteristics similar to clarity~nhanced diamonds (flash effect, g.as bubbles, etc.). 
However, locating filled cavities in reflected light is more challenging, as the surface luster of the 
fil ler is close to that of ruby. The fil ling material appears to be very effective in reducing the 
;:~ppe:-~rance of fractures. Durability testing of a few samples by highly skilled jewelers indicat<..'Cf 
that the filler was fairly resistant to heat exposure during jewelry repair procedures, but il reacled 
readily witn solvents. 

G em corundum has been a mainstay of the 
jewehy industry for centuries. The demand 
for r ubies and sapph ires has usually outdis

tanced supplies, and for much of history only the 
very wealthy could afford them, Witll the discovery 
of additional deposits during the 20th century, the 
supply of these gems increased dramatically. 
However, there continued to be more demand for 
these beautiful stones than Mother N~ture could 
provide. 

Thus enters the art of treatment. We use the term 
art here because many if not most of the treatments 
were not developed by scientists lmt rather by exper
imenters who relied largely on luck or trial and error. 
Many of cl1osc w ho developed these techniques 
never fully understood the science or the "why" of 
what they were doing, but they Wlderstood the 
"what" and tl1e "how" very well. 

Conmdum, as a very duntblc m<lterial, lends 
itself to many treatment.'>. And mhy, being the most 
prized color of corundum, is often a prime focus of 
these treatments, Over the >'CatS, ruby has been sub
jected to heat treatment to change its colur and/ur 
improve its clarity; fracture healing to improve clar
ity and get a higher yield from naturally lractured 
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roughi glass filling of cavities to improve appearance 
and add weight; and diffusion, dyeing, coating, and 
synthetic overgrowth, among others. 

The latest venture into ruby treatments involves 
an improvement in clarity enhancement. In [he past, 
the fr.lctlll'CS in rubies have been filled with oils, 
wh1ch do llttle to improve apparent chuit:y, and 
glasses, mostly silic.:1 based, which arc better than 
oils but, in our opinion, still not very effective 
because o£ their relatively Juw refractive index. 

This newest treatment is based on the same pdJ1· 
ciple that has been applied to emerald and diamond: 
use of a filling material that closely matches the 
refractive index of the host material to minimize the 
appearance of the fractures. In the case of this new 
treatment, the results arc remarkable [figw:e 1). This 
article looks at the introduction of this technique, its 
identification in ruby, and its response to various 
dmability tests. 

See emJ o( article for About the Authors and Acknowledgmcr\15. 
G~ & GbW:X.OCY, Vol. 42, No. I, pp. 22-34. 
0 2006 Gemologic.1l lostitute of America 
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BACKGROUND 
Silaca gin~~ hn~ ht•cn u~~tl cxtcn~lvcly tu fill c:ovltics 
nnd fmcwrc~ in ruhlcs ~Inee rhc I tJHOs. C1wity filling 
wns not ed rlr~t, 11111i lr wn• tlc~cJihutl uK wl'ly us 1Y84 
ll<1mc, 19ll'l). 'lhl~ fl llln11 did Improve t i le Ktoucs' 
face-up OJli)I)MIIIIt'c und ctHol.l udd weight, hut It 
could uiMl ocudl ly he tlctt·t·tctl wl tl1mngnlflcntlon. 

The em ly I \1\10~ wl tnc~•cd the 111111 kctln~tof huge 
qunm lues of ruhy from Mnnn llsu, Myn nonar, with 
muhlplt• cavil IN nml fmctuocq thnt wcoc ftllcd with, 
or ()llfllltlly ht:3k~t hy, glm'\Y ~ub\t.met.·~ od<kd dur· 
111g lugh ·ttlll(lC1Jtu~ hc.lt lri.'Jitllltnt IJ'crcttl ct al., 
IW5, McCiurr and Smith, Unl). Thr term t~dul! 
began 11> l>l' OP!'h<'<l mth" knllluf matcnal, m rt:f~'t· 
c:nce •n the: ~ tlut w.u • iiok effect rA the real 
IOtCilt, whoch was 1<1 hc::al the lnocturC!\ n)C IU. d 
tho\ oll(.lda\> 1\~IIIC<IIIIIy k>¥>~1 tlwt tlut of the 
hoo.t CXII\InJum. eo even a lr.acuore c:nurdy filled 
wnh II can JUII l>c .-..~ly 11('\TJ lfot;urc 2~ '11l<.·tdure, 
.:•en tbc:q;h th.- -rrar.anu: .~ ohc: lracum:s ~ 
tmf'IU"•'<~•.,ha Jtl~ " nne tho; mtlll c:fiiCI<,.,I ~lc· 
nal ftw cnh.too,.chc: d~uy '" ruhJtc'< 

11ll: llf1l rq••• ol• new t)'l'C uf ruby cl.uit) treat· 
m.:m camt on ~n lncurl':t alttt ,..""'-..! hy the C.c:m
mul~c:tl 1\.<'lcJo.:UII<JO ul All ~IJ'CIO tn arl~ 2001 
IGMJ Rt~'iln·h uh<ll'atory, Unll Tho.:y lk....:nbcd 
nthoe.. w1ch inoo-,lorucc anl<JUnt• ,,f v.;ry lr.w·~IJd 
fmcnorcs til;lt h.1d h<:.-n hlk·d wuh oa lul(h-k-:a.l-cun· 
tent ~Ia.'<~ So nee the (,AAJ rcpnn, 11 I.e~ numbcr of 
th~ stone.~ h:ove been cxanunt'tl hy gcmulu~lCJllob
omcuncs nmund the wutl,l, 1111d they hnvc bccrt 
offered for ~.lie Ill U11dc ~hnws In l~mgkok, llung 

11..1{111• I 17oeltl M••ll!i 
(2.1S.7:12CI)Dt< 1t7daiJ 
of lhe/mal t.-rull 
l!ld:ieo•i'd hidt 1M fiiJJrrtt 
oftraauro In rul>k3 
...;,hhiVt kild<Ommt 
s}4n. l'hoto by 
Fliz4bab Sdrr..dn 

Kong, Swif2erland, the United State&, 1111<l cl~cwhcrc. 
Rubies below 1 ct cu over 100 ct hnvc hccn ld<•olf lfic<l 
as lead·glass filled !sec, e.g., fworc 3), wlth n ' '" ~c 
number between 5 and 10 ct.ln nddillon w till' CAA) 
lab ;olert, several articles hnvc provid..:tl ohKcrwlllonR 
on thjs material (see, e.g., AG'l'A, 200~, 21Xl51 2.fXl(>1 
Rockwell and Brec(ting, 20041 Li·)lnn '' l nl., 2,()()[>1 
Miliscn<L1 et al., 2005; ['ardicu, 200.~1 Smilh ct nl., 
2005; SSEF, 2.0051 Srunnan, 200S; 11ltmdi~, 7.1JOSI. 

Lead-Glass Elling of Rubies. n1c actual ucatoncrtl 
process was (lescrihed by Vincent l'anhcu uf the 

~2. Silic4 glass (m 1M oldn _,/nil bm,; .<l,t 
tJJ.fictmrlykkw R.I. than c:ontlldum l\lltm 11 Is 1nt'<l 
10 fill frac:ttm!S in~~ II U!lp101'l3lheJr 4PJ!<'#<~ 
but the /mame:s mutill •ery •'i<il•lc. l'ftutomk,.,. 
gapb brS. F. Afc.Clnrr.. ~ JO,. 
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Figure 3. Many extremely ll~e lead glass-filled 
rubies (here. 52.60 and 26.07 ct) have been seen bJ the 
market. Rubies courtesy of Colden Stone USA lnc., 
f,os Angeles; photo @Robert Weldon and GTA. 

Asian institute of Gemological Sciences (AICS; 
Pardicu, 2005). The following description is summa
rized from that anicle. Mr. Panlieu cited as the source 
of thi~ inform;ltion the person purported to be doing 
the treatment at the time, Mah.iton Thondisuk of 
Chantaburi, Thailand. 

The first step involves preforming the material 
to remove any matrix or obvious impurities . The 
second step is referred to as "warming, " that is, 
heating the stone to moderate temperatures ~report
edly 900-l,400°C). Often used as a first step in st.-to
dard heat treatment, "wanning" removes potential 
impurities from the fractures and may improve the 
co lot 

The third step involves mixing the stone with 
powders that are composed primarily of lead and sil· 
ica hut may also contain sodium, calcium, pot~lssi
um, and metal oxides such as copper or bismuth. 
This mixture is then heated again, reportedly to 
approximately 900°C, fusing the powders into a glass 
that penetrates the fractures in the stone. 

Unlike the process that produces the silica·glass 
fillings seen previously, the filling of comndum with 
lead glass initially did not involve the partial healing 
of fractures. In fact, there was significant evidence to 
show that these stones had not been exposed to the 
high temperatures necessary to heal fractures. 

According to Fa(dicu, the odginal sta1.ting materi
al for lead-glass filling was very low grade pink, red, 
or purplish red corundum from.Andilamcna in Mada· 
gascar that was typically translucent to opa.que. For 
the most part, it is unusable as a gem in its natural 
state (figure 4]. Of course, this treatment ca.n be 
applied to fractmed ntby from any locality. We have 
now seen lead glasr-filleJ stones that appeared to be 
from Tlmzania and Myanmar. The effectiveness of 
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the treatment is amazing, in that it transforms cmun
dum that is opaqm:: ami nearly worthless into mate· 
rial that is transparent enough for use in jewelry. 

The .Present Study. To characterize this treated mate· 
rial as well as determine its identifying fc.ature..c;, we 
examined dozens of samples by standard gemological 
methods and other analytical techniques. We also 
tested the durability of the treatment by subjecting 
s.1mplcs to routine jewelry tnanufacturing and rcp<tir 
procedures, as well as to conditions of standard wear 
and c.are. The r(.'Sults of this testing, and procedures 
for identification, arc descril~d here. 

Readers should bear in mind that the properties 
we report below arc restricted to those observed in 
the samples we obtained for this study. Although a 
brood range of samples were selected from several 
different vendors over more than 14 months, stones 
treated in a similar fashion but with glass of a differ· 
cnt composition may he in the market1 and these 
may have different properties and different reactions 
to the durabilit}' tests. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
We collected the samples of lead glass-filled mbies 
and pink sapphire." used for this study from l<tte 
2004, when Large quantities of th.is treated material 
first became available on the market, until February 
2006. We obtained them in Bangkok and New York 
City in late 2004, at the Ttme 2005 JCK ami AGTA 
las Veg..'ls gem s hows, and at the 2005 and 2006 
Tucson gem shows1 all from di.fferent sources. We 
examined a tot~l of SO faceted samples, ranging from 
0.4.~ to 9.19 ct. 

Standard gemological equipmem was used to 

chMactcrizc the hasic properties of 10 selected sam
ples including: a refractometer, a desk-model spec
troscope, tong· and short-wave ultraviolet lamps, 
and a polariscope. AIJ samples were examined with 
a binocular microscope and fiber-optic illumination. 

Qualitative (30 samples) and semiquantitative (2 
samples) chemical analyses were performed by ener
gy-dispersive X-uy fluorcsccocc ~EDXRF) spec· 
troscopy using a Kevex Omicron spectrometer oper
ated at a volbgc of25kV with no filter, a 50 micron 
collimator, and ~1 500 second livctimc. 

Observations and chemical analyses were also 
performed on four s.amples using a }.EOL-JXA8800 
scanning electmn microscope with a wavelength
dispersive sp~tromctcr ~SEM-WDS) at the Geo
physical Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution of 
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Washington, in Washington1 DC. Operating condi· 
tions for both electronic imaging and wavelcogth
dispc(sive analyses were 10 ~lA hcam current and 15 
kV accelemting potential. The presence of any ele
m ent with a concentration above 100 ppm (from B to 
U in the periodic tahlel will be detected. Even 
though we used a focused electron beam, which was 
about 1- 2 J.IITI in di<lmetc.r, due to the limited surface 
area of the filling mateJial and the poor quality of the 
polish on must of the samples tested, chemical 
analysis was performed without calibration against 
standard materials. 

X-radiogmphy W<lS performed on five samples 
using a Hewlett-Packard Faxitron staiesX-r.ay C<lbinet. 

The samples were also tested for their durability 
in standard conditions of mannfacture, wear, and 
rep<lic He<1ting experiments were performed on a 
total of 10 samples using a Lindberg/Blue box furnace 
in an ambient atmospheric environment. T he tem
perature of the furnace was raised to the target values 
first and theil the sample (held in an AJP3 ccmmic 
disk] was placed inside. The temperatures were 100, 
200, 600, 700, 800, and l ,ooooc. Sclectetl samples 
were exposed to each of these temperatures for peri
ods of 5, I 0, and 60 minutes each. In addition, one 
s..1mple was held at 200"C for an extended period of 
16 hours. After ;,t specific heating period/ the samples 
were taken out, cooled in air, and reexamined. 

We also exposed eight rubies filled w ith high-lead
content glass to a series of jewelry repair procedures. 
These included s team cleaning, ultrasonic clC<lnit1g, 
setting ~including mounting, fili ng and polishing), 
:111d retipping of prongs. Derails on these tests are 
given in the section on duntbility testing hclow. 

A total of eight reagents were used to assess the 
Pb-glass filler's resistance to chemi~l attack. Three 
rcagerns consisted of caustic soda, aqua regia (nirro
bydrochloric acid ), and a standard jeweler's pickling 
solution (sodium bisulphatc)~ The fatter two are fre
quently used in jewelry manufacturing or repair; 
caustic soda is a more rcc-1ctivc base than standard 
pickling solution. We also tested the treatment fur 
its durability to a range of hollschold products: con
centrated lemon juice, a typical aerosol oven clean
er, ammonia, a st~ndard drain cleaner, and bleach. 
For each chcmical jwjth the exception of the pick
ling solmion, for which three samples were used}, 
om: ruby with Pb-glass filler was placed in a beaker 
and covered witl1 the reagent (typically 10- 20 ml). In 
addition to using a fume hood for all experiments, 
we covered toxic solutions [aqua regia and ammonia! 
w ith a baking soda filter over the beaker top to min-

Figure 4. The starti.ttg material for th.is tttby ltemment 
is very ](Jw quality tmd 1..111tiluow wc1s ouly useful tlS 

mineral specimens. The (.:rystals shown here range 
from 7.28 ro 22.08 ct. Photo by Mall a Calderon, 

imizc noxious fumes. E<lch CllJ~rimcnt run was con
ducted at or just below the boiling point to acceler
ate any reaction; a small laboratory hot plate with 
variable temperature control was constantly adjust
ed to keep the reagents at this temperature. Experi
ment run titnc w.as four hours [except for aqua regia, 
which was one hour long], to mimic the cumulative 
effe~.;t of multipl(; exposures fur shorter periods of 
time. The beakel!' was then removed from heat and 
allowed to cool. Once cooled, the stones were 
cleaned and examined for alterat ions to the Ph-glass 
filler. 

RESUlTS 
Visual Appearance. All the samples collected for this 
study were transparent to semitranspa.rent and could 
be considered jewelry quality. The color of many o£ 
the specimens was slightly brownish and often of 
lower s.atur<~tion-so that some of them wou ld he 
considcroc..l pink sapphire. I lowever, several of the 
authors saw large parcels of lead glass- filled corun
dum in early 2006 that could easily be categorized as 
medium-quality ruby. Two of these mbies were 
acquired for this s tudy !one is shown in Hgurc 51. 

Standard Gemological Properties. The long- and 
short-wave UV fluorescence, vislble-range absorption 
spectrum, plcoclnoism, bircfring<.:ncc, optic char.actcr1 

and spcciftc gmvuty were consistent with ruby/pink 
sapphire in general. It is in teres ring to note, however, 
that the specific gravity of one 1.34 ct stone was 
slightly higheJ· j4.CX3) than usual for conmdwu. This 
stone had several large, deep, filled cavities. We do not 
have data on the S.C. of the glass filler, but it is wel l 
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Pigul'e 5. Some of the specimens w<: acquil'ed for thi.< 
study, such os this 2.85 ct stone. would he considered 
medium-quality ruby. Photo by C. D. Mengoson 

known that high-lead-content glass h<IS a high specif
ic gravity, so it is not surprising that it could affect the 
overall S.C. of the stone. Standard lU readings and 
birefringence were recorded for aU of the samples. In 
addition, we obtained a single approximate lU. read
ing of 1.75- 1.76 for the lead-glass filler on <Ue.1s where 
it filled larger cavities. 

Internal Features. All the samples we examined 
revealed natmally occmring ioternal features that 
ranged ftom extensive twinning and parting planes to 
various mineral inclusions. Some mineral ioclusions 

Figure 7. One of the most important identification 
features of chis treaunent is a blue flash effect Mmilar 
t.o that see11 in filled diamouds and emew/ds. The 
strengtb of tile flash varied considerably, sometimes 
being relatively weak, as Ctlll be seer! in tbis example. 
Photomicmgmph by S. P. McCltue; magnified 15x. 

Pigme 6. Dense cloutL~ of fine, unaltered mtile nee
dles following the growth stmtture prove that tbis 
lead gla.ss-f;)Jed ruby ha.< not been exposed to 
extremely high temperawr.es. Photomicrograph l>y 
S. F. McClure; magnified 20x. 

showed evidence of thermal alteration, whereas oth· 
c rs did not. Most s ignificantly, many of tl1ese stones 
revealed dense clouds of fine, unaltered rutile needles 
following the hexagonal structure of the ruby (fig~ue 
6). This is clear evidence that these stones had not 
been exposed to temperatures high enough to damage 
rutile (greater than l,SOO"C; Emmett et al., 2003). 

When examined with a microscope or a stand~rd 
jeweler's Ioupe, virtually all the Mmplcs were dom i
nated by nwnerous large fractures of very low relief. 
ln addition, blue flashes were readily noted as t11e 

Figure 8. ill some of the samples, tbe flash effect 
was very strong and an orar1ge flash could also be 
seen. Here, the blue is quite stror~g in bri.ghtfield 
11/umination, nnd the. orange flash is easily seen in 
darkfield. Photomicrograph by $. P. McClure; mag· 
nified 10x . 
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stones were rotated and repositioned for a complete 
view of the intetior. The Strei\h'th of the flash effect 
varied from relatively subtle /figure 7) to quite 
strong, although usually with the same im.ensity in 
samples obtained from the same source. In some 
stones, an orange flash was visible as well [fi&•ure 8). 
Also seen with magnification in all thesamples were 
numerous flattened and rounded gas bubbles and 
voids within the glass fillings [figure 9). Where filled 
cavities were large enough, spherical gas bubbles 
were sometimes visible. This was reminiscent of the 
features we first noted in clarity-enhanced diamonds 
18 years ago [Koivula et at., 1989). Although the filJ. 
ing material in rubies might be different, the effect of 
the treatment-to minimize tl1e visibility of hac
tures and cavities-was almost identical to that 
achieved with fracture fi lling in diamonds. 

In the majority of the samples, the glass filling did 
not appear to be colored. However, we did note that 
along tl1ick seams or cavities of theglass there was a 
distinct yellow hue in a few samples and a more sub
tle pink coloration in others. In several of the lower-

Figure 10. The yellow color of the lend·l!lass filler is 
visible here Ulll Vet)' large uuernal C<lvity. 

Photomicrograph by S. P. McClure; magnified 80x. 

Pig11re 9. Numerous 
flattened and row1ded 
~"s bubbles were pre.~· 
ent in almost all the 
corundum with filled 
fractures that we exam· 
ined. Photomicrographs 
by C. l' Smith (left. 
28x} and S. IC McClure 
(rigl!t, 20x). 

quality samples we acquired at theThcson shows ill 
2006, we observed large filled cavities where the yd· 
low color of the filler was readily apparent, even 
through the body of the stone !figure 10). 

Surface Characteristics. Previously, examining the 
surfaceofsome heated rubies iJl reflected light would 
reveal the presence of cavities or depressions that had 
become a reservoir for the flux typically used to 
iHduce the heali ng of fracnues. These agents often 
would form a silicon·rich glass that had a significant· 
ly lower rchactive index than th.c ruby host, resulting 
in a lower surface luster. We were somewhat sur
prised to sec bow effective this new treatment was at 
reducing the surface visibility of large cavities and 
wide fractures, which in some cases extended across 
the w idth or length of the sample. In many of the 
study samples, we noted that lead glass-filled cavi
ties, even very large ones, were difficult to detect. 
Cavities filled with silica glass or heating residues are 
typically very visible-even with clarkfield illtun.ina· 
tion [figure 1 1 ). Usc of the higher-R.I. lead glass, how-

Figure 11. Cmoftie.' filled with silictt glass t)•pically 
remain very visible ln the. microscope. Photo· 
micmgraph b)'S. P. McClure; magnified 37x. 
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ever, makes the cavities virtually disappear !figure 
12.). Ev~::n the tntditional rcflcctcd·l igbt technique 
was Jess reliable, as careful positioning of the stone in 
fib•ure 12 was necessary to make the subtle difference 
in surfo~ce luster visible. Many examples were seen 
where the surface luster of the glass was comparable 
to the luster of the mhy, and only careful examina
tion revealed that. tl1e luster was lower th<m, equal to, 
or higher than (figure 13) tbatof the ruby. Many times 
the only noticeable difference was in the quahty of 
the polish: Class, particuiMly high-lead-content 
glass, is significantly softer than cmundum, which 
makes the polish noticeably inferior to the host ffig
urc 14). ln a few samples, we also noted that shrink
age had occurred in the Pb-glass that was filling C<lV· 
ities (figure 15). 

rt is interesting to note that one lead glass-filled 
ruby that was submitted to the CIA LaboratOry 
showed evidence of oxidation of the filler at the sur
face, undoubtedly a consequence of the exm:me lead 
content (figure 16). 

Figure 13. Sometimes the sur{tlce luster of tl1e lead
glass fi/Jing is noticeably higher than tlw ~>turound
in.g corundum. Photomicmgmph hy S. F. McClure; 
magnified 36x. 

Figur~: 12. Cavities filled witll 
lljgh-leod gloss can be chal
lellxfug to see. In the image 011 
the left (reflected lL~ht), the 
surface luster of Lhe filler is 
very close to that of the corun
dum. On tlJe right, tbe same 
fi!Jed CtJVity L> not visible at 
all in dm#ield; only tl1e out· 
liiie of blue {lasJJ suggests hs 
presence. PllOtotnictograpbs by 
S. P. McClure, magnified 30x. 

Chemical Composition . All 30 of the samples that 
were analyzed qualitatively with EDXRF showed <1 

significant lead content, as did the two meastued 
scmiqua.ntitatively. To obtain a more precise cvalu<!· 
tion of the composition of the glass filler alone, we 
analyzed fillings i!n four stones by SEM-WDS. 

SEMis a very useful tcclmiquc for analyzing lead 
glass- filled ruby, because the glass and surrounding 
ruby show a large difft:renct: in brightness in hack
scattered-electron [BSE.] images (£igu1e 17). The fill
ing process is so efficient that the glass can success· 
fully penetrate fractures as thin as :S ~nn. llSE images 
taken at high magnification illustrate that the 
boundary between the glass and the host mby is 
sharp. No precipitation of secondary corundum was 
observed in any o.f lhe samples analyzt:d. ln contrast, 
in some Si-rich glass-filled rubies we have examined 
in the Jab, we observed that the deposirion of second
ary con.mdum formed a zigzag boundary between 
the glass and the host ruby {figure IR). 

SE.M-WDS chemical analysis of glass in fractures 

Figure 14. Class, particularly high-lead-content glass, 
is significanLly softer chan wrondum, 50 somet1im~ 
t!Je be.st way to noUce a gln.ss-/illed cavil.y in reflected 
light is by tile poor polish on iLS surface. 
Photomicrograph by C. P. Smith W(Jgrlified 45x. 
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Figure 15. Sluinkage of the glass in this large CliVity 

(over 1.0 rrm1 in longe.st cliwensfon) appears to bave 
tal<en place .mbsequent w poli.~hing, caming the pol· 
is ned st1r/occ of r he glass to be lower than that of the 
surrounding ruby. ehotomicrograph by C. I~ Smith; 
mngrlified 4.:Sx. 

less than 10 ~lin wide is problematic due to ucam 
overlap with the surrounding ruby. Ilowever1 con
sistent results were obtained for glass-filled areas 
with rclativcJy large surfaces: mHjor components
PhD (71-76 wt.%), Al20 3 [12-15 wt.%), and Si0 2 
(11-13 wt.%); minor components (< 1 wt.%)
Na20, ~0, CaO, FeO; and trace amounts of MgO, 
P20 51 and Ti02• These results are similar to those 
that have been described by others (e.g., U-jian ct 
al., 2005). 

Figure 17. '11Jis back-scnttered-electron .ilnage (UJken 
with o scdtUii.tJg electron mi.c.roscope) shows lead 
glass-filled fractures of varying widtbs. Because of tlle 
higher average mass cJ/ elements in the glass, it is 
mJ)ch brighwr than thl~ host roby. Width of the image 
.is about 1.6 mm. 

• 

Figure 16. One example recently submitted to t.Jre 
GIA Loboratory showed lltl obvious oxidizoUor1 of 
the glass nt tlte sur{t1ce. Photomicro~rnph by S. F. 
McClure; magnified 40x. 

It is interestilng to note that semiquantitative 
EDXRF analyses of the lead glass in two sam ples 
acquired in 2006 showed very similar composition 
to that of rubies acquired in 2004, which suggests 
that the composition is fairly consistent over time. 

X-xadiography. This test was shown to be successful 
in detecting the high-lead-content glass used for fill
ing fractures in diamonds many years ago (Koivula ct 
a l., 19.'!9)1 working on the hasis that lead glass strong
ly absorbs X-rays. As expected, the lead glass-filled 
fractures in our samples were casi ly vjsiblc in the X
radiograph (figure 191. Others have also reported 
using this test effectively [Bcfi and Dutoit, 2005; 
Kitawaki ct aL, 2005]. 

DURABILITY TESTING 
Once a method of detection for any given treatment 
is established, invariably the next question that aris
es is "Is it durable?" To test this, we set up a series 
of experiments, focusing mainly on the conditions 
these stones might encounter in normal situations 
of wear, cMc, and manufacture or repair. We first 
reported the results of some of these tests at the 2005 
ICA Congress in l&·mgkok, Thailand. 

Controlled Heating. The first question we wanted to 
a11swcr was how much heat t his IC<.Id-glass filler 
could survive. The melting poinL of tl1e material is 
very important, as it determines how well the filler 
can stand up to jewelry manufacturing techniques. 
We suspected that the glass might not withstand 
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normal jewelry repal.r techniques such as the rerip
ping of prongs, primarily because of our experiences 
with the le.ad glasses used to fill h-actures in dia
monds [e.g., Koivula et al., 1989). 

No change was observed in the samples held at 
lOO"C, at 200oc for 16 homs, or at 600°C. At 70Cf'C, 
we observed the first sign of a change to the glass: 
Almost immediately, minor amowus of glass started 
sweating out of fillcd fractures and beac.ling on the sur
face (figure 20). After only a few nlinutes at thls tem
perature, the glass in larger fillt:d cavities started to 
melt and flow (figure 2lj. At 800°C, the .glass started 
bubbling at the surface of the fractures (figure 22.). 
These tests clearly show that the melting point of the 
lead glass in these S<lmplcs is hctween 600° and 700°C. 
0£ course, changes in the composition of the glass 
from one treater to another or from one time frame to 
another could result in a change to the melting poilll. 

Figure 19. 71u: lead-glass filler is readily seen in an X
radiograpll beciluse leod glass saongly absorbs X
rays. Some Sctlttered zirclJ11 cryswls lire also visible itJ 
this image. 
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Figure 18. No cllemical 
reaction between tlu:.lead 
gloss tllld I he. host roby was 
detected t.,itll tbe SEM fleft, 
BSE image 1viclth -100 jlrtl); 
the boundary lH:twccn the 
two pl1ases is sharp. ln con
trast, In the silicon glass
filled ruby (right, BSE 
image widtll -390 wn), 
deposition of secondary 
conwdum formed a zigzag 
bouTJdary between tbe glass 
andthemby. 

Jewelry Repair Procedures. No damage to the lead
glass fi llings was observed ·witl1 standard steam 
cleaning, ultrasoai:c clean.ing, setting, and even retip
ping of prongs, when these procedures were per
formed carefully on the Limited number of stones 
tested, as described below. Some damage was seen 
with immersion in a pickling solution {figure 2.3) and 
exposure to other reagents. The specific tests and 
(esults a(C described helow. 

Steam Cleaning. Two rubies were selected for steam 
cleaning. A standard s te.'lm cleaner was used, main
taining an approximate pressure of 40- 50 psi. Each 
stone was heJd in a pair of tweezers in the steam at a 
distance of approximately one inch for 30 seconds, 
allowed to cool, ami examined in the microscope for 
damage. This procedme was repeated 15 times for 
each stone. No damage to the fillt!I was detected in 
either stone. 

Figure 20. At 700°C, minor amounts of the lead -glass 
filler begnn sweating out of the fractures and beading 
on tlle surface. JJbotomicrogrnpb by C. !~ Smith; 
nwgni/ied SOx. 
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Figure 21. Nenting en 7()()'C for only o few mirwte.s 
caused tile lead-based g}oss irllorger covitie.s to st.cltt to 
flow. Plwtomicrograpll b)' C. I~ Smith magnified 24x. 

Ultwsonic Cleaning. Two different rubies were 
selected for ultrason ic cleaning. The ultrasonic bath 
was filled with a standard soap solution that was 
warmed slightly. lloth stones were placed in a wire 
basket ,md suspended in thesolution with the clean
er turned on. Thestones were removed after 15 min· 
utes and checked for damage; then they were 
returned to the ultrasortic for another 15 minutes 
and checked again. Subsequent additional runs (and 
rechecks) of30 minutes, 60 minutes, and another 60 
minutes were performed for a cumulative total of 
three hours in tl1e cleaner. No damage to the Hiler 
was observed in either stone. 

Setting. Four different rubies were set in standard 
l4K yellow gold mountings, the process consisting 
of mounting the stone, filing the prongs, and polish
ing the setting. Since lead glasses tend to be relati.ve
ly soft, we examined the stones CMefully after these 
seemingly benign procedures. No damage to the 
filler was observed in any stone. 

Figure 22. At8()()'C, the lead-gloss filler nct.uolly started 
to l>ubble wbere frocuue.s renched the surface. 
l'l!otomicrogropl! by C. I~ Smith magnified 22x. 

ncmpping of l'rongs. Although jewelers' guidel ine-~ 
typically advise against exposing any mbyorsapphire 
to the direct heat of a torch during the retipping of 
prongs, many jewelers routinely perform this proce
dure with the stone in place. To test the resistance of 
the filler to standard rctipping procedures, we enlist· 
ed the aid of two of GIA's Jewelry Manufacturing Arts 
instructors, Mark Maxwell and Adam Kelley, and 
began with one of the previously motuued stones. We 
started with retipping because the temperatures the 
stones are exposed to during this process are much 
higher than those for other repair procedures such as 
sizing. If the filler did not survive the higher-temper· 
ature procedure, we would move to one that required 
lower temperatures to determine the lowest point at 
which the filler would be damaged. 

After some discussion with the instructors, it 
WilS decided that they would first perform a rctip· 
ping procedure that exposed the stone to the lowest 
temperature possible, assuming the procedure was 
done correctly. If there was no damage with that 

Figure 23. Tl1c large fwcture iu 
this lead gloss-filled ruby is fwd 
to see (left), except for the straight 
edge.s orJ the two flattened gas 
bubbles in the wp center. After 
immersion in a standard pickling 
solut.ion for 20 minut.e.s (right), 
etchilJg of the filler mode the 
edges of the fracture clenrly vi.ti· 
ble. Photomicrographs by 
S. F. McClure; magnified 30x. 
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method, we would move to a procedure ion a differ· 
ent stone) that would require the maximum temper· 
ature to retip a prong. 

The first method involved soldering a piece of 14K 
wire to the prong to be repaired with a "soft" solder, 
which would then be filed down to rebuild the prong. 
After the soldering procedure, the mounted stone 
was immersed in a warm standard pickling solution 
for one minute. T he stone, which had been carefully 
examined before heating, was examined ag<lin . (t now 
showed th in white lines where the fractures reached 
the surface. 

The thought occurred to us that th is near-surface 
damage of the lead-glass fi ller could be from the heat 
or the pickling solution, so we repeated the expcri· 
ment on a second stone and examined it with the 
microscope immediately after the soldering proce
dure without placing it in the pickling solution. This 
time there was no visible damage to the filler. This 
indicated that the earlier damage was related to the 
pickling solution, the testing of which will be out· 
lined below. 

Next, a higher-temperature procedure was per
formed on another sample. T ltis retipping process 
involved soldering a ball of 14K gold to the prong. 
Th is requires heati ng of the prong, and therefore the 
ruby, to a much higher temperature than the catlier 
procedure. Again the s tone was examined [without 
putting it in pickling solution) and was found to 
have suffered no damage. 

Inune1·sion in Pickling Solution. The second lead 
glass- filled s tone that was subjected to the lower
temperature retipping procedure was placed in the 
warm pick ling solution for one minute to duplicate 
the first incident. Again, on reexamination we noted 
a thin ribbon-) ike area of damage at the point where 
the fi !led fractures reached the surface. 

This result established a connection between the 
pickling solution and the d1maged filler. Two new 
unmow1ted stones with lead-glass filler were chosen 

I.EAO C1 Ass-f u • fO Run~rs 

Figure 24. Caustic soda w~' 
used to see how much dam· 
age astronger base solution
would inflict on tile glass. 
11Je image Oil the left shows 
the 2.08 ct lend glass-filled 
mby before the teSt began; 
aft.er one hour ofe.~posure 
(right), the damage to the 
filler was sigrJificonl. 
Photomicrograph.• by 
C. P. Smith. 

and then placed in the pickling solution for 5 and 20 
minutes respectively. On reinspection, both stones 
showed near-surface damage (see, e .g., figure 23), 
with the depth corresponding directly to the dura· 
tion of immersion. It was now clear that the caustic 
pickling solution was etching the lead-glass filler, 
which made th e fractures fM more visible. 

Exposm·e to Otber Corrosive Solutions. Tbc relative· 
ly aggressive solutions, caustic soda and aqua regia, 
had an immediate reaction witl1 the glasses, etching 
tl1em readily. Jn fact, the glass was etched/removed 
from all the cavities and to·a relatively shallow depth 
in all d1e fractures after only a few minutes of expo· 
sure. However, extending d1is exposure to 4 hours 
had Little further impact on the removal of the filler. 
Alter these tests were performed, the stones looked 
dramatically different from their appearance prior to 
testing !see, e.g., figure 24). Nevertheless, because the 
glass was removed only to a limited depth, their over
all appearance was s till better than what it would 
have been if the s tone was in its untreated s tate. 

Exposure to Household Products. We also decided to 
test various products that the stones might en
counter once they were purchased by an end-con
sumer. We were very surprised to find that the 
aerosol oven cleaner had a similar, very aggressive 
reaction with theglass, readily etching it. In addition, 
the ammonia, bleach, and even concentrated lemon 
juice also had (Ill effect, if .less dramati.c. In the.~e 
ins tances, typically the glass was etched at the very 
surface of the stones, with the traverses of the frac
tures newly visible as criss-crossing lines lfiJ,'llre 25). 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The significance of any new treatment rypie<1lly 
fCVOJVes around tWO points: ( 1) hOW effective it is, 
and [2) whether it can be detected-especially using 
routine gem testing equipment- As with any treat· 
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ment, clarity enhancement by lead-glass £illi11g must 
be disclosed at all levels of sale to protect consumer 
confidence. 

In the case of lead-glass fllling in rubies, the 
imcnL is clearly to enhance the apparent clarity of 
the stone. The treattncnt is very effective in this 
regard. Stones that are almost opaque can be 
improved to the point of being semitransparent to 
transparent. This makes it possible to market a great 
deal of previously unusable material. 

Fortunately, this treatment is easily detected 
with magnification. The i(kntifying characteristics 
an.: simi iM to those for diamonds that have been 
clarity enhanced with a glass filling: very low-relief 
fractures, gas bubbles and voids (unfi lled areas) in 
tractmes, and a blue and orange flash effect. T here is 
also the possibili ty of a Hght p ink or yellow color to 
the filler in areas where it is very thick, such as large 
cavities. However, cavities filled with lead glass arc 
more difficult to detect than those filled with silica 
glass, so careful observation is required in all e<~scs. 

A third concern of consumers and the indusuy 
alike is the durability of the treatment to jewelry 
manufacturing and repair procedures, as well as under 
normal conditions o£ wear and care. The lead 
based-glass filler in the stones we tested turned out to 
be fairly durable to heat exposure during jewelry 
repair procedures. However, only duee stones were 
tested and the instructors who performed these proce
dmes for us were highly skilled jewelers. As the con
trolled heating experiments indicated, too much heat 
with a torch could still damage th is filler, so it would 
be prudent to unmount srones treated in this manner 
to be safe. 

The fi tier reacted readily with solvents, particu
larly with a common jeweler's pickling sol uti on, so 
these stones should not be exposed to such solutions 
tmder any circumstances. Not only does this make 
it more important to remove such stones from their 
settings before repair procedures, but it also means 
that consumers should be informed that damage 
could occur if the stone is exposed to some common 
household chem.iC<tls. 

An interesting debate took place among laborato
ries as a result of this treatment. The type of St<trting 
material used frequently will not dlsplay conclusive 
evidence of heating. The inevitable question then 
arose: Is the presence:.: of l e~d-~lass filler in fractures 
sufficient proof that Lhe stone has been subjected to 
enough heat to say it is heat treated? Our expcri
Ini.:ntS showed that, at least in the samples we 
obtained, temperatures of al leasl 7()()aC were neces-

Figtue 25. Ammonia, bleach. and even concemcar,ed 
lemon juice darn aged 1he lead-glass filler at 1/Je very 
surface. producing the whitish atf:xls shown her~. 
Ph()tomicrograph by C. P Smith; magnified 32x. 

sary to soften the glass. For it to flow into fractures, 
the temperature would obviously have to be much 
bigher-800" or 900°C at least. We know that these 
temperatures arc high enough to facil itatc changes in 
corundum, particularly in relation to color (Nassau, 
1994]. It has been hypothesized that formulations of 
lead glasses could be dcvclo1>ed that would have 
much lower meltting points, but as we have not yet 
observed such glasses ourselvc:s, we maintain. that 
the presence of ~his glass in fractwes is suf£icient 
proof w say the stone also has been heat treated. 

What is perhaps most remarkable about this 
treatment is the type of material it brinb'S to the mar
ket. High-temper;<lturc heat treatment and healing of 
fractures brought Mong Hsu mby to the market 
years ago for what was at the time a very low pric~.:. 
Clarity enhancement with high-lead-content glass 
has brought mby and pink sapphire to the market foi 
even lower prices. Of course, the color of the low end 
of this material is not ideal, but some of the samples 
acquired for this study were only $2.00 per carat
stones over I ct in size that were mostly transparent 
face up and ranged from purplish red to purplish 
pink. Inexpensive synthetics cost more thru1 this. 
We purchased the 2.31lead glass-filled ruby in figure 
5 at the 2006 Tur.son shows fot SW per carat. 
Certainly, betler-quality stones-also represented as 
Jcad-glass filled, as these were- me being sold for sig
nificantly hjghcr price..'l, but we believe ehe low end 
is a new low for treated natural ruby. 

Prom the morncnt we saw this treatment, we 
believed it would eventually he used for much higher
quality goods. The efficiency of the trc<Jtment is such 
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that a si.nglc large fracture in an otherwise clean ruby 
could be made to "ltisappcar" to t11e unaided eye, 
exactly <IS filled fractures can be made to "disappear" 
in emeralds and diamonds. In fact, we have alre;1dy 
seen several stones that faU into this category. 

With glass being such a versatile material, other 
formulations may be possible, which could change 
the properties of the fi llcr, including its melting point. 
T he p.ropeitics we reported here are only those we 
observed in onr study samples. Last year, two labora
tories !ACTA and GAA)) reponed seeing a lead-glass 
£iller in star n 1bies that did not exhibit a flash effect 
IBefi and Du1'oit, 2005; Ki tawaki eta!., 2005). While 
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Introduction: Meeting the Thai burner. 

In January 2010 the GIA Laboratory Bangkok 
was contacted by Mr. Mahithon Thongdeesuk 
(Figure 2), from "Jewel enhancement by 
Mahiton Co. Ltd" in Bangkok, a Thai burner 
involved in the development of the lead glass 
treatment since 2002. He informed the authors 
that he had finished developing a new product 
which he will soon release in the Thai market: 
"Lead glass filled star rubies" (Figure 1, Figure S 
and Figure 6) 

Mr. Thongdeesuk informed the GIA gemologists 
visiting his factory that the material used for 
this treatment originated from Madagascar. He 
also told us that he and his partners have now 
f inished treating and polishing about 100 kilos 
of this new lead glass treated product which 
will soon be available in the market at a 
f raction of the price of similar looking untreated 

Figufe 2: lhai gemstone buroef Mf. Thongd~s.uk at hi$ 
gem material. house in Thailand. Photo: Mahiton Thongdeesuk 

Mr. Thongdeesuk was interested in collaborating with the GIA laboratory in order for 
GIA gemologists to produce an independent study of his new product for publication 
prior to the product's availability to the trade. Mr. Thongdeesuk main concern is that 
whilst the Thai gem trade is very aware of treatments, it is not the same in the rest of 
the world and he is concerned that once his new product, to probably be marketed in 
Thailand under the name "star ruby paw mai" meaning "star ruby new treatment" or 
"star ruby lead glass", is released onto the market, it might not be marketed accurately. 
He expressed particularly concern about the best looking transparent bright pinkish red 
material that some people may mistake for untreated star rubies from traditional 
sources like Mogok (Burma). 

He felt that the best way to launch his new product is to collaborate with the GIA so that 
accurate information about the material can rapidly be released to the markets. In this 
way he hopes that this will set a good example for other gem burners and show them 
that collaboration with gemological laboratories can not only help to protect the final 
consumer, Thailand's reputation and those of its Thai gemstone burners, but also 
promote new products and help them find their place in the global trade without 
unnecessary controversies. 

Mr. Thongdeesuk also mentioned that he is currently bui lding an informative website 
about lead glass filled rubies with an emphasis on how to identify them and how to take 
care of them. 
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Lead glass: An historical background: 

Lead glass is a lead rich glass where lead is used to replace calcium and produce high 
refractive index glass. Men discovered how to make lead glass long t ime ago as some 
lead glasses are known from the antiquity. Nevertheless fine transparent qualities 
started to be produced on an industrial scale at the end of the 17'h century in England 
by Charles Ravencroft and soon factories opened all over Europe and beyond. Today 
several factories in Europe, Asia and in the USA produce lead glass for its decorative 
properties. The products are commonly sold as lead crystal or even more often simply 
crystal even if technically, the term crystal should not be applied to glass, as glass, by 
definition, lacks a crystall ine structure. The use of the term crystal, even if it is 
scientifically very controversial, remains popular for historical and commercial reasons. 

The use of lead glass to fill fissures in gemstones is more recent process. Lead (or 
bismuth) rich glass was first used to fill drill-holes and fissures in diamonds during the 
1980's with a process developed by Zvi Yehuda of Ramat Gan, Israel in 1982 
(Kammerling, eta/., 1994). 

The glass filling of fissures and cavities in ruby followed (Scarratt, 1988). Finally lead 
glass filled rubies became very common in the markets at the end of 2004 when Mr. 
Thongdeesuk and several other Thai burners applied this method to rubies from the 
Andilamena ruby mining area in Madagascar (Pardieu, 2005, GAAJ, 2004). Whilst star 
rubies f illed with lead glass are not new, they have been available since the beginning of 
the treatment (GAAJ, 2004, Hainschwang, 2009, Pardieu, 2006), such stones have 
remained relatively rare, yet with the arrival of this new treated material from 
Madagascar the situation could well change and lead glass filled star rubies might be 
encountered more often in the markets. 

Clarity enhancement with lead glass: 

The technical interest of glass fil ling is that it optically hides fissures and f ills cavities 
which occur naturally in most gemstones. Th is enables the light to pass through the 
filled areas. Since the fractures don't act like mirrors anymore, the light path becomes 
longer enabling the color of the stone to appear more saturated (Figure 3). The result of 
the treatment is often very stunning as heavily fractured, very low grade pink looking 
material can look like a fine non-fractured red gem after treatment (Figure 3). 

same Andlili;>mena 
fissures with acid and a preliminary heat treatment step without additives in order to clean the fissures to enable the finalle;td glass 
treatment. Right: The same Anditamena ruby material after the final heat treatment with lead glass. Photos: v . Pardieu I AIGS, 2005 
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The binding property of the glass also enables the treated material to be cut and 
polished more easily. Mr. Thongdeesuk told us that the cutting and polishing of 
untreated heavily fractured material would not be possible as the stones would 
probably break in the process. This treatment enables low quality fractured material to 
find a market in the gem trade as a much cheaper alternative to non-fissured fine 
quality gemstones. 

Nevertheless for filled stones in general and lead glass filled rubies in particular 
durability remains a serious issue. It is a fact that, in comparison with ruby, lead glass 
can easily be damaged by chemicals (acids, caustic soda ... ), has a lower melting point, is 
very brittle, and can be damaged easily if the lead glass filled stones are not handled 
with particular care. Thus it is particularly important that the true nature of these lead 
glass filled stones is disclosed, and furthermore the buyer should be informed about 
how to take care of this treated material. 

For star rubies there is another interesting point to note: Since the lead rich glass used 
to fill the fissures and cavities inside the stones has a relatively low melting point, most 
of the inclusions, like the rutile needles responsible for the star effect, are not affected 
by the treatment (Figure 4). As a result the final product can exhibit a six (or twelve) 
rayed star very similar to that found in non-fractured, untreated star rubies. But of 
course, as with most low temperature treatments, this can create some serious 
identification challenges for the gemologist trying to identify the t reatment. 

~---- Glass filJed cavity in star ruby, 
(note the luster difference) 

F!Jlure 4 : A glass filled cavity In a starruDy studi ed using overhead llg1ltlna. The numerous rutile n~dles were not 
glass filling process as the glass melting point is lower that the temperature necessary to affe.:t them. Photo: V. Pardleu I AIGS, 2006 
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The result is visually interesting since the stars seen on these lead glass filled star rubies 
are usually very similar to those seen on untreated material. So for the observer not 
aware of the existence of such treatment, the identification of the new material in 
market or f ield conditions might be more challenging than the identification of diffused 
or synthetic star stones where the stars produced are typically "too good to be true". 

Nevertheless a trained gemologist with the right laboratory equipment will be able to 
identify the stones properly as a lead glass filled rubies, as we will see later in this study. 

from the mine 'an reportedly be turned into this transparent red star milterial after lead glass treatment. with ttl~ ra-st of the 
production beinQies.s transparent or darker. Photo: v. P<:trdieu, GIA taborcttor'y Bangkok, 2010. 
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Gemological description of the "lead glass filled star ruby" material 

Description of the stones studied: 

The GIA laboratory in Bangkok selected 34 lead glass filled star rubies at Mr. 
Thongdeesuk office in Bangkok, on January 18'h 2009. The stones weighed from 
approximately 1 to 20 carats and their color from pink to red and to very dark red. Most 
of the stones had a slight brownish or purplish aspect, but some stones showed a bright 
red color (Figure 5, Figure 6). Silk, as white bands was visible in most of the stones 
reminiscent of the "Kin Bo Tian" type star rubies commonly found in Mogok, Burma. All 
the stones displayed a six rayed star, and one very dark stone a twelve rayed star. 

1 different qualities ptoduced by thi.s tteatment 
ruby rough material reportedly from a single (still undl~losed) ~rea in Madaga.stilr. The stars are not visible here as the sky was 
c;loudy; nevertheless the colors are representative of the stones seen at the bumer's office. Photo; v. Pardieu, GIA Laboratory 
Oangkok, January 2010. 

UV Fluorescence 

The 34 lead glass filled star rubies (Figure 1) were observed under both short wave and 
long wave ultra violet light using a UVP, UVLS-28 El series, 8 watt, UV lamp with both 
365 and 254nm rad iation. Their reactions (Table 1) were found to be more subdued 
when compared to the strong reaction commonly found in iron poor rubies like those 
from Burma and quite similar to other iron rich rubies from East Africa and 
Thailand/Cambodia. 

Table 1: 

SWUV (253nm) Inert {dark red stones) to W1!ak red to orangy-red {bright red stones) 

LWUV (36Snm) weak to moderate (dark red stones) to strong red to orangy-red (bright red stones) 
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Chemistry 

The chemistry of the lead glass fil led star rubies reportedlly from Madagascar was 
analyzed using an Energy Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence (EDXRF) spectrometer. The 
instrument employed was the Thermo Fisher Scientific ARL Quant'x, using fundamental 
parameters (Theoretical) and in-corundum elemental standards. 

EDXRF is a very convenient instrument to use for the detection of heavy elements such 
as lead, bismuth or barium, commonly used in the fabrication of high refractive index 
glass such as the "lead glaSS11 used to fill fractures gemstones. EDXRF can also provide 
some semi-quantitative data that is useful for gemologists t rying to determine the 
geographic origin of a given ruby. 

Two different analytical methods were used to analyze each stone: 
In the first method the elements Ti, V, Cr, Fe, and Ga were analyzed using a semi
quantitative method useful for origin determination (see table 2 to 6). 
In the second method a thin copper filter was added in order to obtain better 
results for heavy elements like lead (Pb). 

Using both methods the presence of lead was detected in all samples: 

(1(,!.87·11001 

" 
)W 

•• 
»-' I 
l'oJ ... 
""' I 

''" ''" 
Figure 7: EDXRF analysis of sample 0668741002 usmg t11e semt quanmat1ve method (lefl) or usmg a copper filter (ng11t). The 
presence of lead is easily detected in both cases. 

The following five stones were selected for study in this preliminary examination: 

Table 2: Stone 0668741102: Tran~p;~rent red lead glass f illed star ruby, 1.569Ct$ 

Units Tl V Cr Fe 

oxld~wt% 

elemental ppmw 

elemental ppma 

0.034 

203.6 

86 

0.015 

86.2 

34 

0.321 

2201 

863 

0.701 

4909 

1792 

Table 3 Stone 0668741002: translucent silky pinkish red lead gl.ass fifled star ruby, 1.682~ts 

Units Tl V Cr Fe 

OJ<Idewt% 

elemental ppmw 

elemental ppma 

0.014 

86 

36 

0.004 

26 

10 

0.130 

891 

349 

http //www.r,ia. liu/I('W 1rch wsoun-P)./OPW\ from re\rdr~h/uuh x.hlr I 

0.437 

3060 

1117 

Ga 

[I] 0.019 

141.9 

41 

Ga 

[I] 0.021 

159 

46 
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Table 4: Stone 0668740802: translucent silky red IP.ad glass fiiiM star ruby, 2.1S1cts 

Units Tl v Cr Fe G~ [j] oJdde wt % 0 .031 0.009 0.408 0.654 0.020 
elemental ppmw 186 54 2794 4691 150 
elemental ppma 79 21 1095 1712 43 

Table 5 Stone 0668740602: TransJuoont purplish red lead glass filled star ruby, 17.107 cts 

units Ti v Cr Fe Ga 

• 
oKide wt % 0.059 0.006 0.408 0.667 0.011 
elemental ppmw 354 36 2742 4670 84 
elemental ppma 150 14 1075 1705 24 

Table 6 Stone 0668740702: Very dark purplish red leiJd glass filled stilr wby, 8.61! (t:; 

Units Ti v Cr Fe Ga 

• 
oxide wt % 0.034 0.012 0 .278 0.805 0.023 
elemental ppmw 204 67 1903 5606 172 
element al ppma 86 26 746 2046 50 

The quantitative data obtained provides some insight into t hei r source type and helps 
with regards to t heir origin determinat ion. Thei r chemistry is characterized by relatively 
high levels of iron compared to known star rubies from traditional marble type deposits 
like Mogok (Bu rma) and Vietnam mea ning t hat these rubles host rock is probably not 
marble. Thus chemistry seems to be a reliable method to separate t hese lead glass filled 
star rubies of reportedly Madagascar origin from star rubies from these traditional Asian 
deposft s. 

GcnlTHii.L.l'tl tr11n· ckrm:nb popuhlt iun 11dd fu r nrh) · 
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Figure 8: Comparison of the chemistry (V to Fe ratio) between lead glass filled rubles reportedly from Madag<~scar with untreated 
rubies from Mogok (Burmil) and Vietnam using EDXRf spectrometry. 
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Infrared spectrometry: 

Infrared spectra were collected on the five lead glass filled star rubies selected for this 
preliminary study using a Thermo Nicolet 6700 FTIR 1 spectrometer and appropriate 
accessories: 

All the samples studied recorded broad bands around 2600 and 3500 cm-1 (Figure 
8) reportedly associated with the presence of lead glass in the fi lled fissures and 
cavities {GIT, 2007, Panjikar). 

0668741002 
6 

2®0<mju/ 
5 

i 
~ 4 

3 
c 3SOO~ 0 j 

! -----~ 
i 2 

0._~~------~-------T--------~------~------~ 
4100 3600 3Hl0 2600 2100 1600 

W<lwnuniler (an.1) 

Figure 9: fTIR ~pectrum of a iead gl;u;s fille~ rubv exhibiting clear broad bands at 3500 cm-1 and 2600 cm-t _ 

Examination of inclusions in market and laboratory conditions: 

The lead glass filled star rubies were studied with the microscope in laboratory 
conditions and using a lOx triplet Ioupe in field conditions: 

Using the 10 x Ioupe in field conditions the proper identification of most of the stones 

studied was often found to be very challenging compared to the faceted lead glass fi lled 
rubies seen in t he market since 2004: 

First, the lack of transparency of most of the lead glass fi lled star rubies, due to 
the presence of dense silk ln most of the stones, made the study of the fissures 
more difficult (Figure 10, Figure 11, Figure 12): Thus finding flattened gas 
bubbles was harder compared to transparent faceted more traditional lead glass 
fil led material. 

1 FTIR: Fourier Tra11sformed lllfra-Red spectrometry 
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Furthermore the f lash effect commonly seen in many faceted lead glass filled 
rubies was absent in all the stones studied. 

In the stones studied the filled fissures and cavities were not easy to spot using 
overhead lighting as the refractive index {RI) of the lead glass used for this 
treatment seems to be very close to the ruby's own refractive index {Figure 12, 
Figure 13). This differs to the glass filled fissures and cavities where the glass has 
a refractive index further away from the ruby host (Figure 4). 

Figure 10: The identification of the flattened gas bubbles is challenging due to the presence of dense silk. Photo: V. Pardieu 

Figure 11: In stones like this one the presence of large (avities with glass, containing large spherical gas. bubbles (left of the 
stone) c-an f\elp to identify the presence of glass filling. Nevertheless the luster difference is not obvious and in such milky stones the 
examination of the fissures is difftc.utt. Photo: V. Pardleu. 
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Figure 12: A closer view the previous stone. Whilst the gas bubbles are more obvious here the examination does 
not reveal obvious differen~s in luster between the ruby and theglass filled f issures and cavities. Photo: V. Pard leu 

Fisure 13: The of large glass cavities can also be ch-allenging as the lead glass' index is very close to the 
host's refractive Index and the d lffercocc in luster Is not obvious as shown here. Nevertheles.s in this example lilrge sasbubbles are 
useful evidence to properly identi fy the presence of the glass filled cavity. However, this sample also shows that polishing has 
damaged some areas where the glass meets the ruby. Photo; v. Patdleu 

Using the microscope, under laboratory conditions with more powerful magnification 
and better illumination the identif ication of these stones as lead glass filled rubies was 
much easier than with the lOx Ioupe: 

The main inclusions were found to be very thin needles arranged in dense (and often 
white) bands (Figure 15) commonly associated with small particles arranged in a 30 
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degree orientation to those of the rutile needles (Figure 18). Crystal inclusions were not 
seen in t he stones studied so far with the microscope. 

The high density of the needles affect the transparency of stones and thus inclusions 
were difficult to see. However, when using proper lighting conditions the identification 
of flattened gas bubbles trapped in the main fractures were quite easy (Figure 14) to 
detect. Nevertheless, compared to faceted transparent lead glass filled rubies, the lack 
of flash effect colors associated with the fissures makes the Identification of t he 
treatment using the microscope a more challenging operation compared to the 
transparent faceted lead glass filled rubies more frequently encountered. 

figure: 14 : Large flattened gas bubbles .seen when using bright field illumin(ltion can be found in most of the st<mes. Photo: V. 
Pardieu 
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Fagure 15; Using overhead lig)ltln&, thi! dense silk bands can be studl&d. In th-e lead glaS$ fi lled rubies studied they are commonly 
composed of very tiny and thin needles. In thls photo we can also see a large irregularty shaped gas bubble in a ~urlace reaching 
fissure, but no difference in the surface luster is obvious where the fissure reaches the sutfaoc. Photo: V. P<Jrdieu 

Figure 16: lhc same stone <Js In Fleure 14 but using darit 
present are diHicult to s.ee. Photo: V. Pardieu 
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Figure 18: The same stone in the same position as in Fieure 16, but here the photo wets taken using overhead liehting conditions 
enabling the refl~ctive and iridescent nM dles cr'"ating the star to be se-en. Photo: V. Pardie:v 
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X-Ray Micro-radiography: 

Several lead glass filled star rubies were studied at the GIA Lal).oratory in Bangkok using a 
Faxitron CS-lOO's Real-time microradiography unit commonly used in the laboratory for pearl 
analysis. The unit was originally designed for the inspection of SMT assemblies, semiconductors 
and PCBs but is excellent for pearl and gemstone microradiography. 

Studying lead glass filled stones using x-ray microradiography fs an extremely useful method for 
clearly determining the quantity of lead glass actually present inside the stone. This method 
enables the examiner to clearly understand whether they are testing a " lead glass filled ruby", a 
"ruby with glass" or a "ruby-glass composite material" as per the protocols detailed in the 
nomenclature proposed by the LMH~ in the LMHC Information Sheet IS3 (See Annex A). 

It shows also how efficiently the lead glass had penetrated the fissures during the heat 
treatment process (Figure 19, Figure 20, Figure 21 Figure 22). ln the microradiographs ttle lead 
glass appears as white lines (filled fissures) or white areas (filled cavities}. 

After studying the microradiographs of the stones studied, it was clear t hat the samples 
examined were lead glass filled rubles and not an assembled material resulting from the 
bond ing of several unrelated pieces of ruby material with glass. It appears that the lead glass 
used has no difficulty In filling very thin fissures and penetrates very deeply into the stones. 
Large gas bubbles can also clearly be seen within larger fissures. 

The observation of the lead glass filled rubles from the top is usually not very revealing e){cept 
when the stone contains cavities or significant, wide fissures (Figure 20). In such circumstances 
these filled fissures, along with their gas bubbles, are usually readily apparent. When examined 
from the side the stones are usually more interesting in that most of the glass filled fissures 
seems to be confined to oblique planes and other structurally orientated f issures. In this 
orientation numerous, and very often very thin, lead glass filled fissures became more visible 
(Figure 22). 

more 
cleal1y. 

2 LMHC: Laboratory Manual Harmonisation Committee 
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one top gas-
contained in these Si£:nifitant fissur~s are obvious as d.afk rounded ateas~ while frorn the side the wide lead g)ass filled fissures 
appear as bright white lines while the thin fissures containing less lead glas-s are less visible. The dark bubbles, being so flat aod thin 
also disappear in the· side-on dir(!Ction. 

Figure glass 

else can be seen from the top but side-on examination reveal~ numerous vert thin fi ssures filled with lead glass. 
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Conclusions and Important Durability Issues: 

It was very interesting that a Thai burner contacted laboratory gemologists seeking their 
assistance in examining his new product and publishing their findings prior to the 
product's release into the market. Such initiatives and collaborations are very much 
welcome since they enable people in the market to become aware of new products, 
understand how to identify them and how to handle them correctly. This is important, 
since in this case trust in the market should hopefuUy prevail. 

As to the best of our knowledge, the product isn't currently available in the market 
despite some existing reports on other lead glass filled rubies looking quite similar 
(GAAJ, 2004, Hainschwang, 2009, Pardieu, 2006), this preliminary study cannot provide 
information regarding the availability of this new material. Nevertheless it seems that 
soon large quantities of this material might be available in Thailand. 

The reported Madagascar origin of these stones could not be confirmed. Nevertheless 
the gemological data collected on these stones is very similar to that known for stones 
from some ruby deposits in East Africa. A visit to the deposit in Madagascar would be 
necessary to confirm their origin. 

The identification of the treatment is not a major technical gemological challenge, at 
least for knowledgeable gemologists with good instruments. On the other hand in 
market conditions things might be trickier for people lacking gemological knowledge 
and training. These stones might therefore be a challenge for the t rade, if proper 
disclosure is not given, particularly because of the durability issues associated with the 
lead glass filling. 

The next step In this study will thus be a more comprehensive study of the material 
including a specific durability study. The resu lts will be published in an updated version 
of the present study. 

Nevertheless in the case of lead glass filled rubies in general, it is important to keep In 
mind that the glass used for the process is relatively very soft and has a low melting 
point. People wearing such stones, and jewelers working with them, should be 
particularly careful as 'the glass filled stones can easily be damaged by chemicals (acids, 
caustic soda, etc ... ), heat or even scratches and knocks (McClure, 2006). 

Thus GIA Laboratory Bangkok gemologists and Mr. Thongdeesuk believe that disclosure 
about such material at all levels of the supply chain is a vital requirement as it is 
important for people working with or wearing these treated stones to understand that 
this material is not as durable and rare as untreated gem material of similar appearance. 

For more information on how gemological laboratories like the GIA disclose and 
describe lead glass filled rubies please consult the LMHC Information Sheet 3 {153) 
included in this study in annex (see Annex A). 
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Annex A: 

Information Sheet #3 
Standardised Gemmological Report Wording 

Corundum with glass filled fissures and/or cavities 
and 

Corundum-Composite Material 

Members of the Laboratory Manual Harmonisation Committee (LMHC) have standardised the 
nomenclature that they use to describe glass filled fissures andlor cavities in corundum and 
corundum-composite materiaL This nomenclature is used for all situations that (i) involve the 
filling of fissures andlor cavities with glass, where there are indications that the clarity of the 
corundum has been enhanced/modified by this process with the exception of those covered in 
Information Sheet #1 and (ii) form a corundum-glass composite material. 

Glass filled fissures in corundum: 
(see lnform.-tlon Sheet #1 for "healed fissures• and subsequent "residues in fissures") 

Any corundum that shows indications of having undergone clarity enhancemenVmodilication usually assisted by heating, 
through the filling of fissures with glass shall be described as, 

• Species: 
Variety: 

• Comments: 

Table 1: 

Statu.&; 

Report 
Alpha 

Report Text: 

Further 
optional 
report 

Special Notices 

''No 
dedarati!cm" 

Natural corundum 
Ruby or Sapphire3 

(lndicatio.ns of) Clar ity enhancement/modlffcatlon by a glass fi ller ln fissures 
or Glass filled fissures or Glass in fissures, plus (the appropriate filler quantification 
terminology ··alpha numeric and/or text description' • see table 1) , (the identtflcatlon of the 
glass material - e.g ., lead glass, silica glass, etc.} al'ld/or the statement (introduction of 
glass into fissures involves heating)• 
(This treatment usually applies to low quality stones.} 
(Glass filled corundum Is unstable to elevate<! temperatures and to cenain chemical 
agents.) 

1. VVhether using the alpha numeric or te.xl desetfptlon the report shaU also illustrate the e-quivalent by appending 
the above chart. 

2. The process producing 'glass filled fissures' might also induce healing of fissures andlor fractures (see 
Information Sheet # 1). 

) 'Sapphire' for the blue variety of corundum. For other colours, 'Sapphire' preceded by Its colour (e.g., yellow sapphire, 
pink sapphire, etc.). See Information Sheet #4 for 'padparadscha sapphire'. 

Text in parenthesis Is optional. 
5 ln case of oolouroo glass, the report text snail mention the presence of a coloured glass. 
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Glass filled cavities in corundum: 

It is possible that dvrlng ltle glass filliog prooess in add ilion to fissures, cavities may also become filled with glass. When 
such glass filled c;avities are found in addition to the applic;able report text and/or alpha numeric (as above) these shall be 
described as, 

• 	 Comments: (Indications of) 'Glass filled cavlly( les) plus (the appropriate fifler quantification 
terminology - 'alpha numeric and/or text description'- see !able 2), (the identific;ation of the 
glass material-

e.g ., lead glass. silica glass, etc.) arld/or the statement (introduction olglass Into ca11itles 
Involves 1\eallng). 

(This treatment usually applies on low quality stones.) 
(Glass filled corundum is unstable lo elevated temperatures and to chemical agents.) 

Figure 1a: Colour flashes seen in the area of lead glass filled Figure 1b: A microradiograph that reveals 11'19 presence of lead 
fractures in ruby glass in ftactu~s 

Members oflhe LMHC determine which quantification terminology to use (see tables 1 and 2) taking Into <ICCOI.Iflt tl'le size 
and position of each glass filled fissure and/or cavity. This filling may be of various extents (see examples in figures 2a, b 
and c.). 

0
. ~ 0\ 

'"0 
i 

/ 

Figure 2c: Glass filled fis:wres; Extent;
Figure 2a: Glass filled fissures; Extent Figure 2b: Glass filled fmures: Extent si!Jilificant (F3), and significant glass filledminor (f1) 	 mOde~ate (F2) 

cavities. (C3) 

Special nolo: 

Durabilityfstability : Glass filler rnay be unstable to elevated temperatures 01nd to chemical agents. Special care shall be 
taken when repairing jewellery items set with glass filled corundum. During jewellery repair the unmounting of such stones 
is recommended. 
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Ruby with Glass: 

lt Is possible to assemble andfor to bound several unrelated corundum pieces into one cu~ng material with glass. \IVh~n 
such material is found, it shall be described as, 

• species: 'natural corundum with glass' 
• variety: 'ruby with g lass' 
• comments: Fractures filled with glass, which significantly reduces their visibility. 

Fracture filling materials such as glass may b~ unstable to elevated temperature and to 
chemical agents. (Special care should be taken when cleanii)Q or repairing jewellery 
items set with fracture filled stones.) 

Illustration of the effect of HF acid on corundum with glass: 

Flguro Ja: A faceted corundum-glass mater1al 

Ruby-Glass Composite Material: 

Figure 3b; Remaining ruby pieces or the f<~eeted cormduClliJiass 
material shown in fi ure 3a after acid disint rallon 

It Is possible to assemble and/ or to bound a multitude of tiny pieces of ruby into one wtting material with glass. When 
such material is found, if shall be described as, 

• species: 'corundum-glass composite' 
• varl~ty: 'ruby-glass composite', an artificial product 

comments: This item is a combination of glass and ruby. 
This binding material may be unstable lo elevate<! temperature and to chemical agents. 
(Special care should be taken when cleaning or repai~ing composite materials) 

Illustration of the effect of HF acid on corundum-glass composite material: 

' ( ' .... ~1' ~ . . ;:\ . 
~·' · .. ~.· ... .(' 

• . \<.'"'!""> l 
.:~··· 

·~ .· 

Rgure 4a: A raoe~ed corundum-9lass composite meterial Figure 4b: Remaining ruby pieces of lhe taooted corundum.{llass 
oomposlte matel'l<ll shown In llgute 4a aftt!f' aCid disintegta.tion (107 
hours In HF 
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AGA Attachment 30 

A Discussion on Ruby-Glass 
Composites & Their Potential Impact 
on the Nomenclature in use for 
Fracture-Filled or Clarity Enhanced 
stones in General 
Update: February 3, 2012 

Introduction 

Kenneth Scarratt 

GIA Laboratory, Bangkok 

The association of ruby with t reatments that result in an addition of glass to the final 
product began in 1984 with the appearance on the market of Thai origin rubies in 
which cavities had been filled with glass (Kane, 1984, Scarratt, et al., 1984) a 
t reatmer"lt that had evolved into glass crack fillfng by 1987 (Hughes, 1987, Scarratt, 
1987). In 1992 with the discovery of corundum deposits in t he area of Mong Hsu, 
Burrna (Myanmar) that required high temperature-flux heating regimes to bring the 
material to market the association of ruby treatments and glass was dramatically 
expanded (Hiaing, 1993, Kremkow, 1993, laughter, 19931 Peretti, 1993, Smith, et al., 
1994). Twenty years after thE! first associat ion a new ruby-glass association a new 
form of glass f racture filling in ruby appeared on the market (GAAJ, 2004, Pardieu, 
2005, Smith C.P., 2005, McClure, 2006) . 

Pardieu (Pardieu, 2005) noted that "some terminology problems may occur about 
this treatment regarding to the "Lead Glass" defmltion as many different formulas 
can be used: Pure lead oxide, fead oxides mixed with silica or fluxes t;ke borax can be 
encountered"-· Temperatures, parameters and result can be very different Some 
specific studies will probably be done In the future regarding to this Issue". 

Pardieu (Pardieu, 2005) also witnessed the treatment procedure as performed in 
Chantaburi, Thailand by Master Burner Mahiton Thondisuk and reported that "the 
most suitable rubies for repair are stones with color potential and that are rich in 
fissures" . He stated further that "this new treatment is performed currently mostly 



on Andilomeno rubies (Madagoscor) on which Mr. Thondisuk has had .extensive 
experience but any ruby material with fissures could be "repaired". It is a multi step 
treatment involving simple heating and the use of different lead rich compounds to 
fill the fissures and cavities of the stones. If most of the "repaired" stones seen were 
large size stones, stones less than 1 carat have olso been treated this way". 

While Pardieu did allude to wide tracts of glass crossing the surface of examples he 
examined in 2004 - 5 until recently (early 2008) the material observed in 
laboratories1 had an equivalence to treatments applied to "clarity enhance" 
emeralds (with the use of resins and oils) and diamonds (glass) and therefore the 
terminology used was adapted from these, i.e., minor, moderate or significant cla rity 
enhancement. In rea lity the vast majority fell into the· significant clarity 
enhancement category although as McClure (McClure, 2006) points out " the 
efficiency of the treatment is such that a single large fracture in on otherwise clean 
ruby could be made to "disappear" to the unaided eye exactly os filled fractures can 
be made to "disappear" in emeralds ond ·diamonds. In fact, we hove already seen 
several stones that fall into this category. Further and following stability tests 
laboratories within the laboratory Manual Harmonization Committee (LMHC)2 

added "Gloss filler may be unstable to elevated temperatures and to chemical 
agents. Special care shall be taken when repairing jewelry items set with glass filled 
corundum. During jewelry repair the unmountlng of such stones is recommended" to 
reports on these stones. 

During a meeting of the LMHC held October 18th -20th 2007 In New York City, Dr. 
Pornsawat Wathanakul (Scientific Advisor to the GIT member) reopened discussions 
on glass fracture filling in ruby. Several members had noted myriads of large gas 
bubbles within the newer materia l being submitted to their laboratories and that in 
many cases the glass was filling wide seams crossing facets and seemed to be 
accounting for an ever increasing volume of the finished product. Further, it was 
surmised from observation that the material was being held together by the glass, 
i.e. the glass acting in similar manner to an adhesive, Following discussions and an 
agreement that tnis treatment went beyond what might be regarded as a "fracture 
filling or clarity enhancement process", the group decided to describe this (heavily 

treated) material as "ruby-glass composites" i on all future identification reports. 

Further on November 13'h 2007 American Gem laboratories (AGL) announced that 
they were changing their reporting policies with regards these stones (AGL, 2007) 
and indicated that their report wording henceforth would be Identification: 
Composite Ruby, Standard enhancement: Heat, and Additional enhancement: Lead
gloss. They also lnd icated a further comment wou ld be added - This ruby has been 
heavily treated using a high refractive index lead-gloss to fill fractures ond cavities, 

l Compared with the prevalence in the market relatively few of these stones have been submitted to 
laborato ries for reports. 
' The members of the LMHC are; AGTA·Gemological Testing Center {USA), CISGEM (Italy), GAAJ 
Laboratory {Japan), GIA-Gem Trade Lab<>ratory (USA), GIT Gem Testing Laboratory {Thailand), Gubelin 
Gem Lab (Switz.erland), SSEF Swiss Gemmological Institute {Switzerland) 



vastly improving the apparent clarity and potentially adding weight. The gloss may 
be damaged by o variety of solvents. 

This paper describes several "rubies" treated with glass and experiments carried out 
at GIA Laboratory (Bangkok) and at GIA New York that demonstrate the LMHC 
assumption - that the stones are being 'bonded together' by glass. As an implication 
of these exper.iments and given that several gemstones (ruby, emerald and diamond 
being the most often cited but others including tourmaline and quartz being not 
uncommon) are "clarity enhanced" through the infusion of fractures with oils, resins 
and glass, the paper also introduces new (February 2008) nomenclature for 
describing stones that have been clarity enhanced and those that are clearly 
composites. 

Materials and Methods 

Samples (Figure 1) were sourced on the Bangkok market between November 12'' and 23" 2007. They 
totaled 40 rough untreated, 70' rough treated, and 116 faceted. From this sample group 15 faceted 
stones were selected for acid disintegration tests, t hese ranged In size from 0.97ct to 23.86ct ( 

). The vast majority of the rough material was opaque heavily twinned and 
considerably fractured to the extent that it would have been difficult if not 
impossible to cut into faceted material. The surfaces of the treated rough (this 
treatment is normally applied to the rough material) was covered in a smooth, often 
thick coating of glass The faceted samples appeared reasonably translucent to 
transparent and varied in color f rom pink, pinkish red through red and orangish red. 

' More rough was obtained as treated samples but was later cut and these stones are Included in the 
cut specimen list. 



Figure 1: Some of the specimens used for report. specimens on represent the 
start ing material, the specimens top and right represent the treated rough~ and the specimens at 
center are cut from the treated rough. 

The material was examined using Gemolite microscopes in the magnifications 
ranging from 10 to 60x and photomicrographs recorded digitally using Nikon system 
SMZlSOO with a Nikon Digital Sight Capture System and a variety of magnifications. 
Fluorescence images were recorded using the DiamondView rM (The Diamond 
Trading Company). The chemistry of the glass was determined with Thermo X Series 
II LA-ICP-MS system with an attached New Wave Research UP-213 laser. Acid 
disintegration tests were carried out using cone. 50% hydrofluoric acid (HF =20) at 
room temperature and with no or little agitation, in an isolated environment under 
an appropriate fume hood. 



Figure 2: A rack holding individual plastic tubes that held the specimens that underwent acid 
disintegration. The stones were placed Into the tubes and then covered with hydrofluoric acid4 sealed 
and left to "soakN for from two to ten days. 

Inclusion observations 

Figure 1 through to Figure 9 shows the typical remaining natural inclusions ln the 
faceted treated stones. Silk in the form of fine intersecting needles both in isolated 
clusters and as part of hexagonal zones were often present as were crystals and 
negative crystals. None of these inclusions revealed any Tndlications that they had 
been subject to heating, at least above 1300C. Therefore it is surmised that any heat 
involve in this treatment process should be below 1300C. Thus confirming Pardieu's 
observations (Pardieu, 2005) - " ... the stones are "warmed". In fact this step is o 
heat treatment. This step is important to remove the impurities possibly present in 
the fissures that could create some problems when the glass is added. The heat 
treatment may also by itself improve the stone color. This "worming" con be 
conducted at different temperatures from 900C to 1400C depending on the ruby 
type. As 900C is not hot enough to melt some inclusions as rutile/ many stones can 
stil! have an "unheated" aspect. But all stones are heated.'' 

The "natural" inclusion scenes were largely indicative of some East African and 
Madagascar sources. 

4 
Note: Hydrofluoric acid i> dangerous and should only be used under controlled condit ions 



nee,a•es (silk) in 
a ruby-glass composite; the silk 
is unaltered 

Figure 6: Rutile and other Figure 7: An hexagonal crystal in Figure 8: Rutile needles (silk) in 
needles in a ruby-glass a ruby-glass composite: the an hexagonal formation in a 
composite: the needles are crystal is unaltered by heating ruby-glass composite: t he silk is 
unal tered by heating umtltered by heating 

Figure 9 A crystal In a ruby-glass 
composite: the crystal is 
unal tered by heating 

Also included were copious numbers of bot h fattened and fully expanded (Figure 10 
to Figure 16) gas bubbles within the tracts of glass in each of the treated stones. In 
many cases the bubbles were so large and/or so prolific that the observer's first 
thoughts strayed towards a conclusion that the stone was a low quality glass rather 
than something associated with ruby. The tracts of glass also were responsible for 
the obvious color f lashes (Figure 17 to Figure 19) that were visible even to the 
unaided eye. These color flashes being in stark contrast to somewhat difficult to see 
color flashes that have been t reated in the same manner but to a lesser degree. 

In one case the microscope revealed that the glass being used has an orange color 
(Figure 20 to Figure 24). Such orange colored glass is described by Pardieu (Pardieu, 
2005) were he states "In rubies enhanced in Bangkok by Orange Sapphire company, 
some yellow to orange color concentration appears is large fissures and in cavities". 
A statement supported by images that compare well with Figure 20 to Figure 24. He 
further states "The fact that lead glass used in most Chantaburi treatment is pink 
explains why it is most of the time not visible inside the gem". 



Glass related inclusions observed in some of the ruby-glass composites examined for 
this re 

Figure 13: Flattened bubbles 
within filled fractures 

Figure 16: Bubble5 within filed 
fr'actures 

Flgvre 19:RGC001 color flashed 
from revealing the glass filled 
fractures 

Figure 14:RGC007 flattened and 
expanded bubbles within filled 
fractures 

Figure 17:RGC008 color flashed 
from revealing the glass filled 
fr'actures 

Figure 20: RGCOlS orange glass 
filling a cavity and fracture. 
Figure 21to Figure 24 show this 
in different lighting conditions 

" 

Figure 1S:RGC007 flattened and 
expanded bubbles within filled 
fractures 

Figure 18:RGC011 color flashed 
from revealing the glass filled 
fractures 

Figure 21: RGC015 orange glass 
fil ling a C<JVIty and fracture. 
Figure 20 to Figure 24 show this 
In diHerent lighting conditions 



Figure :22: RGC015 orange glass 
filling a cavity and fracture. 
Figure 20 to Figure 24 show this 
in different lighting condftions 

Figure 23: RGC015 orange glass 
filling a c,avity and fracture. 
Figure 20 to Figure 24 show this 
in different lighting condit ion$ 

Fluorescence observations 

Figu(e 24: RGC015 orange glass 
filling a cavity and fracture. 
Figu(e 21to Figure 23 show t his 
In different lighting conditions 

In an attempt to fu rther categorize (visually) the volume of glass used in the ruby
glass composites, 15 of the samples were examined and images recorded with the 
DiamondViewr"' (Diamond Trading Company}. These images are produced here from 
Figure 25 to Figure 39. This exercise was rewa rd ing in that it quickly recorded 
images that allowed for a close estimation of t he position and volume of glass 
present ln each stone. In particular stones RGCOll and RGC015 revealed copious 
amounts of glass. 

DiamondViewn,. (Diamond Trading Company) images of specimens RGCOOl to 
RGCOlS. Glass reveals itself as either black or blue tracts running across each st one. 
The brighter red areas reflect the positions of gas bubbles. Sample numbers are 
given for each stone. 

Figure 25: RGCOOl Figure 25: RGC002 Figure 27: RGC003 

Figure 28: RGC004 Figure 29: RGC005 Figure 30: RGC006 



Figure 37: RGC013 Ftgure 38: RGC014 Figure 39: RGCOlS 

Surface reflection related observations 

Probably the most convenient method for locating fractures that may (or may not) 
have been filled with any substance is to position an overhead light and a facet on 
the sample in a manner that achieves near-total-surface-ref lection (NTSF) of the light 
from the facet under examination. The stone, being examined on a microscope, is 
then turned to achieve NTSF from each facet. In a position of NTSR any 
inhomogeneity (whether a change in substance, a cavity or a surface reaching 
fractures) becomes clearly visible. 

Figure 40 to Figure 63 show various facets on the selected 15 test specimens 
(RGC001·RGC015) In NTSF. All clearly show the presence glass in tracts crossing the 
stone {Figure 52 to Figure 57), many reveal a veritable jigsaw puzzle of ruby and glass 
(Figure 40 to Figure 51) while others show facets that have an approximate 50/50 
ruby glass composition (Figure 61). 



Figure 40; RGC007 this NTSR 
Image of the table f;acet reveals 
a virtual j igsaw puzzle of glass 
and ruby - Islands of ruby In a 
glass matrix 

Figure 43: RGC010 as in RGC007 
this NTSR image of the table 
facet also reveals a virtual 
j igsaw puzzle of glass and ruby 
islands of ruby in a glass matrix 

Figure 46: RGCOll as in RGC007 
and RGC 010 this NTSR image o f 
the table facet also reveals a 
virtual jfgsaw puzzle of glass 
and ruby- islands of ruby in a 
glass matrix 

Figure 41; RGC007 (magnified 
from Figure 110) th is NTSR Image 
of t he table facet reveals a 
virtua l Jigsaw puzzle of glass 
and ruby- islands of ruby in a 

matrix 

Figure 44: RGC010 (magnified 
from Figure 43) as In RGC007 
th is NTSR image of the table 
facet also reveals a virtual 
jigsaw puzzle of glass and ruby-
islands of In a 

Figure 47: RGC011 (magnified 
from Figure 46) as In RGC007 
and RGC 010 this NTSR image of 
the table facet also reveals a 
virtual jigsaw puzzle of glass 
and ruby - islands of ruby in a 
glass matrix 

Figure 42: RGC007 (magnified 
from Figure 41) this NTSR Image 
of the t able facet reveals a 
virtual jigsaw puzzle of glass 
and ruby - islands of ruby in a 

matrix 

Figure 45: RGCOlO (magnified 
from Figure 44) as In RGC007 
t his NlSR image of the table 
facet also reveals a v irtual 
j igsaw puzzle of glass and ruby-
islands of in a 

Figure 48: RGCOll (magnified 
from Figure 47) as In RGC007 
and RGC 010 this. NTSR image of 
the table facet also reveals a 
v irtual jigsaw puule of glass 
and ruby - islands of ruby in a 
glass, matrix 



Figure 49: RGCOOG as io 
RGC007, RGC 010 and 
RGC011this NTSR image of the 
table facet also reveals a virtual 
jigsaw puzzle of glass and ruby 
islands of ruby In a gla55 matrix 

Figure 52: RGC002 showing a 
wide t ract of glass crossing the 
table facet In NTSF, two bubbles 
are seen cut through at the 
surface 

Figure 55: RGC002 showing a 
w ide t ract of glass cro>sing the 
table facet in NTSF, highlighted 
<Hea on the same facet seen rn 

52 

Figure 58:RGC007 showing 
several wide tracts of glass 
crossing two facets in NiSF 

Figure 50: RGC006 {magolfied 
from Figure 49) as In RGC007, 
RGC 010 and RGCOllthis NTSR 
Image ofthe table facet also 
reveals a virtual jigsaw puzzle of 
glass and ruby- is lands of ruby 

matrix 

\ 

• 

Figure 53: RGC002 showing a 
wide tract of glass crossing the 
table facet in NTSF, highlighted 
area on the same facet seen in 

52. 

Figure 56: RGC003 showing a 
wide tract of glass crossing a 
facet in NTSF 

Figure 59:RGCOlO showing wide 
and narrow tracts of glass 
crossing a facet in NTSF 

Figure 51; RGC006 (magnified 
from Figure 50) as in RGC007, 
RGCOlOand RGCOllthis NTSR 
I mag~ of the table facet also 
reveals a virtual jigsaw puzzle of 
glass and ruby -islands of ruby 

figure 54 RGC002 showing a 
wide tract of glass crossing the 
table facet in NTSF, highlighted 
area on the same facet seen in 

re 52 

Figure 57:RGC004 showing a 
wide tract of glass crossing a 
facet in NTSF 

-

Figure 60:RGC012 showing wide 
and rna rrow t racts of glass 
crossing a facet in NiSF 



1. . 
63:RGC014 showing wide 

tracts of glass crossing a facet in wide tracts of glass crossing a tracts of glass crossing a facet In 
NTSF, The proportion of ruby t o facet in NTSF. NTSF. 
glass Is In the region of 50/50 

Glass composition 

The composition of the glass used in the specimens collected for this series of 
examinations is indicated in Table 2. 

Acid disintegration tests and observations 

As seen in Figure 1 and confirmed through industry contacts the start material for 
the product described here is extremely low quality corundum and further the 
assumption is that the material cannot be cut and faceted as mined. This 
assumption is confirmed in part both through industry contacts and our own 
observations that the materia l has to be "infused" with glass prior to cutting and 
faceting (see again Figure 1). 

During the October 2007 LMHC meeting a further assumption was made that 
without the presence of the glass many of these treated stones would not remain in 
one piece; indicating that the glass was acting much in the same way as a common 
adhesive. In order to test this assumption 15 stones were selected from a total of 
116 faceted stones present on the Bangkok market in November 2007. These 15 
stones were immersed in hydrofluoric acid for either 44hrs:45mins or 107hours. 
These time slots were not chosen through any form of calculation but rather they 
were convenient time spans that fitted in with numerous other projects and regular 
workloads. 

The acid began to visually disintegrate the glass within minutes of immersion (Figure 
64 and Figure 65). As immersion progressed and the acid disintegrated the glass 
further so small parts of the stones began to fall off from the main body of each 
specimen (Figure 66 to Figure 81). Longer immersion resulted in the stones falling 
into many pieces (Figure 96 to Figure 121) and in one case a total disintegration 
occurred (Figure 89 to Figure 92). 



)~ 

Figure 64: RGC014 s-een here immersed in 
hydrofluoric acid. The white substance Is residue 
from disintegration of the glass by the acid. The 
dlslntegratlon process begins as soon ;~s the 
stone is placed in the acid. This image is taken 
within 30 minutes of immersion. 

figure 65: RGCOlS seen here Immersed In 
hydrofluoric acid. The wllite substance is residue 
from disintegration of the glass by the acid. The 
disintegration process begins as soon as the 
stone is placed in the acid. This image is taken 
witllin 30 minutes of immersion. 

15 ruby-glass coposrtes subjected to acid disintigration tests (placing in hydrofluoric 
acid for between 2 and 10 days) 

Figure 66:RGC001 
before acid 
disintegration. 

Figure 70: RGC002 
before acid 
d isintegration. 

Figure 67: RGCOOl 
after acid 
disintegration. 

Figure 71: RGC002 
after acid 
disintegration. 

Figure 68: RGCOOl 
after ;~cld 
disintegration. 

Figure 72: RGC002 
after acid 
disintegration. 

Figure 69: RGCOOl after 
acid disintegration. 

Figure 73: RGC002 after 
acid disintegration. 



Figure 74: RGC003 
before acid 
disintegration. 

Figure 78: RGC004 
before acid 
disintegration. 

Figure 82: RGCOOS 
before acid 
disintegration. 

Figure 86: RGC006 
before acid 
disintegration. 

Figure 75: RGC003 after 
acid disintegrat ion. 

Figure 79: RGC004 
after acid 
disintegration. 

Figure 83; RGCOOS 
after acid 
disintegration. 

Figure 87: RGC006 
after add 
disintegration. 

disintegration. 

Figure 80: RGC004 
after acid 
disintegration. 

Figure 84: RGCOOS 
after acid 
dlslntegratlon. 

Figure 88: RGC006 
after acid 
disintegration. 

Figure 85: RGCOOS after 
acid disintegration 



fl&url!' 89: RGC007 

~fore add 
diSinte.,atlon. 

Ftcu•t~ 93: RGC008 
berort 11eld 
daslnttarlltlon. 

Ff&vre 96: RGC009 
before ~ld 
dt'>ll'ltt~J•tlon. 

flaure 99: RGCDlO 
before add 
dr!,lnt~Uon . 

Ftaure 90. RGC007 
aha~•tkl 
d'~nttJtdtton . 

n1ure 94 RGC008 
alturacld 
dl~lt~tl"grarton . 

F'i.auro 97. RGC009 
aftar acid 
lkWit~cr•Ucm . 

Fl&Ure 100; RGC010 
aftet add 
dhintqntlon. 

Ffgum 91: RGC007 
after add 
disln legratlon. 

Figure 95: RGC008 

After<tcld 
disintegration. 

fi'JUil! 98: RGC009 
~fterKid 

F sure 101: RGCOlO 
after acid 
dtsV!te&ratiOn_ 

fi&ure 102: IIGCOlO aftf!f 
wd d1Sint"1rauon. 



Figurt' 103: AGCOll 
befon!add 
cfiSintecT~tlon . 

Flgvre 106: RGC012 
before acid 
disintegration. 

Fl£ure 110: RGC013 
before ecld 
dit.nteflratlon. 

tii'Jre 114: RGC014 
beforeae1d 
dlslnt~r•Uon. 

fiJUre 104: RGCOll 
•fter ;~tid 
diSintegntioo. 

Fleure 107: RGC012 
after acid 
disintegration. 

r1eure llt: RGC013 
after add 
dls.lntqration. 

F•aure US; RGC014 
afttraeld 
dlsinte ration. 

FfcLR 105: RGCDll 
after add 

Figure 108: RGCOll 
after acid 
disintegration. 

Flgvre 112: RGC013 
after add 
disintegration. 

Fi!Ure 116: RGC014 
after acid 
disinteR ration 

Figure 109: RGC012 after 
acid disintegration. 

F"&&ure 117 RGC014 after 
acid d•sintegratiOn 



Figure 118: RGCOlS 
before acid 

tion. 

Discussion 

Figure 119: RGC015 
after acid 

Figure 120: RGCOlS 
after acid 

Figure 121: RGCOlS after 
acid disinteg(ation. 

From the above observations and results of acid disintegration experiments an 
adjustment in GIA's reporting policy was made along the lines taken by fellow LM HC 
members (ruby-glass composite) in early 2008. However, and again in consultation 
with the LMHC and importantly with the US industry in late 2011 GIA adjusted its 
reporting policies on glass filled rubies further. 

The latest adjustments are to some extent 'landmarks' in that they acknowledge, for 
what maybe the first time, that a division exists between what might be deemed a 
'treatment' (to an otherwise natural stone} and what might be a 'manufactured' 
product, i.e., if an artificial material (such as a glass) used during a 'treatment' 
process becomes the dominant component then the end product may not be 
considered a 'treated stone' but rather it is a 'manufactured product'. 

The market continues to be watched and assessed for any new developments to this 
or similar processes and this discussion paper may be periodically updated. 

The following new reporting policy was introduced for use within GIA Laboratories in 
November 2011. GIA welcomes your comments. 



Case A 

~nty enhancement; Species Niltl.nl (Consndum, &«vv orTouri'NiiM etc) 
corundum, emer.Jds. VMiety (Ruby I Silpplure, Emerald 0< TOIIrmllot~e) 

tourmilnne. eK 

Treatme<~t: 

The lm,ges of •ruby with atus• here aenerally reflect the material described A (minor, moderate, fl&~lficant) amount clanty enhancement. usona (a filler, 
In thb section and would also rentct the slt~tlon wtth emerald. glass. resin, oil) to reduce the vlslblftty of fissures. 

Add (indoc:atlons of heat•nal If fll~r is class. 

Comment: 
Fissure filllns materials (&QSS/OiVresln etc) may be unstable to ele'iated 
temperatures 1nd to chemial aaents Special are should be taken when 
deanlns or repalrlna jewrlry items set woth fissure foiled stones 

http:Niltl.nl


Condition ~-/ 
Appleman 

Hl&hly fractured Wid/or twinned mmNI with To su~en fractured 
lilled wods, ~ lnd fiuures. ~ttrial w.s rou&h to enable ct.ttting; 
- pttee 1111~11y but IN\' lose lnt411nty If r,... wnprove clarity and 
~IWI Is removed An I!XtePIIONIIy !~rae appsrance; currently 
amount of fiUint material!$ p<esent. appUes to corundum 

and beryl 

The lma&es of "ruby woth alass• here aenerally reftect the material described 
Ito this sectiOn and may also reftect the situation Wllh emerald 

CaseB 

lde, tiflc:atioft ~Only (not • pmst-lpedflc rtpOf1. ea.. a ruby repo<t). 

Conclusion: 

A manufactured produ(t 


Comm<!nt: 
This Item Is a combonatlon of atass and ruby/s.pphlre; If the class Is removed or 
altered the stone may fall liP¥' Frilcture fllllna ~ttrlals (aJass/olf/resln etc) 
may ~ unstable to elevated temperatures and to chemic;ol11ents. Special care 
should ~ t.lken when cleanlns or repalrlnt jewelry Items stt With fracture filled 
stones 
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Prtiwnod lntrnt/ Case C 
AppliQUon 

As.sembl.1ce or bondorw oluntNtedcemstone to prod~ large C1Jtling Identification Report Only (not a pmnone spedflc lf901'1. e.a.. a nby report)
PI«M (chunks or powder) 	 tNteml from unusable 

pieCes or powders; Conclusion: 
currently applies to A manufactured product 
torundum and beryl 

The l~es of "ruby with &!iss• here centrally refl«t the material described Comment: 
In this sectiOn and may also rell«t the situation with emerald 

This item is a combination of&lass and ruby/sapphire; If the C~.ass Is removed or 
altered the stone may fall apart. Fracture rur.,. matwls (llass/oiVresln etc) 
may be unstable to eltvated temper.atures and to chemical aaent:s. Special care 
should be ~ken wt1en ~nina or repalnrc ,ewtlry Items set W1th fracture filled 
stones 



Ct Wl'IP,hl l W 0 Aoddawltl'l',r,ltf.'d Ct Wmght po!>l and ami after 
Table 1 prt' •• w t dry1ng 

RGC001 0.97330 7.007 5.187 2.782 Into HF 14:15 November 24th 2007 out 0 .93 maJor piece alone lnclvdlng 
11:00 November 26th 2007. Total 44 residue 
hours 4Smlns 

RGC002 1.29770 6.973 5.613 3.969 Into HF 15:22 November 24th 2007 out 1.00850 major pi~ alone 
10:00 November 26th 2007. Total 44 including residue 
hours 4Smlns 

RGCOOI 1.58270 7.920 6.929 3.012 Into Hf: 16:00 November 24th 2007 out t .ss major pie« alone: ioduding 
12:00 November 26lh 2007. Total 44 reSidue 
hours 4Smins 

RGC004 1.60520 7.510 5.593 4.245 Into HF 12:00 December 1"' 2001 out 1.58 major pie<:e alone including 
11:00 December 1511

' 2007. Total 107 residue 
hours 

RGCOOS 1.83240 8.488 6.381 3.611 Into HF 12:00 De<.:ember 7'" 2007 out 1.56 major piece alone Including 
11:00 December lS'" 2007. Total 107 residue 
hours 

RGC006 1.83830 8.390 6.664 3.504 Into HF 12:00 December ?'" 2007 out 1.82 major piece alo,,e indudin.g 
11:00 December ts"' 2007. Total 101 residue 
hOur'S 

RGC007 2.09230 7.776 6.204 4 .919 Into HF 12:00 December 7tll 2007 out 1.67 Only dust left 
11:00 December 15'11 2007. Total 107 
hours 

RGCOOS 2.47430 8.371 7.279 4.783 Into HF 12:00 December ?"' 2007 out 2.41 major piece atone including 
11:00 December 15111 2007. Total 107 residue 
hours 

RGC009 3.58680 9.491 7A30 5.298 Into HF 12:00 December 1m 2007 out 3.11 major piece alor~e including 
11:00 December ts'" 2007. Total 107 residu~ 

hour'$ 
RGCOlO S.75.SSO 11.176 9.264 6.267 Into HF 12:00 December 1• 2007 out S.OS major piece alone including 

11:00 December 15\to 2007. Total 107 residue 
hOUr$ 

RGCOll 9.84210 14.640 10.280 6.S85 Into HF 12:00 Detember 1• 2007 out 8.23 major piece alone Including 
11:00 December 15"" 2007. Total 107 residue 
hOUr'$ 

RGC012 ll.71390 11.733 11.817 7.440 Into HF !2:00 Oecember 7tto out 11:00 11.19 major pi~ alone including 
December 15111 2007. Total107 hours residue 

RGC013 12.89150 14.109 11.383 8.473 Into HF 12:00 oec~mber 1"' out 11:00 12.72 major piece alone including 
Decemb~r 1.5

111 
2007. Total107 hours residue 

RGC014 21.0503() 21.063 15.255 8.896 Into HF 12:00 December 7., 2007 out 20.68 major piece alone lndudlng 
11:00 December 15111 2007. Total 107 residue 
hours 

RGC015 23.86110 16.675 16.437 9.721 Into HF 12:00 December 7'" out U :OO 23.00 maJor piece alone Including 
Detember lS'" 2007. Total107 hours residue 
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GEMOLOGY I 

AGA Attachment 31 

Spinel and its Treatments: 
A Current Status Report 
By Christopher P. Smith, American Gemological Laboratories 

Introduction 

Spinel has historically been one of 
the most highly revered gemstones. 
However, over an extended period 
of time, its popularity had suffered 
as a result of many factors, including 
its classification as "semi-precious" 
and a general confusion with another 
dominant red gemstone: ruby. More 
recently though, spinel has been 
making a strong comeback and so its 
popularity is once again on the rise. 

Articles of important new sources 
and even a book devoted to this 
beautiful and colorfully d iverse 
gemstone have helped to focus 
attention back onto spinel (see e.g. 
Smith et.al., 2f.XJ7; Senoble, 2008; 
Pardieu et.al., 2009; Krzemnick.i, 
201 0; Yavorskyy and Hughes, 201 0). 
In addition to exhibiting a vibrant 
array of shades and nuances of color, 
spinel has also traditionally been 
spared the controversy of treatments 
that have encumbered many other 
gem varieties, such e~s ruby, sapphire, 
emerald, quartz, topaz and tanzanite 
among others. 

Fortunately. spinel remains a 
gemstone that is generally free of 
treatment considerations. However, 
today some treatments are starting to 
be encountered (Robertson, 2012). This 
article is a review of those treatments 
and the gemological characteristics 
that help to distinguish them. 

Spinel Treatments 

It should be noted that for those 
stones presently in the marketplace, 
treated spinel is not commonplace 
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and they are only rarely encountered 
by the major labs around the world. 
However, the author has noticed a 
general increase in the attempts to 
improve spinel quality and color, 
utilizing a variety of treatment 
practices. 

Clarity Enhancement 

The practice of fill ing fissures to reduce 
their visibility and improve the apparent 
clarity of a gemstone is probably 
the single most prevalent treatment 
applied to gemstones. Oils and other 

Figure 1: Spinel offerf a beout;!ul array of co/orr rhot is matched by a few other gemrtones. 

(Photos: Bilal Mahmood and Kelfy Kramer) 
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materials may be introduced into a 
fissure, thereby making that fissure less 
reflective and reducing its visibil ity. 

As a result for all colors of spinel, 
the fill ing of fissures is going to be the 
most common form of treatment or 
enhancement that one may encounter. 

Detection of clarity enhancement 
is most readily accomplished with 
magnification, using a microscope 
or jeweler's Ioupe. An iridescence is 
generally visible along a fi lled fissure. 
In addition, are<~s of higher relief may 
also be evident where the fil ling of a 
fissure was incomplete or the filler has 
been partially removed (Figure 2). 

Heat Treatment 

Throughout most of the history of 
gemo~ogy, it was thought that heating 
did not improve the quality of spinel. 
In the author's 25 years of experience, 
in the very rare occurrence when a 
red spinel was encountered in the lab 
that showed evidence of heat ing, this 
was thought to be an unintentional 
treatment where a spinel inadvertently 
was mixed in with a parcel of rubies 
that were being heated. 

For those stones encountered in the 
past, this inadvertent treatment is still 
col'\sidered to be the case. However; in 
2005therestarted to be talk in the industiy 
that heating was being used to improve 
the quality of some spinels from Tanzania. 
As a result. research was conducted that 
demonstrated lmw indeed heating could 
be used to alter the quality of some 
spinels (Saeseaw et.<~l.. 2009). 

As described, these researchers 
concluded that this treatment was not 
being performed to improve color, 
since their experiments showed either 
little to no color modification or a 
less desirable color resulted from the 
heating. However. they did find that the 
transparency of certain spinels could 
be significantly improved by heating at 
temperatures between approximately 
950°C and 1150°C. 

Additionally through this research, 
it was shown that Raman and photo
luminescence spectroscopy provided 

wwv1.gemstone.org 

Figure 2: The filling of fissures in spinel using an oil is the most common form of 

enhancement that Is likely to be encountered. Such darlty enhancement con be readily 

seen where the filling has been Incomplete or the filler has been partially removed, 

leaving behind areas of higher relief that srand out against the lower relief areas where 

the filler remains. (Photomicrogrophs: Christopher P. Smith, JSx) 

a very effective means of identifying 
this treatment. The researchers 
demonstrated that the lattice of spinel 
heated at or above approximately 
750°C went from what is classified as 
an ordered structure to a disordered 
structure. For more detail, the reader 
is referred to Saeseaw et.al.. 2009. This 
change in the lattice may be seen in 
the broadening of the primary Raman 
band of spinel (from approximately 
6.8- 10.6 wavenumbers in unheated 
spinel to more than 30 wavenumbers 
in heated spinel), as well as a 
significant modification in the band 

structure of chromium emrss•on 
(Figure 3). lt is important to note that 
the Raman and photoluminescence 
spectra of spinel heated above this 
temperature are consistent with the 
spectra of synthetic spineL 

Relatively Higher Temperatures 

Since the awareness of the potential 
for heating spinel, most major labs 
have been routinely testing the spinel 
submitted using either singly Of in 
combination. photoluminescence and 
Raman spectroscopy. 
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Raman spectrum 
Fled tt .. J<u: ~ .cf liJimd 

DrowR net: Urihf.tted 3plrlltl 

- .... Photolumlnescence spectrum 
Rea u.ace._ '*••• Sfbfttl 
Brown tnc1: UnlleeWd.Splnol 

IOOIID 

Figurl! 3: Roman spectros«Jpy and photolumlnes,ence are very effeaive methods for 

distinguishing if a natural spinel has been heated to temperatures of approximately 

750°( or more. At approximately this temperot(Jre, tire /Qtt/ce of spinel traMitlons from 

on ordered too disordered structure. The traces of this disordered structure may be seen in 

the broadening of the primary Ramon bond positioned otapproximately405 cm-1 Haman 

shift, as well os the chromium (Cr) emission of the photoluminescence spectrum. Shown 

here are two natural spinels: one unheated and one heated. 

To date, only a handful of spinels 
tested by the AGL have been 
determined to be heated in this 
ma()ner. For these stones, not only were 
the photoluminescence and Raman 
spectroscopy helpful in determining 
their heated status {Figure 3), these 
stones additionally exhibited inclusion 
features that revealed evidence of 
being exposed to heat treatment 
(Figure 4). 

A similar limited number of stones 
have been identified by other major 
labs. such as the GIA (McClure, 2012). 
However, other researchers have 
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been in contact with groups that are 
attempting to increase the usage of 
this treatment technique (A Peretti 
pers. comm., 201 2). 

Relatively Lower Temperatures 

More recently, the AGL has examined 
parcels of spinel that were not 
consistent with the type of spinel 
heating described previously, yet due 
to various inclusion features, they 
still appeared to have been heated 
(Smith, 2011; Robertson 2012). This 
included most colors of gem-quality, 

transparent spinel with the exception 
of "cobalt-b lue." As questions were 
raised to the suppliers of these parcels 
by the author, they admitted that the 
spinels had indeed been heated. 

The features observed by the author 
were more consistent with the type of 
inclusion reatures that are reminiscent 
of rubies, pink sapphires and yellow 
sapphires, etc. which had been heated 
at relatively low temperatures (see e.g. 
Smith, 2010). These consisted of atoll
like discoid stress fractures (Figure 5), 
low-rel ief secondary fissures extending 
from healed fissures {Figure 6) and 
stress fractures surrounding various 
mineral inclusions (Figure 7), as well as 
others. 

Unexpectedly. the Raman and 
photoluminescence spectra of these 
spinels were consistent with an 
ordered lattice and did not reveal 
the modifications that so readily had 
distinguished the heated spinels 
described previously {Figure 3). 

Figure 1; (on(entrations of fine stringer-like 

inclusion features ore common to certain 

sour(es of spinel. In t11e heated spinels 

submitted to the Ameriron Gemological 

Laboratories (AGL) to date, su(h stringer· 

type Indus/om revealed on Dtypilal or 

disturbed appearance. (Phoromi(rograph: 

Christopher P. Smith, 42x) 

www.gemst011e.org 



Discussion 

Spinel is a fascinating and beautiful 
gem that is once again receiving 
the attention and admiration that it 
deserves. The broad array of color and 
exciting new sources have helped to 
catapult this gem in popularity over the 
past decade. As demand have grown 
and top-quality gems are scarce, it is 
not surprising that attempts are now 
being made to improve certain colors 
and types of spinel. 

At the moment it is still safe to 
assume that the vast majority of spinel 
in ihe market is free of treatments. 
However more recently, attempts to 
improve the quality and subsequent 
value of spinel through treatments 
seems to be increasing. The oiling of 
fissures is an o ld treatment procedure 
that can and is applied to virtually 
any gemstone with surface reaching 
fissures. Careful observation using 

www.gomstooe.org 

Figure 5: A more recent type of heated spinel encountered by the AGL revealed thermally 

Induced inclusion features more consisrentwlth what may be seen In rubies and sapphires 

heated to relatively lower temperatures. These Included discoid or atoll-like Induced 

stress fractures with a portia/ healing rim os seen extending from need/e-lihe Jndusions. 

(Pflo(omicrogropfl: ( flristopher P. Smith, 75x) 
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Rgure 6: Another featu~ ofthe spinels heated 

at relatively lower temperatures was the 

occurrence of very rransparenr, subtle srress 
fractures extending from the constituents of 

llea/ed fissures. (Photomiaoqraph: Christopher 

P. Smith lSxJ 

magnificat ion will permit this treatment 
to be identified by ar"'y jeweler or 
gemologist with a litt le training. 

The heating of spinel seems to 
be the most recent trend. Although 
a few years ago it was shown that 
spinel heated from approximately 
950°C to 1150°C may be improved 
In t ransp<Jrency, this form of 
treatment has so far not been widely 
encountered. 

Even more recently. a newer 
heating procedure has been 
seen. This new treatment does 
not exhibit the modified Raman 
and photo luminescence spectra 
that permit the relatively higher 
temperature heat ing to be readily 
detected. However, a number of 
inclusions were observed that can 
help to identify this treatment For 
stones free of inclusions, the detection 
of this relatively lower temperature 
heating is significantly more difficult. 

In the course of discussions with 
those performing the treatment. the 
specific heating conditions were not 
given. However.. based on the fact that 
the Raman and photoluminescence 
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spectra were not altered, it is 
presumed that the treatment is either 
below approximately 750°C and/or 
shorter in duration than the 6 hours 
of heating employed by previous 
researchers (see again Saeseaw 
et.al.. 2009). In further discussion 
with the treaters, they indicated 
that the spinels were being heated 
to improve their color and not their 
clarity. Although the author witnessed 
this relatively lower temperature 
heating in a broad rMge of colors. 
the treaters indicated that only some 
stones improve significantly. Others 
improved only slightly or not at all. 
Presently research is continuing with 
samples before and after heating and 
the findings will be presented once 
completed. 

A lthough the author examined 
a number of parcels consisting of 
several hundred stones that had been 
heated in this manner, it is unclear 
at the moment how prevalent this 
treatment may be and the author 
is not suggesting that this form of 
treatment is widespread. 

Figure 7: Mineral lnduslons of the splrtels 

heated at relatively lower temperatures also 

revealed evidence of this treatment. Shown 

here are lndusions of apat;te w;th thermally 

induced stress frodl.lres. (Pirotomicrogmph; 

Otrlstopher P. Smith, 65xJ 

As an ending note, it is unfortunate 
that as a gemstone which has 
traditionally been exempt from 
controversy involving treatment, 
spinel must now be added to the long 
list of gemstoMs that may be heated. 
Furthermore, this is another reminder 
that as gemologists, we can no longer 
take any gem for granted as being 
"untreated." I(•\ 
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National Jewler 

GIA posts educational glass-fi lled ruby video 

By Michelle Graff 
FEB 9, 2012 

Carlsbad, Calif.--The Gemological Institute of America now is 
referencing lead glass-filled rubies as "manufactured product" on 
reports, the institution revealed in a new video designed to educate 
the trade and the public. 

The five-minute clip, which can be seen below, features Kenneth 
Scarratt, GIA's managing director for Southeast Asia and director of 
the lab in Thailand, and Shane McClure, the GIA's director of West 
Coast identification services. 

It reviews what lead glass-filled rubies are, how to identify and care 
for them--the stones can be damaged during jewelry cleaning and 
repair and even by some everyday household cleaners--and 
addresses what the GIA is now calling this material. 

In an interview with National Jeweler, McClure said the GIA decided 
to start using "manufactured product," with explanation, for lead 
glass-filled ruby reports to reduce confusion in the marketplace. 

"One of the purposes was to try to get away from all these names that 
are out there," he said. "I don't think the public understands these 
names." 

American Gemological Laboratories (AGL) refers to lead glass-filled 
rubies as "composite rubies" and, in September, announced it would 
be cross-referencing its reports with those of Gem Research Swisslab 
(GRS ), which calls lead glass-filled rubies "hybrid rubies." 

"This was an attempt to get around giving it another name and just 



say what it is," McClure said, when asked if he thought using 
"manufactured product" just added to the confusion by creating yet 
another term for these stones. "It's something that's been made by 
man." 

Creating the video gave GIA the chance to both introduce the new 
term and provide information on lead glass-filled rubies, which 
McClure said are a "big problem" of which the industry needs to be 
aware. 

He said the GIA first started seeing these stones in 2003 and started 
reporting on it in 2004, but widespread awareness didn't real ly take 
hold until about 2009. He said quite a few lead glass-filled rubies 
come through the GIA lab, mostly submitted by members of the 
public who have bought the stones online. 

McClure said while submitters do not disclose what they pay for the 
stones, many of them ask if the GIA can determine country of origin 
because what they bought is supposedly an untreated Burmese ruby. 
This leads him to believe they are paying too much. 

"The public is getting ripped off with this stuff and, of course, they 
blame the rest of us (in the industry) when that happens," he said. 
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The Ruby Ruse: How Jewelers Can 

Avoid the Lead Glass-Filled Gems 

What happens when undisclosed lead glass-filled rubies enter the 
market? Here's how retailers can avoid disastrous results. 

By Jennifer Heebner, Senior Editor 
This story appears in the May 2012 issue of JCK magazine 

Within the past year, Leo Anglo, the general manager of Vincent's 
Jewelers in St. Louis, has seen so many customers carrying rubies 
through his doors that a rush on the classic gems appears to be in full 
swing. 

There was the colonel in the Armed Forces who brought in eight oval
shape rubies he'd bought from an Army and Air Force Exchange Service
approved vendor in Afghanistan for about $600 a carat ($5,000 total), and 
the woman who'd paid $1,700 for a 0.75 ct. ruby in a 14k gold mounting at 
a national department store. 

The problem? Neither client had been told the stones were lead glass
filled and required special care. Anglo had the unenviable task of 
delivering the bad news: The stones weren't worth anywhere near what 
the customers had paid for them. In the case of the colonel, the rubies 
were worth about $1 ,000 retail-80 percent less than he paid, and far less 
than what he was promised they were worth. 

Meanwhile, the woman with the ring learned her ruby was lead glass-filled 
when she took the ring to another -jeweler to be resized. It was damaged 
beyond repair; the department store where she bought the original gem 
replaced the ring, but it was the replacement stone -another lead glass
filled ruby- that she brought to Anglo for a value assessment. 

As he does with all suspect rubies, Anglo placed the woman's stone under 
a Hanneman fi lter ($80.95 at Kassoy Jewelry Supply) fitted with a ruby 



slide that revealed bright blue flashes of color-the telltale signs of a lead 
glass- filled gem. He sent it to a lab just to be sure. 

After all, Anglo had been down this road before. "Since we're buying 
secondhand merchandise like crazy, we have to have a way to test the 
stones or else we're not putting them in the case," he says. 

BEFORE AFTER 

©GIA ©GIA 
Rough Mozambique rubies The same rubies after being filled 

with lead glass 

Most rubies undergo heat treatment, either in the rough or after polishing, 
to enhance or improve color and quality. Often the rubies are heated with 
compounds such as borax to heal open cracks or fissures. These 
practices are commonplace and widely accepted, and do not affect the 
day-to-day handling of stones. For example, household products don't 
harm them, and bench jewelers know how to handle them properly during 
routine manufacturing and repair. 

Although lead glass material is easily identifiable-gas bubbles and flashes 
of blue are the giveaways- the gems in question, sometimes referred to as 
"composite rubies," are frequently sold undisclosed. "Identification is not 
the issue," Shane McClure, GIA's d irector of West Coast Identification 
Services, told attendees at the GIA GemFest in Basel in March. 



"Disclosure is the real problem." 

Gemologist/author Antoinette Matlins has seen that problem firsthand on 
the jewelry show circuit. In Las Vegas last year, Matlins stopped by a 
booth packed w ith customers to peruse the fin ished jewelry. She 
inspected trays of ruby-set gold styles with stones that looked Burmese in 
origin that the dealer described as untreated and natural. Matlins, 
however, had her suspicions. Loupe in hand, she pointed out the gas 
bubbles and blue flashes to the vendor, who reluctantly revealed the rocks 
were lead glass- fi lled and required special care. 

'The designs were very pretty," says Matlins, "but none of the retailers 
were asking about treatments." 

Lead glass-filled rubies have an altered chemical makeup that makes 
them extremely vulnerable to damage. For example, their surfaces turn 
white when exposed to substances as common as lemon juice, let alone 
bench jeweler solvents. When sellers don't disclose the treatment, they're 
breaking the law, and buyers take the hit. 

And because composites are appearing in the market with greater 
frequency, jewelers need to be extra vigilant about how to identify and 
handle the material to avoid ruined reputations and economic loss. 
Christopher Smith, president and chief gemologist of American 
Gemological Laboratories in New York City, says composite samples 
come into his lab with regularity today, whereas he saw just a handful 
annually a few years ago. 

In Columbia, Mo., L.C. Betz, the owner of L.C. Betz & Associates, tells 
customers who bring in commercial-grade ruby jewels that stones must 
come out of their settings before repairs can begin. "I say that I'm a 
-jeweler, not a gemologist, and I'm not going to take any risks," Betz says. 
He also has a gemologist inspect potential buys from the public and 
avoids buying commercial qualities for stock. "You have to cover your own 
backside," he says. 
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© GIAA GIA report tells all: "A manufactured product consisting of lead 
glass and ruby .. . unstable to high temperatures and to chemical agents." 

According to AGL's Smith, more and more estate pieces set with 
composite rubies promoted as unheated Burmese material are surfacing in 
the market. "It's one of the most disturbing developments we've seen," he 
says. "Ten-plus carat composite rubies set in antique jewelry are being 
sold without declaration. Now composites aren't just a low-cost alternative 
for consumers-this is much more overt; people are taking out the original 
stones and replacing them with composites on purpose to mislead." 

To avoid scenarios like this, Patrick Hopman, co-president of Hopman 
Jewelers in Elkhart, Ind., sells rubies of only one carat or more in size 
accompanied by a certification from an accredited lab. "Just because 
something is old doesn't mean that it's real," he says. Hopman will buy 
color from the public, but if the stone doesn't have a certificate from a lab, 
he pays less for it because he'll then have to pay for his own lab cert if he 
hopes to resell the gem. 

At Blue Diamond in Jefferson City, Mo., president Mary Kempker doesn't 
buy any colored stones from the public. "We don't have the equipment to 
buy safely, and it costs $70 a pop to have a stone tested by a lab." 

Benjamin Hakimi, president of the New York Gemstone Association and 
president of Colorline, a New York City gem wholesaler, once had to come 
to the rescue of a high-end Madison Avenue retailer and New York City-



based bench jeweler; the latter had dropped a customer's 15 ct. off-round 
cushion-cut ruby into the pickle solution for a resizing job from the 
merchant. The stone developed "lines and cracks" and all but fell apart, 
Hakimi says. 

It turned out the customer- who was not told the ruby was lead glass
filled at the time of purchase-had bought the ring in the Caribbean for 
nearly $15,000. "The store was relieved that it wasn't their fault," says 
Hakimi, who issued a letter to the customer stating that if the gem was not 
purchased as a natural ruby, it should have been disclosed for being lead 
glass-filled. "I supplied her with all of the lab reports and samples, and got 
a certificate from AGL saying it was a composite ruby and lead glass
filled." 

One surefire way to lessen or eliminate liabilities is to heed Federal Trade 
Commission regulations, press suppliers for full disclosure, and tell 
customers exactly what they're buying at the time of purchase. If not, 
retailers could get sued-by customers, or by competitors under the 
Lanham Trademark Act, which regulates unfair competition-or make 
themselves vulnerable to legal action by local and state authorities and the 
FTC. 

"Retailers are completely liable," says Cecilia Gardner, president and CEO 
of the -Jewelers -Vigilance Committee. In December 2011, JVC was one of 
six industry groups that jointly published a consumer -advisory warning 
about undisclosed lead glass-filled rubies in the market. 

On its website, JVC told members of the industry that lead glass-filled 
rubies were "a different species altogether from a 'ruby'" and could 
contain "more glass than precious stone," making them far less valuable 
than traditionally heated natural rubies of similar sizes, colors, and shapes. 
"These highly treated gemstones may not be even considered gems under 
the current definitions in the FTC Guides," adds Gardner. 

Which isn't to suggest that lead glass-filled rubies don't have a place in 
the market. Because of the shortage caused by the ban on importing 
Burmese rubies, composites are a valid option when disclosed-and 



priced - properly. But as with many treatments, buyers beware. 

"This material is the most abundant ruby product in the market today- it 
eclipses everything else out there- and it's not always being represented 
properly," Smith says of the lead glass- filled rubies. "This could 
completely change the dynamic for the ruby market and its future." 
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At the most recent Las Vegas Antique Jewelry & 
Watch Show, located at the MOM Grand Hotel (across 
town from the JCK Show at the Sands) we saw something 
we really didn •r expect to see - .. glass-filled ruby " It was 
being sold for $6 per carat up to $15 per carat. 
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We expect to sec glass-filled ruby at gem shows, and we 
did see it at the Tucson gems and minerals shows last 
February- for as low as $1.50 per carat But we were sur
prised to see it at an antique and estate jewelry slbow. 

Not so surprising was a lack of disclosure sign age. We 
were forced to ask the obligatory questions: "Is this ruby?" 
The answer, "yes." .. Is this treated?" The answer, "'yes,. "Is 
it glass-filled?" The answer, ·~yes ." 

What is glass~ filled ruby? And why don't they want you to 
know about it1 The answers to these questions and more 
right here in our feature: "Weighing ln on the $6 Ruby." 

Beautiful Rubios and a Bcautirui''Ruby Ring." Yes? 
This pnrtty 14-karat yellow gold mounting is set with a 3-arat ruby, 
and is accented with roWld brillianl cut diamond mel co. The ring could 
be .etai& priced anywhere fr'om $800 to $2,000. Normally, for a ruby 
nJlg, you would be paying mostly for the ruby, and then the gold and 
diamonds arc additional costs. But he:rc you arc paying for the gold 
and diamonds, aod it's the ruby that only adds a little to the overall 
co$1 of the ring. Wily? Bcc.auso this particular ruby. in ordvr to mako it 
durable enough co use in jewelry, hu been filled with glass, and may 
have been priced at just $6 per camtl 

ln this f eatUFe: 



i~ Ruby?" 

f!uctl 

Q. II lhe ruh} in the nn{! cu~t onl) S6 per enrol, 
then '" II rcull~ u ruby" 

A. 'I h~ qutck Ull\WCI is, "yes .. 

Q. But iftl \n ruh). shouldn't it cost lOOs ifnot 
t ,OOOl! uf dPilur' per cnrat'! 

A. 1\gnm, thc lJIIIC1: unw.cr l,~ -}cs - If it \\CIC n 
rub) P ... uch ' qunht) lhnt it requ1rcd no treat
ment. ur onl) ltcwtrcotmenL Lben u \\Ould l\3\c 
co t I 00 rl not I, OOOs of doJJars pe-r carm 

Q. 

A. 

Sn then \\hill ' the difference'! Why does mis 
ruh) und 1t1hn:s like thi~ cO!tt $6 pc:r carat'> 

1 h1' panh:utor ruh) stancd out as vel} lo" 
~uuht~ ulh). (Sec 1mngc beiO\\) In order for ll to 
he cut und pnh"'hcd. it was nccessal') lo trcol it 
to enhance 11 durnbthl~ • to Htcrall} glue it nil 
together tu kc."eJlll hom crumbling and talling. 
opan. No\\ thal"or; lcm qualit}l 

11m.'" llllltmllunll~.\h.•d \C~ lnw qunhry n:xi!fh ruby. J lull 
well lie OUc~ with 14hw•. c;tll rm~l poh'lhcd l<liQOk something 
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GltL~ Frlled Rub.\· 
It ltmk~ llll"4. IJ111 

rt:mt•mher. 11 Mvrlt!ll 
IIIII hk<• lhm 1·~·ry ft111' 

lfiiOiil .. ' ruhy c~l/llll'll 

llhcll'l! 

This Ruby Hns Stnhillt.) Issues 
While thts mnt"'f'llll look prclly, nnd j,. stnblc ~nough rn cut. 
polish. n.nd \\cur m n fllCC:c (lfJ~:\\t:lf) . lhl' g.ltl!>!> filler hn' 
some Jr m back I nr unc, it cnmwt \\ tlhsland any acnl", 
indUI.hne hou.s"·hnl~1 nctd~ uch '" l~aning ... upplics cont:11n· 
ing bleach (laundl) dc&l!f£Cnt nnd dish,,55hcr liqutd). or 
lond' s.uch :"'lemons. lmtcs \ tnc_gnrs. salad dressing ... 
pit'~ks , saiL, or'' me !-In) n11r ruh) ... hould sln) 11\\•l) frum 
the laundl) !O(inl, l\llchcn olll\1 <.hmng ascn .. - inclot.lin~ rcs
taurrult\ . While thi:-. mu~ nnl ah\ It\" ~ pos1bll.!. rcmcmhcr U1 

clean your nth~ ring 11" ,,Hen as ~nu can '" ' lh mild soap muJ 
\\atcr. t\nd one slnnlld ddmitd} nol wear lhi-. ruh}' ncnr 1111 

chlorinah:d "'' ilnmin!l ~1ub ut hot tut'l .. 

If~ our rub~ j~\\CII) 'hould need rcpmr, the jc\\'dc r n<."\:d tu 
b~ a" ar~ nf the trcnum:nt ... mcc ru1 m cru:>c or heat upphcd to 
the ruh} "ill melt tin.· gin,, ond min the trealment ( ~ the 
•mug~ .... bc:lo\\ .) 

Gltt~"$ fi lied rub• cs 
dnmngi!d due to 
C"CC:CS$1\'C 0031 

dunng ropair 



The Major Durability Issue 
I he matena.l ho\\ n here i red ~.:unandum . hence the name 

.. ruh) •· nppllcs lto\\c\Cr. 1t IS not dumhlc cntm£h 111 cut nnd 
pohshcll ns 1t t'i ll \\ 111 foil rtpnrt. crumble nn the poh tung 
\\htt'l. nnd thci\:Ji,rc nc<.·d hl be treated lur tnlHIIl) \\c 
need to gl uc 1\ together \\ ith omctlung 

J\cc(1n.hng tn Ccctlm Gurt.hler Cl 0 und gcnernl ooun cl fiu 
the Jc:\\ ~:h:r V1g1lunc.: <.'nnuntlh:c (J VC). hccauc;c 11 is I!PI 

dumhh: "1thnut tlus ucutmcnt, the ruh) f.·uls nne O'l the I I ' 
rcquircmcnh to bco c:tllcd .1 'gem • 01 •·gemstone.- So "Julc 
"I! cun cull it .t ruh) . \\C :.hnuld not call it a gem nJh) 



Bmllufth..:st· mu!lfl n.-d canmdums (uka Ruby) urc cxunplc:u:l} tiDIIJfUIII.S 
lmmd w narun:. ~' I em tllc k·Jl - non lft-"JTT mby t..! on tlll· ritcJ11 -lo11 
qJmlit)• gt'm ruby For bntll. t.nmlnJcnls lVIII muJ.'-' du:;>c rub11~s proll) 

cnuug.lt til be wom in JCncll) D1ffi:n:nt :;tart.ine m.~tc:riDis llonc:' cr n:qwn: 
dJtfeJ'CJII tn:;ttntctJI!. 

f I u rlf be: mP<lcr~•te/} h~·tllcd :mJ tlu:n. IJI n vu~·uum, llllt:d 1ulh mdtc:d 
~lt~S~> t.~t'l.' llflrrgt:":l bdtnl ) I he md1cd J!l.:tss I\' ill fill all oflhc /is.~UJ\·~ and 
O:<J\'ith•'( tllrtW!!IIOUIIbc $lrl!IC, llln.dillg tltuM." /i.I(.!JUrc,, and CJJ\ jucs, and 
lllttklllg 1hc \11'lflt• lor1k rrans(I:H'CIIt • ;l~ rron~plllt:nt 11.-1 i 2 J11c !JillSS also 
octs l1kc;, ylu~,.·, stab•lt~.my t/1.: stone: ~o 1't "111 nat filii up:trt n llt:~l tt!f bdn~ 
&:Ul untl pollslJed. I he: eolur t'lftlu: J!lass ·~}clio\\, wl1ich 11111 also l1clp 
cnlli.liJCc rhc color lJftltc rub)- Ycl/o11 nnd p~.~~plc mnkc n:d, S«) by uddmg 
the: t:IIISS. wc: llll:' nmkllliJ t/Jt• c:ct/(Jf mn~ J,J.(.• wh1r1 ruh~ 1.~ suppa.,cd ld 

luok like 

IJJ..dxn'l." ts ~tln::tdy --wblc .md tr.Jn$purc111 nutumll) • nl) ~ruarm~'llt ntc:c.,. 
Sill) ' /Jut Ill\ d<Jn!) mid color 1:1111 l~e trll{ltrn cd The lrcllttll~lll n.r thl., 

<IOIJl' 1\ tJI be htHJJ t~·mpt:lllllfrr l!c!tll, \IIIII If filLY (11 nuy J~ lllll'ldt/UII't' thtJt 
lldp.~ ltl\\w tile hear NL'l:CSS:.In tel d1~oll'c rob>) f11c laiyl1 rcmpcrnw~ 
1111h tlu:\ diS$ Oil c$ die! nulls nfrhc ti!>. ... 'llrt.'~. wJuch. when c~ cnwDlh 
coaled. w1ll ,!m)l\ II<Kk toJJcthcr flu.> is .:.11Jcd .. ltt:alinp • lltL· /ugh 1<:m· 
pcnmm: nut <111(\ ltclp~ to lu::Jl 11"· nJI•y. ,, alw llr:ltl:. l(ll.'flllm"t' the C:fii~Jr 
uf'lht·ro~ . (Color t:IIhmJc:c:m~.,,, b) ln:a1 is ~:PrL~Idcn:d <Jintdiucmul ln:ot· 

111CJII ' 

Rmi!Jll it 1 l"'Jnntlt be treat(,-cJ in tl11s .m:Jnncr It c;wnotlrlkc the l11yh r.:m· 
pt:mlurcs needed co I1Cal t'issuf'C's BcaJU!if.' tlu: tt] muHI' rmtlcnaiis stolllc. 
tnm~pan:nt. and ha~; tile potcntm/ to be l~e:ul.:d. 11 w11l cost man: th:m rouyh 
fil 1ltc tn·;dmcnt proccs..<; (or rough #1 1s also man: mh:nsi'-C ;md will cost 
mo~. 'o t/1c final product 1\ til be mon: t\pcnsJvc tl111n the ll•ad JJitts!l filled 
mnrcnlll 



A. Name for tbe Trade and Consumer 
In the JC\\CII) undc. thts gins -filled rub} mntennl1s 

culled b~ . ~hrnl name >b\ 1cm~l). one oflhc nruni!S i'i 
.. glass-filled rub ,.. It tS also cnllcd - rend gJ~s-filled mh} ... 
.. ,,\:tllrd ruh' . ..cnhnncctl ruh). • "' lillccJ mh) ... .. fi,<iurc-fillccJ 
rub} ... "h~t~d rub.> ."' "u h)bfld gem~tone:· und -rut'l} \\lth 
gin~:· 

I he J\rncn~un ('jcm,,logtcal l.ahorat,1rk!> in NC\\ York cnlls 
rhas mur~.:rinJ " \:nnlJli\SIIt rub\ , .. 

•
1711t't4' lun ht't!ll ~mmc.• <'otl}inimr wlllt gem itlemljictrtimt 

rt'P(Iflo;, wlmt t/1~1' ml!all amlwlulltii~J' 'rl! dest:ribiiiJ:, .. 
11011!\ CllrL\ Smith, prl.',·itl~lll uJUJ CEO oft/11! Americo11 
(r't•molt~glcltiiAthrmllorit•"> in -'Vt"'t' )o.r4. "Till!)' lun·e rwt 
bt't'TI fi/1.\Wt'rluql/uu btuit.:/tllldlllllt!IIWI qucstloll. 'Is till~ 
li!tul Jl/ll\t; ITt!tllcd rub)' or not?' Tllere are a lot of people 111 
tilt• imlfl.\lry wlw tlo trot want 111 dell/ wit It leoti gll1S.f1illeil 
mhy, •• \tl)'\ Smltll. ·•ntey tellm:. '/1/mt't mimi/Itt! vtlwr 
/j11t''f oj IJI'tJI/111(, jl.\':mrt• ltt•ai/IIJ.: trealml!nls. lmtl tlou't 
tl'tllll 111 tlt'lllll'illlt/1/\" li!ml glatt.\:fllled nuuerlal. • " 

In tit/.~ 11111/t•riaf. tilL' leacl Jflu.u· i.f }Wit u$ illlritt.dc lo tile 
Tllb,l' 11\ I\ tltt• rt1b_1~ "After tltb rllb)· C!O~ltltrOllf!IJ till' 
prm"t'.\' fl/ being dvm,l!d, in tm liCitl hatlt 1t1 cl~tm om 
fmt~IJ:II mattriul. k'lrat'll''ft i\ w1y brittle." e.xplainJ Sm/r/1. 
·•Juu Cilll lltaally crml1l1 belwt•Qn your tlmmb amllmlt•\' 

ji11ql•r. /11 tltt· \lrict wmL', it may ~till hl' u .ti11gl.: pieu, hut 
ymt ctrmmr p11IM1 it ... 'itlt/te lt!atl J.:lt"'" i~ ilifmed imo tltl! 
mby • . \tabilt:Jm: it lu urtlt:r to ht.> pcl/bltetl. StJml!littu~J 
tllt•rt• • mate ruhy 11ta11 ~la.u. hlll.ltmh!tim~ rlul!r~"s mor~ 
gltm tlmn mh.•·· 1'1wt prnrlllct i'f 011 amalgam ofglof'> afld 

'"'"""' fl!tfl·orlmtlllltL Hi- mil ffljfiiUlltrial ·compo'iitt: 
'""-' ' ... 
(,I I i\ /tiO/..ill~ ut tlt.'.H'riptlom for til is mby as weJL "U'c! 
l1m·e tllrt•l! cUjj"ert•utiL'l·t!IJ ufwllut we will JC{l' about thi\ 
mt~lt•rltJI," \1(\'.\ Slumt• Md~lure, tlirf!cror of gem idt•ntijim
lilm mtllt' Gl1l G~ml.abtJfiiiOf.l' in Carlsbad, G1lif. .. One, 
If U :~ caltc.'ft'lll material til at could ltal't! beeu c:llt wit/toll/ 
1/lt• trt•utmt:trl, mul it wa~ .mhsttqm•tltly Jwat lfl'(ffl!d to pnr-

1/ully lleu/jiHIIft.''• llum tllut i~ )mt c.'OIISiderefl clarity 
t!llltmwt'IIWIII. U if llcm't Wt' muc·ll of that ~~· tltt• wt~J~ 

"'f'lh' ,'Ot!f."IIIUI ,.,,feS!tJfl' io; w/UJt we mm·rt•• see. n11d tf10t\ 



111/Itc•r.la/ t/u/1 ytm <'lllllt'll wen dear{l' one piece oj rom: II 
"'"~" it ~tuned, hut itmuy lmtlum! hec11 ahli! w lrm·e bt•f!ll 

Clll. I htU' umy ltcll't! trietlto cut itwuJ it f~/1 apart. Stllliey 
ltmlttl gluu Jill it ill tJrt/,•r ta ,,,/..,• it Jn~j11/. J\ 'uw tlwt 
llllllt'riul u•r mil ·Ruby tt·itfl Glm~.' •· 

Gl . ru; \\CII usA(Jl nlso 111rludc C'.trc and cleaning 
oommems In fact. 1hcn: arc mnn) comment., on the c 
rcporl-. snlommg tn deanilthc nnaurc oflhe mnterinladerH•· 
lied m the rcpt-,n 

.. And rlle11 h 't' /tal't! a tllir(/ romn~lll. •· lUJ'.S t.tcC/urt!, •·a 
'mhy g/tH~ CI11IIJIO!>ilt*, ' H'ltit'll U Ullt" k't" /ra/djar .lliJ/IL'\ 

wltt'rr we \f.'e pitet>s of ruhyjlmlfiflt; ;, glau. U f. tlon 't we 
llmt t•t•ty tifltll f!illtt'f. "' 

.I fi•u g~,.•m .mpplter:r u-uuld JO~c tJboutthe low qual II)' of the 

.~ltlrllllg mutf!ri(J/ fnr (i/au-1-tlh•d Ruby. callmgrt "fish tunA 
gmwl .. !Itt• Ru.~lml Gt•m \t•u s Re~port callttd to checJ. u 11/t 
the mtmufucturer.\ of ". lquorwm Graw!l, " and wlulc wt' 

u}lrt!t' tltcll till." umre01ed mot~riallooks ltkl! a greul eantltdat(! 
.for the- {i.\h tu11t 0$ lltttrm ow, tlu.~ m(((ertOI does NOr 
'lllulify far ji.'ih tall' gra,·d ( ,\ 'o. tt '.\ 11011he lead COIIIt!lll ) 

'' /tmuy lun·e ,,harp ~dgt.t 1hat tmglu cuttlrefish. espeew/ly 
the lmttam du tllul.suclt u.s catfish or other scowmgers," 
'~l'S R1d. l>unllulmu. \'tee pre.mie111 ql wle.s and marJ.etmg 

fur J:,t,•.s Aquurmm Awe gmt.'.\ m totowa. New Jt!r~~·. ''It 
ul.w ,,mmds ItA.(.· thi.s mutertul•rould he too smooth and U'Ould 

tmtlllll'e emmgh .\ut:facc.• urea to support bacteria. es.seJttiul 
{or that huctt•rlologtt'ul cyclt' I,,. woduct.o; we sell em! 
a£ wa/11 CJjl!gf'<!g4Ues We woulclne,vr e11terrom :wmetltmg 
Wilt far to IItts . On tilt• posi/1\'t' .\IUf!, ruby 11'011/d COSI IOO 

much c! I'C' If tlt tltc rt'portt'tl S5 pound for startmg molet1al 
" h1Jica/~) '. a 5 pound hag t?f aquarmm grm·el would re1a1l 

tll/)11 ltt•rc.· from S.? 99 up lu SJ 99 ·• 

Om• last gra\'t•l poml' lite m:tual .\t=e for aquaruun grm.v!l 
r ..,. ... . , • ' ··• ••• 1 r I . I ) • L ........ _ --~L... . --·- ···-·· ' I 



rUII~f:,:f fi"UIII ..) IU U /Iliff. lJ ll't: lltiU J fU U /IIIII TIUJy. Jl t:' 11'(1/1/U 

cw and poll sir it and Sel!halln jewelry. 

liowever. tlte very smallpieces of ruby (smaller lhan3 mm) 
nught possibly be conwderedfor "aquarium sand' ' u.wJd m 
live plant tanks. says Dunahoo, hm thts would be.for a very 
small percentage of Jlte freslrwarer tank marke1. 

Dunahoo does note thai m large chunks. ruby ro11gh could 
pm:sibly he used as a decorative accem.just lo make tl1e tonk 
look prell)'. /loll' appropriate.' But nevf!r as fish touk growl 

• 

How TB Identify 
Glass-Filled Ruby 

See our fearure story, 
"Glass Filled Ruby," in our 

Tnade Nrws an:hh·es. 

BIG Problem - Pr ice and Name! 
Because tl dtd not start out costing a lot of monc). you 
would naturally Lhank lh<lt tile savmgs \\ ould h~· pa'>sed on to 
the ~.:onsumcr -mat lca..' L that '!:> the U1cof) 

In rcaltty. many retaiJ buyers. sales clerks and con~umcrs arc 
unowar~ or" hnt thc) ha' c I he} sec the name .. ruby .. and 
think "lusloncall~ sought al\cr gemstone .. :md .. tmdttionnlly 
color enhanced by heat - un accc:plcd process: Butlhls rub) 
is neither the qunhl) that is ~oughl allcr, nor has tt been 'lra·· 
ditionnJiy" heated And yet lead v;ll\Ss-fillcd ruby set tn gold 
nnd dmmondJcWcll') can be seen injc\'.elf) deparlmcnt 
stores retail pnccd for thousand~ ol dollars 

San Fa·ancisco Public Press 
l.Of! onrn this link for: 11 \'ery tellin~ rot') re~11rdhtg 
Mac~··s dcpnl'lmenl store and G IRSs-f.'iUcd Ruby: 

http://sfpubliqm~ss.orwne'' s/20 I O-t17/mncys-s('lls
ru bic.""lillcd-u i th-Ahl: ·s 

Be Prepared 
Asl questions and shop from an educated gem supplier and 
re>tail "''' ,~Jpr lu"1 hPrSU l'-1' th.~ J. I'( ' rt>nnirt>" rli .. ,•lf'\~: urt> rlnt><; 



not m~an that 'ou \\11 1 be giwn pwpor disclosure mfonna
tiun I he person.' nu itr~ rei) ing nn may not know what Lhc} 
lui\ e or hm\ to •dcnllt) 1t <)nee ugain. !\C~ our leature ~tory. 
··Gta.c;s Filkd Rub~ . · 111 our · l rndc Nl'WS archives. 

Proper Disclosure is So 1 mportant 
Prior tn dc,·dopmg a tr~ntmcrat proccs!\ spcciflcaH) designed 
1or th1s qunltt} ot conmdum. the ruby 111 the nng above may 
have hccn c1 ushcd and screened to produce umtorm grit and 
powder and l11en used for thinp..o; such a<; crcatmg "'tllld roper 
emery boards. and ptlhslung. or gnndmg \\heels tand Mt l1sh 
tan!-.. JII a vel. ~·ee above) 13ecnus\: or it" pretty red color. it 
could olso have been used a.'i an ornamental dccorath c 
material - but tldinttd~ not as a cut and polio;hccl ~cmslonc 
an a rang - not '" ithout treatment 

Ulass-fillcd rubv ic; the perfect example as to why lhe di~clo· 
SUre of gemstone treatments I$. reqUired 0)' the f' cdcral l rndc: 
Com nus'\ ion (I· I C) here in the lJn1ted <)tate<;. I hc:relore. 
people need to he told thut ""ll1c ruh) in the ring ahO\c lms 
been treated.·· People also need to be told that 'tlus m:al~:d 
P'tlh.\. ,,,:u n~#-, ,.a ~ ·'•'l> J"O i t'lll hf'lf"\.l"u:f"\0 ,,.h_. .... ''U11o;l;n H n,,..-n nn.-4 '" ja~a •• 



lli''J U Jtj IU•'-\.• ~'t""''-hh t hUIUUU~ --.l Hll... U lt\oolttf:, u Hill llU\.1 ••uu ..... 

hdng cli:am.·tJ •• 

IJnfmiUIMtCI~ . 11's nnt ~~C~fllln:d hut only -rccomm~:nd~1.f' 
to lell people un} mMc limn "lf~atcd . and need-. specml 
\;:Ire .. J\nd us \\C found \Uil at thCJC\\dl) shm\ . ..:,en \\ith 
I I C rcgulnucm pr<:ll)<"r di~clo ure 1s not ah' n~ ~ gn en 
Ired 

J\ Ncl\' ntcgory oP'Gcm ~lnterhd" 
·what I \\ould like to muJ..c (rutd keep) clear. is the usc of 
thl' term ' 11) bri<l ' lb a \ lone C...'\lcgof') or dnssrlicatinn sudt 
ns II~ t1rtd Cn.·m~tnnc' " su~ o; Bear Will tams of ~h1nc Gmur 
1 -nh~ in Jcllc:r.;unl'n) , Mo uc'lllstone 1denutc.tak~on cattgl,_ 
IIC!\ \wuld mclmk ··Natural, .. ··s) nthetic:· .. lmil~tion ," nnd 
nm' .. II\ nud .. " 13) crcatmn its n\\ n " h) hrid'- gem cmc:gol'), 
\\e can nn\\ , .. ohuc 11 und !UOicCI il fnm\ l'>c!mg en lied u 
"Nuturol • gcm~tom: I his t:nlir~: oouc~:pl also .soh c~ the 
1 I C pu-.hkm •· 

The Problem \\'ifh Di~~;L'Io'\m·~ is , on-OisrJosurc! 
I he d1' ussu1n /nrgumcn~'> m th • lrnt.k are nnt ahl'lut dl\clo

SLlft.:. btJI ho\1 lo~oh,clo c the treatment ( u:m-.Lonc ~upplic1 
\\ nnt hl dl! .. c rih~ lhl lrc:atcd rub) us bcstthq ~an.. '' 1lhnut 
prc,cntmg ll m n nq;athc manner. \\c certain!) do not \Hint 

10 di~Cnurngc JC\\clf) purchU.S~'S S~ \\Orth like '·compoSt[C.
••compu 111nn • .. nlled,'" .. enhanced, .. ··hyhnd,·· etc . hu\ call 
hccn h.111du:d nbnul i\mlln man) . "hilc these \\on.ls nrc 
odcquatc. \\C' arc still qu~'uonmg "hcther or nmnrclls the 
rull 'lot) l11lhl.! con,umcr. l}.lt-.thc consumer n~·ull~ knm\ 
tlml h) e,onlling llns material .. composite ntby7" ··fissure lilkd 
ruh) , • or " rub) '' llh glass," lhnltl is ::tctuall) held together 
h) l!ltt..,, thul It 1 elm it) cnhun\!cd and color cnhwu:cd um.l 
pruhahl\ looked ld\1! II l uhuvc helore 1l \'His trl!ated > Not 
likd>. 



And c\"cn '' alh the nddsttonal de cnpuvc parngrnph-. .n I he 
bcntorn or gtmologh.:.'ll reportS dctnshng the matenn1 UJid the 
need ror proper care nnd cleruunt;. the consumer reads past 
nil ofth1 nndjust sec the nrune ··rub) - And man) r~:tmlcrs 
dn too 

\\hut's \\Orsc than nil ol tin ., ll""i not 01a1 '\e arc dl\ •tied n 
ro ''hnt to cn1lth1 mntcrlnl ~t's that man} ~pie rut 1101 

di. clo mg rm) thmgl 

ccordmg \U 1hc S.u1l r mct~C') l•ublic Pr"-s~.llc<>crtbcd Ill 

lhc rent me 'ilOr tltllcd lhO\ c -none I of lh.: MaC) 's nics 
tall1 mcnunncd the po abtht} that the ruhres mn) ha\c hnd 

lmttwcs lillc,l \\lth •las ens udmo\\ledged b} MnC) • gem 
areatmcnt char11ll1lc:d lmm the comp:m) ·, \'~b ·ttc} or were 
gin' ·nib CllmllllSIIC~ 

' ' lf"t- cu11 t1rg11c ttllnlgllt/ollg ubmll H'!JU/ to cull it." 5Jat~ 
.Mc·C/ure. ''Butll/111 tl••~ll 't rrmttr•r, ifpeoplt• in tit~ mule 
<lft'll'l rliH'/11\itiJ.: it. II lmr tllfl«'ft'tiCt! dne~ ir "mAt• wlt11f we• 
H'llllllll m/1 it if 1/tt~l' llrt'll 'l Cll/lltlg it UII.J'IIIillg:J " 

l'&nlV 

~· ~ T.IUs A 61~-.IW«< 
o..r 

C0111~ 

I here' more 10 ttu lOr) . A \\C menuoned nbm r . 
the rub} lluu IS !!tlllhlc cnr,ugh to em 3nd polished hkc.l/2 
1 bcang hc:ctcd lo p.uttnll) h ·nl li surC'. Hec-ausc thi 
pru<X I ll\11 per r~·cl tl t..'n:nr In crs nmJ pnckcl'\ of rhcn 
2lru s rc tdue 1lu treated rub) IS nolthe same as th'-= 
··gtns ·lill·cJ ' trcntcd nah) but mthc end. ''docs amtotn 
(llru • n thea giB' ns opposed to a leaded gl:lS5 

Remember, &he leaded ·I~ s cnhnnce.s ll1c dnrit) b) 
maskang 1he li sure enhnn~es the color. h) m1~mg) -ellm\ 
SIMS \\ llh pliiJliC CNUndunl, nnd !:llhance~ the durabalil) 
h~ ghung <:\ c:r) 1h111g tugclln:r I he sa lien gla.-. j.., "hal ' 
left nlict ml~'lllfllllll:\ Lt 1 heal the thsurcs in the mh) . lh~: 
~'"""' m1hi-. ca!!c cml) pnrtiall~ ma-.h.~ lis~ures thai duJ 1101 

h~.:nl 
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... to be Cc/11/tn/led . 

Specioltlwllk.f to Bear Williams, Stom Group Lobs, 
Slla11e McClure, Gltl, Cllris Smitll, AGL. 

111111 t111loinette Matlitu. 
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